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In this thesis I have studied five novels of Hanif Kureishi exploring the three major 
themes of art and artists, gender and sexualities, and multiculturalism. Chapter I 
surveys the socio-cultural and political milieu of post-war Britain that created the 
necessary background for the emergence of a writer like Hanif Kureishi and the 
fictional world that he has created. 
After 1945 (World War II) Britain started losing her colonies. In 1947, India became 
independent with partition that created one more independent country, Pakistan. The 
loss of 'the jewel in the crown' of the British Empire represented a key moment in the 
history of Britain. It signalled the beginning of the gradual dismantling of most of the 
Empire over the next fifty years or so. Colonialism ended with the political 
independence of the colonies. However, the legacy of colonialism was here to stay and 
have a far reaching influence not only on the former colonies but also on Britain itself, 
both in terms of its global position in the new world order and also the changing nature 
of its population. Britain has continued to maintain contacts with many of the former 
colonies with the establishment of the Commonwealth, an association of a group of 
countries formerly ruled by Britain. This continued association along with a favourable 
immigration policy in the initial years has affected the pattern of migration from the 
former colonies. From the 1950s onwards, a large number of people moved from parts 
of the Caribbean, South East Asia, Africa and other parts of the worid and settled in 
Britain's urban areas. This influx of immigrants has changed the face of British society 
and culture in profound ways. The newly emergent black and Asian population 
occupied certain labour market positions, lived in particular areas and faced particular 
forms of racism. There has always been resistance in some quarters to the development 
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of these new communities from other parts of the world. To make it worse, the 
successive governments have played the so-called 'race card' rhetoric designed to 
create unnecessary phobia amongst established British population with images of being 
invaded and swamped. 
To manage these culturally diverse immigrant communities and to maintain 
harmonious co-existence with the established British communities Britain has 
experimented different policies from wholesale 'assimilation' to 'integration' and 
'multiculturalism'. After a brief acceptance of the policy of assimilation in education in 
1964, the United Kingdom government accepted the notion of 'integration'. From the 
policy of integration Britain moved to a model of multiculturalism whereby it was 
assumed that the immigrants would retain a sense of their original cultures at the same 
time adapt to the cultural make-up of Britain. But in reality this did not happen. The 
formation of the cultural identity of immigrant people has been complex phenomenon 
in the face of deep rooted racism in the British society. The policy of multiculturalism 
has been questioned and debated in the context of global terrorism and the role of the 
home grown terrorists. 
The post war Britain was also marked by rapid cultural changes. The concepts of 
gender and sexuality underwent a radical change. The success achieved by feminist 
movement in the 70s and 80s in changing cultural perception of the roles for men and 
women were more visible in the 1990s when the cultural theorist started talking about a 
post-feminist situation. It was felt that the main aims of the second wave feminism of 
the 1970s and 80s had already been achieved and the critique of patriarchy has become 
an anachronism. One of the impacts of the success of feminism was the changing 
notions of masculinity. From the original tenets of feminism it follows that masculinity 
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is also a cultural construct and men are equally conditioned by the prevailing gender 
codes as women. 
The later part of the 1960s also saw a change in attitudes towards homosexuality. Gay 
Liberation Movement of America and Western Europe coincided in interest and agenda 
with the Women's Liberation Movement in the late 1960s. In Britain homosexuality 
was decriminalised in 1967 by the Sexual Offences Act but the everyday prejudice and 
acts of violence against homosexuals continued. Because of this the Gay and Lesbian 
rights movements continued in the 1970s and 1980s. The riot at the Stonewall Inn, a 
lesbian and gay club in New York City in May 1969 served to bring to public attention 
the injustices done to the lesbian and gay community, which in effect strengthened the 
resistance against this kind of prejudice in Britain as well as America. Since then many 
laws have been enacted to redress some of the inequalities meted out to the 
homosexuals. Britain has granted the rights and responsibilities of a civil marriage to 
the same-sex couples by enacting the Civil Partnership Act of 2004. 
Hanif Kureishi is a contemporary novelist, playwright and film maker of contemporary 
multicultural Britain. His works mirror the condition of Britain of the last three-four 
decades which is marked by rapid and radical socio-cultural changes. Kureishi was 
bom of a mixed parentage in the post war period, grew up in the welfare state of 
Britain, lived through Thatcherite England and is writing through the time of Tony 
Blair to the present day. Kureishi is a product of the lost empire, a second generation 
immigrant Englishman bom of an English mother and Pakistani-Muslim father. His 
very multicultural background is indeed a fertile ground of creativity. He has produced 
a considerable number of screenplays, a few collections of short stories, some novels 
and a few books of non-fiction. 
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This thesis has been limited to. the study of his novels only because inclusion of other 
genre of his writings would have made it very lengthy. As a literary genre the canvas of 
novel is the largest and it allows its writer the scope and autonomy needed to explore 
his vision. 
In many of his books the main characters are artists, such as, actors, writers, painters 
and musicians. In The Buddha of Suburbia the protagonist, Karim Amir is an actor and 
his half-brother, Charlie is a pop-musician. Shahid, the protagonist of The Black Album 
is a budding writer. In Gabriel's Gift, Gabriel is a promising painter and his father Rex 
is a musician. The lives of the artists are complex. Stiff competition, uncertainty, 
innovation, fact or fiction, responsibility and morality are some of the dilemmas of the 
artists. Chapter II of this thesis entitled 'The Artistic Self has dealt with the theme of 
art and artists. The first part of this Chapter makes an investigation into the theoretical 
aspect of the concepts of self and identity. The second part is focused on the study of 
Kureishi's concept of 'the artistic self. 
Kureishi's writings suggest that nobody is a bom artist. Artists are rather products of 
circumstances. Kureishi values imagination very highly. However, he reinforces that 
imagination alone cannot make one a successful artist. He seems to be of the opinion 
that one has to have commitment and put in hard work to be successful as an artist. 
Kureishi seems to be critical of the idealism and nonconformity associated with artistic 
creativity. In his writings Kureishi does not distinguish between high art and low art. 
By foregrounding the dilemmas of the artists Kureishi foregrounds the dilemmas of the 
creative writers and makes his own writings self-reflexive. 
Gender and sexuality is one of the recurrent themes in the novels of Kureishi. Kureishi 
deals with the themes of development of sexual orientation, fluidity of sexuality, sexual 
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relationship, relationship between ethnicity and sexuality, and the pursuit of sexual 
pleasure in a very uninhibited and unconventional manner. Chapter III of this thesis 
entitled 'Redefining the Sexual' has dealt with the theme of gender and sexuality. The 
first part of the Chapter III explores the development of the theoretical concepts and the 
discourse of gender and sexuality. The second part is devoted to the study of the novels 
to investigate Kureishi's vision of gender and sexuality. Kureishi destabilises the 
hegemony of normative heterosexuality in his novels. Kureishi shows in his novels that 
the sexual relations between the races is fraught with the historical baggage of 
colonialism and the desire for the mysterious Other. However, Kureishi seems to be in 
favour of racial intermingling which would lead to hybridity instead of separatism. 
The period from the 1960s to the present day is historically and politically marked by 
Britain's dilemma to deal with large number of immigrant population from her previous 
colonies and the rise of racist politics. Initially, Britain adopted the policy of 
assimilation, followed by first, the policy of integration and second, multiculturalism. 
Kureishi, himself being the son of an immigrant father and a British mother has 
observed these developments very closely. In his novels we find the snapshots of many 
multicultural interactions and the problems of developing a multicultural identity. 
Chapter IV of the thesis entitled 'Celebrating Multiculturalism' makes an investigation 
into Kureishi's take on the policy of multiculturalism and the development of 
multicultural self The failure of multiculturalism as a policy to counter racism and 
social exclusion of the immigrants, specially Muslims first came to light in 1989, the 
year following the publication of Salman Rushdie's controversial book The Satanic 
Verses resulting in world-wide protest, book burning in Bradford, England and 
Ayatollah Khomeini's Fatwa against Rushdie. This event raised questions related to the 
limits of the freedom of expression guaranteed by liberal democracy; level of tolerance 
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of a particular religious or cultural community to criticism, stereotyping or 
deconstruction of their sacredly held beliefs, customs and texts. This event also raised 
questions to the efficacy of the policy of multiculturalism to help the minority 
safeguard their religion and culture from the onslaught of the majority liberals and also 
to maintain social and racial cohesion. The situation changed fiirthermore in the post-
9/1 1 world. Some of Kureishi's novels address these issues and debates. Chapter V of 
this thesis entitled 'Multiculturalism in Crisis' makes an attempt to explore Kureishi's 
engagement with these issues. Chapter VI is the conclusion. The conclusion 
summarises the findings of the research. 
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Preface 
This work is an attempt to read the novels of Hanif Kureishi and explore his major 
thematic concerns. Hanif Kureishi is a contemporary British writer of Pakistcini 
descent. He is a novelist, screenplay writer and filmmaker. He has played the role of 
a chronicler of social change in Britain through his writings. His first novel The 
Buddha of Suburbia published in 1990 won him the Whithread First Novel Award. 
Before this he had already established himself as a screenplay writer and won many 
awards. In 2008 Hanif Kureishi was awarded the prestigious title of Commander of 
the British Empire by the Queen of England. 
As a writer Kureishi has attained the attention of the literary critics and quite a few 
volumes of literary criticism have appeared on his works (some included in the 
bibliography). These volumes are of general kind discussing novels, screenplays, 
short stories as well as non-fiction writings of Kureishi. However, his novels alone 
deserved a comprehensive study. Novel as a literary genre is very different from 
screenplays and non-fictions as it has a larger canvas and it allows the writer to 
engage with the society in a comprehensive way and helps to explore his vision. The 
present study is an attempt to explore Kureishi's engagement with the contemporairy 
British society. This is an interdisciplinary research wherein the theories of 
sociology and political science have been used as tools to study literary texts, that is, 
novels. The growth and development of artists, changing notions of sexuality and the 
efficacy of the policy of muhiculturalism to deal with the problems of racism are the 
major themafic concerns in the novels of Hanif Kureishi. These issues have been 
studied in four different chapters in five of his novels. The chapters begin with an 
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This chapter examines the socio-cultural miheu of Britain in the post war period that 
created the background for the emergence of a writer hke Hanif Kureishi. It also surveys 
the Hterary landscape of contemporary Britain in an attempt to place him in a category he 
deserves. An outline of the following chapters will also be drawn here. 
1.1 Post-colonial Britain and English Novel 
India won independence from Britain in 1947 with partition that created one more 
independent country, Pakistan. The loss of 'the jewel in the crown' of the British Empire 
represented a key moment in the history of Britain. It signalled the beginning of the 
gradual dismantling of most of the Empire over the next fifty years or so. Malay won its 
sovereignty in 1957 along with Ghana. Kenya, Nigeria, Uganda and most other British 
controlled African states achieved independence in the 1960s along with Jamaica, Trinidad 
and several other Caribbean nations. Rhodesia became independent Zimbabwe in 1980, 
and Hong Kong was returned to China in 1997. Colonialism ended with the political 
independence of these countries. However, the legacy of colonialism was here to stay and 
have a far reaching influence not only on the former colonies but also on Britain itself, 
both in terms of its global position in the new world order after 1945 (World War II), and 
also the changing nature of its population. 
1.1.1 Immigrants and Race Relations in Britain 
Britain has continued to maintain contacts with many of the former colonies with the 
establishment of the Commonwealth, an association of a group of countries formerly ruled 
by Britain. This continued association along with a favourable immigration policy in the 
initial years has affected the pattern of migration from the fonner colonies. From the 1950s 
onwards, a large number of people moved from parts of the Caribbean, South East Asia, 
Africa and other parts of the world and settled in Britain's urban areas. This influx of 
immigrants has changed the face of British society and culture in profound ways. This 
process, however, has not been very smooth. Many of the areas in which these new 
immigrants settled were deprived, where the original populations themselves were 
suffering from social and economic adversity. The newly emergent black and Asian 
population occupied certain labour market positions, lived in particular areas and faced 
particular forms of racism. There has always been resistance in some quarters to the 
development of these new communities from other parts of the world. To make it worse, 
the successive governments have played the so-called 'race card' rhetoric designed to 
create unnecessary phobia amongst established British population with images of being 
invaded and swamped. Enoch Powell, for example, made his infamous anti-immigrant 
speech 'Rivers of Blood' in 1968 depicting Britain as swamped with uncontrollable waves 
of immigrants which were throwing the country into impending doom. However, 
immigration was a gradual process over the time and never have the ethnic minority 
groups made up more than 8 per cent of the British population (Bentley 17). 
Britain received immigrants earlier than this also in the first few decades of the twentieth 
century from the eastern European countries and relatively a small number from the Asian 
and African countries as well. During this time there was an implicit understanding on the 
part of the new immigrant population and the host communities that within two or three 
generations the immigrants whose language and culture appeared alien to the host 
communities would have acquired a level of the English language and would no longer 
seem out of place. However, they would retain much of their culture within the privacy of 
their family and religious lives. Their difference would not be publicly visible and they 
would be integrated with the British society. This, according to C.W. Watson, actually 
happened 'with Irish and Italian and, to a lesser extent, Jewish migrants. The Asian and 
African immigrants, though small in number, were able to establish their individual 
identity for themselves "on the basis of their own singular personalities rather than as 
representatives of ethnic groups or members of a specific religious persuasion" (92). 
But, with the coming of the Commonwealth immigrants in the 1950s onwards the situation 
changed dramatically. The attitude of the host community shifted fi-om mutual 
understanding of the previous years to a growing hostility as reflected in incidents such as 
the Notting Hill race riots inl958. C.W. Watson lists two significant factors for this kind of 
shift of attitude. One factor, he thinks, was the "cultural lag in the representation of other 
cultures" because of which the older, ^ zn de siecle intellectual opinion was trickling down 
to the popular imagination even in the second half of the next century. The other factor, 
according to him, was "a corresponding shift away from an unspoken pressure on 
immigrant populations to become Anglicised to one which required immigrants to keep to 
themselves and abide by the rules rather than attempt the impossible of becoming 
Englishmen"( 93). According to Watson the first factor, "cultural lag in the representation 
of other cultures" is easy to document. Films and popular fictions of the time portrayed the 
non-European other as alien with negative stereotypical traits. The portrayal of the eastern 
bazaars, Chinese opium dens and references to Tarzan, Jungle Jim, King Solomon's mines 
all created a suspicion and contempt for the non-European. Differences of physical 
appearance, pagan beliefs and superstitions derived firom descriptions of a previous 
generation of writers all were added as further dimensions of difference. This negative 
stereotyping of the Oriental and African other as lacking the culture and civilisation of the 
Christian West was not only confined to popular fictions but was also perpetuated by a 
more sophisticated and elaborate fictional representation of the fag-end of colonialism by 
novelists, such as, Graham Greene, Evelyn Waugh, Paul Scot and Joyce Gary. One more 
factor that distanced the European from the non-European was the fact that, although the 
process of decolonisation was a benign affair for the colonies, the negative representation 
of nationalist politicians, the use of negative epithets for them, such as, terrorists, 
saboteurs, communists and also references to acts of barbarism and violence (which for the 
natives were acts of heroism) confirmed the orientalist narrative of the previous centuries 
depicting the non-European other as barbaric and in desperate need of Western 
enlightenment. Even the sympathetic representation of the non-European other was either 
"in the guise of the trusty servant or the Anglophile aristocrat, and in both the cases the 
image for public consumption encouraged an amused contempt, a tolerance of the 
ludicrous and the pretentious, of the kind fostered in much of the earlier literature of 
Kipling, Haggard and, one dare to say it Conrad" (Watson 94). This was often confinned 
by the anecdotal references of the large number of retired colonial officials in the Britain 
of the 1950s. This kind of representation contributed to the growing sense of prejudice 
among the established British communities that the non-white others were all right in their 
position but they should not try to reach beyond that either through social mobility or 
through intermarriage. This kind of conceptualisation along with the changing economic 
condition of the time led to a sense of separateness and the desire to maintain social and 
cultural difference. But, at the same time the strict adherence of the immigrants to the 
social conventions and national laws was closely monitored. This has been reflected in the 
changing political attitude of Britain to immigration. Britain experienced race-riots in 
cities such as Brixton, Chapel Town, Toxteth and Moss Side in the early 1980s and in 
Bradford, Burnley and Oldham in the early 2000s. Though it will be unjust to ignore other 
factors such as class, social deprivation, religion and community relation with police and 
other state machineries as the causes of these riots, the ethnic identities of the 
disadvantaged groups and the presence of the right wing poHtical groups such as National 
Front in the 1970s and 80s and the British National Parties in the last two decades have 
aggravated the tensions between the races. 
1.1.2 Political Attitude of Britain to Immigration 
In the post-war period Britain needed cheap labours to sustain its labour-intensive 
economy. But the home-based workers were not ready to do the most basic jobs at low 
wage; however, this was an attractive prospect for the skilled and unskilled labours from 
India, Pakistan and West Indies. The British Nationality Act of 1948 which confirmed the 
right to entrance and residence in Britain for virtually all the citizens of the Empire was 
motivated by this pure economic factor. However, later there has been a gradual attrition 
of this right. In 1962 the 'open-door' policy was ended and Commonwealth Immigration 
Act was introduced which brought in a system of employment vouchers for 
Commonwealth immigrants on quota basis. Further, the Immigration Act (1971) restricted 
domicile to those bom in Britain, or whose parents or grandparents were of British origin. 
This was implicitly a racist condition since it suggested that nationality was determined by 
genetic inheritance. Finally, the most significant redefinition of nationality and citizenship 
came in the form of British Nationality Act 1981 which abolished the automatic right to 
British citizenship for children bom in Britain. This Act was designed to restrict the 
naturalisation of immigrants' children (Head 163-64). 
According to Dominic Head the above sketch of the legislation has a number of 
implications. First, the acceptance of the subjects of the former Empire as British citizens 
in the post-war time which encouraged large scale migration to the 'mother' nation 
evaporated very quickly in the light of economic change and political expediency. Second, 
the shifting policy makes it clear that identity based on national affiliation is not absolute 
but a political construction. This, in effect, created public confiasion which allowed racism 
to grow. Genetic inheritance based response to the citizen of the Empire, may be 
unwittingly, colluded with public misperception of national identity which is racially 
exclusive. This "helped to foster a denial of postcolonial obligations and a rejection of the 
postcolonial heritage" (164). 
On the cultural front also it has kept on changing from the wholesale 'assimilation' to 
'integration' and 'multiculturalism'. After a brief acceptance of the policy of assimilation 
in education in 1964, the United Kingdom government accepted the notion of 
'integration'. The then Home Secretary, Roy Jenkins in 1966 defined this as "not a 
flattening process of uniformity but cultural diversity, coupled with equal opportunity in an 
atmosphere of mutual tolerance" (qtd. in Rex and Singh 6). Jenkins' argument 
encapsulates both growing popular sentiment and liberal intellectual views both of which, 
though fi-om different perspectives, were derived fi-om a sense of 'difference'. From the 
policy of integration Britain moved to a model of multiculturalism whereby it was 
assumed that the immigrants would retain a sense of their original cultures at the same 
time adapt to the cultural make-up of Britain. This was conceived as a celebration of 
difference. The debates that followed about the fi-eedom of religious expression, 
multilingual education and the nature of entrenched racism in British social and political 
institutions are all attempts to reconcile a principle of difference with one of equality. This 
problem is not particular to the ethnic groups only but also concerns social classes, 
different communities of religious believers as well as gays and lesbians. The demand for 
equality in the public sphere, at one level, is directed against institutional racism and seems 
to represent a plea for colour-blindness. 
But there is a problem with this kind of attempts because integration often means 
assimilation within the host culture which is insensitive to cultural and racial diversity. 
This may lead to internal cultural imperialism. Many novelists have shown their concern to 
this problem. Salman Rushdie, for example, has discussed the problems of understanding 
race in Britain in an essay in 1982, where he discovers 'the last colony of the British 
Empire' (Rushdie 130). The problem of this new internal empire, according to Dominic 
Head, is the failure of Britain to stop seeking to colonize or demonize aspects of racial 
difference. Rushdie's view is that Britain failed to embrace the inevitable fact of its 
postcolonial future which he sees as "a crisis of the whole culture, of the society's entire 
sense of itself (161). According to Head "the misperception of racial and cultural 
difference extends to those apparently benign attempts at 'integration', which Rushdie sees 
as code for a nullifying assimilation" and "it is 'multiculturalism' that excites his particular 
ire, a term too often concealing mere tokenism"(161). The problem is that the 
identification of cultural difference does not necessarily lead to understanding or 
embracing it, the opposite process of exoticization may also result. It seems that Rushdie's 
approach to ethnic diversity is situated at a space between 'official multiculturalism' and 
wholesale 'assimilation'. It is a space of the hybridised culture of the postcolonial migrant 
which is crucial to all inhabitants of the new emerging culture. Later, we will see in this 
thesis that Kureishi also shares this approach to ethnic diversity. 
1.1.3 Immigrants and English Novel 
The above debates and other political issues associated with the experiences of immigrants 
have been addressed by many contemporary novelists of Britain who are the children of 
immigrants. One of the aims of these novelists is to readdress the ways in which the 
immigrants have been constructed in the British literature of the previous decades. This 
kind of writings has often been labelled as 'Black British' literature. But, there are 
problems in lumping together a variety of writers with distinct ethnic and cultural 
background. Some ideas of postcolonial theory have been useful tools in understanding 
these kinds of writings dealing with different cultural spaces. One such idea is Homi 
Bhabha's concept of hybridity and what he refers to as third space. In his book Location of 
Culture (1994), by hybridity Bhabha means the ways in which two or more cultures 
interact and combine in a metropolitan space without privileging any one of the constituent 
parts but incorporating elements from the both. Hybridity can also occur at the level of 
racial identity whereby the children of mixed-race marriages could be described as hybrid 
but it is more importantly used in cultural sense. Hybridity in cultural sense refers to a 
'third space' as the location of culture and rejects the binary opposition of culture and also 
rejects the belief that the origin of culture is race and ethnicity. The 'third space' is a new 
hybrid containing the dual heritage of both the cultures that went into its formation. Hanif 
Kureishi himself is a product of dual heritage, a child of mixed-race marriage, his father 
being an immigrant from Indian subcontinent and his mother an English woman. Some of 
the characters of his novels are also children of mixed race marriage and culturally hybrid. 
Another theory that has proved to be usefiil is Stuart Hall's concept of 'new ethnicities'. 
Hall identifies two phases in the historical development of racial politics. The first phase 
began when the term 'black' was coined to refer to the common experiences of racism and 
marginalisation in Britain uniting communities across ethnic and cultural boundaries 
organising a politics of resistance against racism. This resistance involved challenging the 
simplified objectification and negative stereotyping in the representation of black 
experiences in mainstream literature and culture. There were two principal objectives of 
this resistance. One was 'the question of access to the rights to representation by black 
artists and black cultural workers themselves' and the other was the contestation of the 
marginalised, stereotypical and "fetishised nature of the images of blacks by the counter 
position of a 'positive' black imagery" (Hall 199). This type of resistance which Hall calls 
"relations of representation" gained ground after the 1950s and championed the 
development of what was called 'Black British' literature and art. The second phase 
developed from the first and Hall terms this as "the end of the innocent notion of the 
essential black subjecf. This phase marks the entry of the black people to the discourses 
of post-structuralism, post-modernism, psychoanalysis, feminism and the politics of 
representation with the recognition that "black" is 'essentially a politically and culturally 
constructed category'. This "brings into play the recognition of the immense diversity and 
differentiation of the historical and cultural experiences of black subjects" (Hall 200). This 
leads to a wide range of 'new ethnicities' related not only to issues of race but also class, 
gender, sexuality and youth. Hanif Kureishi as a novelist can be categorised within the 
'new ethnicities' because as a writer he demolishes the idea of 'essential black' and 
touches upon issues related not only to race but also to class, gender, sexuality and youth 
in his novels. 
1.2 Changing Cultural Milieu 
The post war Britain was also marked by rapid cultural changes. The concepts of gender 
and sexuality underwent a radical change. In her influential book The Second Sex (1949), 
Simone de Beauvoir wrote "one is not bom, but rather becomes, a woman ... it is 
civilisation as a whole that elaborates this intermediary product between the male and the 
eunuch that is called feminine" (293). What follows from this is that the ideas of gender, 
i.e. the traits that are considered to form what is masculine and what is feminine in one's 
identity and behaviour, are largely cultural constructs. Considering these codes as cultural 
construct and historically contingent rather than natural or essential made it possible to 
argue for a resistance to the roles assigned by the society for men and women. The 
proposition that 'one is not bom, but rather becomes, a woman' was the guiding principle 
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of the new wave feminism that nourished the poHtical campaigns in the 1960s and 70s 
under the banner of Women's Liberation Movement, hi Britain the feminist activists and 
writers were closely associated with socialist political movement and they generally saw 
women's rights as part of a wider social agenda including class. In literary criticism the 
feminist movement developed into two directions in the 1970s. One was led by Kate 
Millett who in her book Sexual Politics (1969) tended to identify the sexist and often 
misogynist positions of the male-authored books of the past. This strategy of criticism was 
often called phallocentric criticism. The other was led by Elaine Showalter, the 6riginator 
of the term 'gynocrticism' and the author of the book, A Literature of their Own (1977). 
Showalter, along with Sandra Gilbert, Susan Gubar and Ellen Moers wanted to develop an 
alternative canon of women's literature, a body of writing often referred to as 
gynocriticism. Feminism has been a far reaching influence on British fiction. Many award 
winning female writers emerged during this period and many of the female writers have 
been included in the syllabus of contemporary fictions. 
Along with the Anglo-American tradition of feminist literary criticism which was an 
outcome of the Civil Rights Movements, some of the British writers have been influenced 
by the French tradition of feminist criticism. The preoccupation of the French feminists 
was the poststructuralist theories of language. French feminists such as psychoanalysts 
Julia Kristeva and Luce Irigaray and the creative writer and philosopher Helen Cixous 
attempted to examine the Western philosophical thought and ideology to expose how male 
supremacy was reproduced and perpetuated. Helen Cixous argued that whole basis of 
Western language and philosophy has been based on 'dual hierarchical system', such as, 
the binary of "activity/passivity", "sun/moon", "culture/nature", and "man/woman", such 
that, it places the female either in a position of inferiority or invisibility (Cixous 578). In 
her writings she tried to rectify this imbalance in a new type of writing labelled as ecriture 
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feminine which combines hterary creation with criticism to represent the unique female 
experience through language and syntax. However, this was problematic because it took 
the feminine writing back to the characteristics traditionally associated with femininity in 
male-centric or patriarchal discourse. An alternative approach could be taking over by 
women of those characteristics normally associated with masculinity and in the Britain of 
1980s the then Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher has been a living incarnation for this. 
Though Ms. Thatcher was not an icon of this kind of feminism because she openly 
disagreed with the views of the feminists of 70s and 80s, her achieving the top position of 
power and her taking on what may be regarded as masculine characteristic suggested that 
gender role was independent of biological sex. 
The success achieved by feminist movement in the 70s and 80s in changing cultural 
perception of the roles for men and women were more visible in the 1990s when the 
cultural theorist started talking about a post-feminist situation. It was felt that the main 
aims of the second wave feminism of the 1970s and 80s had already been achieved and the 
critique of patriarchy has become an anachronism. Critics like Judith Butler argued that the 
masculine and feminine binary of gender categories were artificial constructs supported by 
imposed heterosexuality which could be deconstructed and a multitude of possible gender 
positions would become available (Tolan 338). This signalled the post-feminist era when 
the division between man and woman was finally transcended. However, this had serious 
implications because the very possibility of feminist politics would evaporate if the 
category of woman became meaningless. From this emerged what is labelled as 'third 
wave feminism' to oppose the former idea. The 1990s saw the rise of significant popular 
cultural trends and movements. One, according to Nick Bentley was "the so-called 
'ladette' culture, a form of social behaviour that advocated the pleasures and codes of 
practice that had previously been the enclave of young men, such as heavy drinking. 
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clubbing, and active pursuance of sexual partners" (14). One example of this popular 
movement was the rise and success of the Spice Girls. They presented themselves as a 
kind of post-feminist gang who used sexuality on their own tenns. 
One of the impacts of the success of feminism was the changing notions of masculinity. 
From the original tenets of feminism it follows that masculinity is also a cultural construct 
and men are equally conditioned by the prevailing gender codes as women. According to 
Betty Friedan as Nick Bentley refers to "men weren't really the enemy - they were fellow 
victims suffering from an outmoded masculine mystique" (qtd. in Bentley 14). The idea of 
New Man began to circulate in the 1980s. This referred to a male who was in touch with 
feminine sensibilities and broadly agreed with the idea of women's equality. Many male 
writers explored this new gender dimension and developed this new definition of 
masculinity. Writer such as Martin Amis and Julian Barnes in the 1980s and Nick Hornby, 
Tony Parson and John King in the 1990s explored the new concepts of masculinity in their 
works. 
The later part of the 1960s also saw a change in attitudes towards homosexuality. Gay 
Liberation Movement of America and Western Europe coincided in interest and agenda 
with the Women's Liberation Movement in the late 1960s. In Britain homosexuality was 
decriminalised in 1967 by the Sexual Offences Act but the everyday prejudice and acts of 
violence against homosexuals continued. Because of this the Gay and Lesbian rights 
movements continued in the 1970s and 1980s. The riot at the Stonewall Inn, a lesbian and 
gay club in New York City in May 1969 served to bring to public attention the injustices 
done to the lesbian and gay community, which in effect strengthened the resistance against 
this kind of prejudice in Britain as well as America. Since then many laws have been 
enacted to redress some of the inequalities meted out to the homosexuals. Britain has 
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granted the rights and responsibihties of a civil marriage to the same-sex couples by 
enacting the Civil Partnership Act of 2004. 
In the late 1980s and 90s 'queer theory' was developed and popularised by the gender 
theorists with an aim to disrupt the way in which sexual and gender identities are 
constructed in societies. Queer theory was influenced by the ideas of poststructuralist 
theory in general and Michel Foucault's The History Sexuality (1976) in particular. 
Foucault pointed out that alternative sexual practices were coded differently across 
different societies and through histories. Sexual relations between men were common in 
the fifth century Greek society. Only later it was discovered to be a sign of identifiable 
perversion. Foucault argued that 'homosexuality' as a social, medical and ontological 
category was invented in the late nineteenth century and imposed on sexual practices. 
Queer theory aimed to champion aspects of gay culture because it was regarded as a 
deviance by many members of the mainstream culture. The word 'queer' had originally 
been used as a term of abuse against homosexual men and women but 'queer stiadies' or 
'queer theories' reclaimed it and gave it a posifive meaning as a comprehensive temri to 
refer to a variety of possible sexual orientafions. Theorists such as Judith Butler, Eve 
Kosofsky Sedgwick and Lee Edelman produced important works in this area related to 
literary studies. This changing perception of gender and sexuality find expression in the 
contemporary literary writings and Hanif Kureishi as a novelist of the contemporary times 
fi'equently engages with these issues in his novels. 
1.3 Contemporary British Fiction 
Until very recently the term 'contemporary' in literary studies referred to the works 
produced in the post Second World War period. The word 'contemporary' means the 
immediate present, so marking such a long time, starting from the 1950s to the first decade 
of the 21^' century, as 'contemporary' seems problemafic. During this long time of more 
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than half a century Britain has undergone economic, demographic, cultural and ideological 
changes. Since serious literature responds imaginatively to its socio-cultural and 
intellectual climate, British fiction during this long time also has interacted with the same 
and has incorporated the socio-cultural preoccupations of the time. The first few decades 
of the post-war period is marked by the counter-modernist and realist trend in fiction. 
Writers like Anthony Powell, Evelyn Waugh and Graham Greene became more popular 
than the experimentalist like James Joyce or Samuel Beckett. These writers rejected the 
aesthetic of experimentation "as the obtuse, inaccessible preserve of an intellectual elite" 
they also rejected the Victorian realism of fixed set of social or ethical mores as "purblind 
hypocrisy". Writers such as Kingsley Amis, John Wain, William Cooper, C.P. Snow, 
Angus Wilson and others following the footsteps of Powell, Waugh and Greene brought in 
a new wave of post-war realism which was "intelligent, reflective of contemporary mores 
and habits, amoral and contemptuous of the class distinctions and ethical norms" (Bradford 
11). Though there were a number of writers such as William Golding, Muriel Spark, 
Anthony Burgess, Iris Murdoch, Doris Lessing and John Fowles who were difficult to 
classify in terms of their relationship with modernism or with new realism, something that 
could be regarded the nonn was the counter-modernists of the 1950s with their mimetic 
engagement with contemporary life. According to Richard Bradford the novelists of the 
post-war period rejected modernism not as a kind of aesthetic reaction but as a new 
necessity. They faced with a new Britain with transformed socio-economic infrastructure 
initiated by the post-war Labour Government. The following decades saw new levels of 
social mobility in the form of popular cultures and an explosion of mass media heavily 
influenced by America. The "social change was so rapid and varied that the logical 
response, for the novelists, seemed to be to attempt to record it, to incorporate its 
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particulars and incidentals as guilelessly as possible; mimesis rather than experiment 
became the preferred technique" (Bradford 11). 
For the generation of novelists who started their career in the 1970s modernism was 
already an antiquated phenomenon and the war and its socio-cultural aftermath a 
remembrance from their parents. Hanif Kureishi as a novelist belongs to this generation 
and he also has adopted the mimetic technique or realist mode. 
The writers who started their careers in the 1970s and who have made their presence felt in 
the last three-four decades have undergone a very different socio-cultural milieu. A 
number of literary critics and historians such as James F. English, Richard Bradford, and 
Nick Bentley have used the phrase 'contemporary fiction' for the period from the mid-
1970s to the present day. The reason behind marking 1975 as the borderline was the 
election of Margaret Thatcher as the leader of the Conservative Party and her subsequent 
election as the first Prime Minister in 1979 which marks a key moment of transition in the 
socio-economic, cultural and political climate of Britain. The politics of consensus of the 
post World War II period that established Britain as a welfare state and a mixed economy 
having state owned and private industries that represented a balance between the socialist 
and capitalist policies was dismantled by the Thatcherite economic policies. A widespread 
policy of privatisation was implemented and the basic industries and economic 
infrastructures such as coal, steel, gas, telecommunications, council housing, transport and 
even water were privatised. The policies of Margaret Thatcher's Conservative government 
came to be known as Thatcherism. According to Nick Bentley, "the development of 
Thatcherism rested fundamentally on policies that shifted responsibility for social welfare 
from the state to the individual. On the surface Thatcherism produced an ideology of 
individual success and the accumulation of wealth" (Bentiey 4). Thatcherism became a 
watchword to describe a fundamental change in the ideology of the nation. This was 
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perceived differently by different groups; some celebrated it at the same time some hated 
it. According to Richard Bradford, the detractors 'argued that it encouraged and glorified 
greed, material ambition and shallow self-aggrandisement, while at the other end of the 
spectrum it was applauded as the emancipation from a culture of dependency, an 
opportunity to experience a new form of liberalism which incorporated a plethora of 
wealth-creating choices(Bradford 31). Indeed, the economic policies of the Thatcher 
government divided the British society into two classes, one, the rising wealthy class with 
their unembarrassed consumption and the other, impoverished, unemployed working class 
due to shift of focus from earlier basic industries such as coal, still and ship building. This 
led to the development of resistance movements amongst the sections of population who 
were deprived of the benefit of the new economic culture of individualism. The new socio-
political situation provided a wealth of fresh material for the contemporary writers of the 
realist fictions. Hanif Kureishi as a contemporary novelist of the realist mode engages with 
these issues in his novels. 
1.4 Hanif Kureishi and His Worlds: 
Hanif Kureishi is a contemporary novelist, playwright and film maker of mulficultural 
Britain. His works mirror the condifion of Britain of the last three-four decades which is 
marked by rapid and radical socio-cultural changes. Kureishi was bom of a mixed 
parentage in the post war period, grew up in the welfare state of Britain, lived through 
Thatcherite England and is writing through the time of Tony Blair to the present day. 
Kureishi is a product of the lost empire, a second generation immigrant Englishman bom 
of an English mother and Pakistani-Muslim father. His very mulficultural background is 
indeed a fertile ground of creativity. He has produced a considerable number of 
screenplays, a few collections of short stories, some novels and a few books of non-fiction. 
This thesis will only study his novels. 
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In many of his books the main characters are artists, such as, actors, writers, painters and 
musicians. In The Buddha of Suburbia the protagonist, Karim Amir is an actor and his 
half-brother, CharUe is a pop-musician. Shahid, the protagonist of The Black Album is a 
budding writer. In Gabriel's Gift, Gabriel is a promising painter and his father Rex is a 
musician. The lives of the artists are complex. Stiff competition, uncertainty, innovation, 
fact or fiction, responsibility and morality are some of the dilemmas of the artists. By 
foregrounding the dilemmas of the artists Kureishi foregrounds the dilemmas of the 
creative writers and makes his own writings self-reflexive. Chapter II of this thesis entitled 
'The Artistic Self will deal with the theme of art and artists. Gender and sexuality is one 
of the recurrent themes in the novels of Kureishi. Kureishi deals with the themes of 
development of sexual orientation, fluidity of sexuality, sexual relationship, relationship 
between ethnicity and sexuality, and pursuit of sexual pleasure in a very uninhibited 
manner from the perspectives of contemporary theories on sexuality. Chapter III of this 
thesis entitled 'Redefining the Sexual' will deal with the theme of gender and sexuality. 
The settings of many of his novels are in the 60s and 70s, a turbulent period in British 
history and politics. This period is marked by Britain's dilemma to deal with large number 
of immigrant population from her previous colonies and the rise of racist politics. Initially, 
Britain adopted the policy of assimilation, followed by first, the policy of integration and 
second, mulficulturalism. Kureishi, himself being the son of an immigrant father and a 
British mother has observed these developments very closely. In his novels we find the 
snapshots of many multicultural interactions and the problems of developing a 
multicultural identity. Chapter IV will investigate Kureishi's take on the policy of 
mulficulturalism and the development of mulficultural self The failure of mulficulturalism 
as a policy to counter racism and social exclusion of the immigrants, specially Muslims 
first came to light in 1989, the year following the publicafion of Salman Rushdie's novel 
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The Satanic Verses resulting in world-wide protest, book burning in Bradford, England 
and Ayatollah Khomeini's/aA^'a against Rushdie. This event raised questions related to the 
limits of the freedom of expression guaranteed by liberal democracy; level of tolerance of 
a particular religious or cultural community to criticism, stereotyping or deconstruction of 
their sacredly held beliefs, customs and texts. This event also raised questions to the 
efficacy of the policy of multiculturalism to help the minority safeguard their religion and 
culture from the onslaught of the majority liberals and also to maintain social and racial 
cohesion. The situation changed furthermore in the post-9/11 world. Some of Kureishi's 
novels address these issues and debates. Chapter V will explore Kureishi's take on these 
issues. This will be followed by a conclusion. 
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Chapter II 
On Artistic Self 
[A] poet is a light and winged thing, and holy, and never able to compose until he has 
become inspired, and is beside himself, and reason is no longer in him. 
Plato, Ion 
Weave a circle around him thrice. 
And close your eyes with holy dread. 
For he on honey-dew hath fed. 
And drunk the milk of Paradise. 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 'Kubla Khan' 
Writers are often asked if their work is autobiographical.... where else could the work 
come firom, except from the self? 
Hanif Kureishi, 'Something Given' 
Artists have always been considered a mysterious self with magical creative power. Plato's 
description of a poet as 'light and winged thing, and holy' and Coleridge's description of a 
poet as one who has fed 'on honey-dew' and 'drunk the milk of Paradise' seem to 
celebrate the poet as a heavenly being. However, this celebration is followed by 
banishment and exclusion because 'reason is no longer in him' when he composes and he 
behaves like a drunken and enchanted person to be dreaded. So, an artist is a self who is 
simultaneously celebrated and ostracised. The artistic self is an alienated self living a 
lonely life. 
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In this chapter I will study Kureishi's concerns with art and the artistic self. In many of his 
books the main characters are artists, such as, actors, writers, painters and musicians. In 
The Buddha of Suburbia the protagonist, Karim Amir is an actor and his half-brother, 
Charlie is a pop-musician. Shahid, the protagonist of The Black Album is a budding vmter. 
In Gabriel's Gift Gabriel is a promising painter and his father Rex is a musician. The lives 
of the artists are complex. Stiff competition, uncertainty, innovation, fact or fiction, 
responsibility and morality are some of the dilemmas of the artists. By foregrounding the 
dilemmas of the artists Kureishi foregrounds the dilemmas of the creative writers and 
makes his own writings self-reflexive. 
2.1 Theories of Artistic Self 
Artists are creative people and creativity demands certain personality attributes. Jane 
Piirto (2009) talks about many studies that have emphasised the fact that creative people in 
all domains have certain personality attributes in common. She lists the following 
personality attributes of creative people from well documented studies: androgyny, 
creativity, imagination, insight, intuition, introversion, naivete or opermess to experience, 
over excitabilities, motivation or passion for work in a domain, perceptiveness, 
persistence, preference for complexities, resilience, risk-taking, self-discipline, tolerance 
for ambiguity, and volition or will. Piirto (2009) also lists some personality attributes of 
creative writers that may or may not be present in creative people practising their creativity 
in other fields. These are namely, (1) ambition/envy, (2) concern with philosophical 
matters, (3) frankness often expressed in political or social activism, (4) psychopathology, 
(5) depression, (6) empathy and (7) a sense of humour. 
C. G. Jung in his book Modern Man in Search of a Soul (1933) argues that what is key to 
artistic creation is 'collective unconscious' by which he means ' a certain psychic 
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disposition shaped by the forces of heredity' (Jung 165). According to Jung every epoch 
has its own 'bias', 'particular prejudice' and its 'psychic ailment' which requires 
'compensatory adjustment'. This is done by 'collective unconscious' in a poet [artist], a 
seer, or a leader. Guided by the 'unexpressed desire' of his times he shows the way 'to the 
attainment of that which everyone blindly craves or expects' (Jung 165). Jung thinks that 
art acts like some innate drive and seizes a human being as its instrument. 'The artist is not 
a person endowed with free will who seeks his own ends, but one who allows ait to realise 
its purpose through him' (Jung 169). An artist generally lives a life full of conflict between 
'the common human longing for happiness, satisfaction and security in life' on the one 
hand and 'a ruthless passion for creation' on the other. The lives of artists are generally 
highly unsatisfactory 'because of their inferiority on the human and personal side' (Jung 
169). Every one of us is gifted with 'a certain capital of energy' or human impulse at birth. 
The creative force in an artist drains that capital energy to such an extent that the personal 
ego develops all sorts of negative qualities: 'ruthlessness, selfishness and vanity (so called 
"auto-erotism")' (Jung 170). Auto-erotism of artists resembles that of neglected child who 
develop bad qualities to protect themselves from destructive influences of people who do 
not love them. Later in life they maintain 'an invincible egocentricism by remaining all 
their lives infantile and helpless or by actively offending against the moral code or law' 
(Jung 170). This is the price one has to pay to be an artist, 'a man who from his very birth 
has been called to a greater task than the ordinary mortal' (Jung 170). 
From the above discussion what comes out is that artists are endowed with certain innate 
quality or creative force. Piirto's enumeration of the personality attributes are based on 
empirical studies and essentialist in nature. These attributes are essentialist because they 
seem to be stable or innate and permanently present traits in the personality of the artists. 
Jung's concept of artistic creativity is also like some innate drive that seizes upon the 
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person. This drive he calls 'collective unconscious'. This is also essentialist in nature 
because Jung thinks that the task of being an artist is imposed upon the individual from the 
time of birth. 
Since artists are also subjects and they also grapple with the question of identity it will be 
improper not to talk about the theories of subjectivity and identity. Subjectivity, as Chris 
Barker (2003) defines it, is 'the condition of being a person and the processes by which we 
become a person; that is, how we are constituted as subjects (biologically and culturally) 
and how we experience ourselves' (Barker 219). 
Contemporary theories of subjectivity and identity are anti-essentialist which means that 
these are changeable in relation to definite socio-cultural conjunctures. 'Identities are 
discursive constructions that change their meanings according to fime, place and usage' 
(Barker 221). According to Cridden, as Chris Barker refers to, 'the individual attempts to 
construct a coherent identity narrative by which "the self forms a trajectory of 
development from the past to an anticipated friture'". 'Thus', Barker quotes Gidden(1991), 
"Self-identity is not a distinctive trait, or even a collecfion of traits, possessed by the 
individual. It is the self as reflexively understood by the person in terms of her or his 
biography" (Barker 221). So, identity or self is not some entity we have but it is a mode of 
thinking about ourselves. It changes with circumstances in time and space. It is a process. 
Barker (2003) states that identity project is built on 'what we think we are now in the light 
of our past and present circumstances' and 'what we think we would like to be, the 
trajectory of our hoped-for future' (Barker 222). 
Stuart Hall (1992b) identifies three different ways of conceptualising idenfity, namely: the 
enlightenment subject, the sociological subject and the postmodern subject. 
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Enlightenment subject is based on the notion that human individual is a unique unified 
thinking being having the 'capacities of reason, consciousness and action'. This notion of 
the subject actually goes back to seventeenth century French philosopher Rene Descartes' 
concept of the certainty of self consciousness and modem soul, and his famous 
declaration, 'cogito ergo sum'' (I think therefore I am). This capacity of rational thinking 
allows us to experience the world and make sense of it according to its actual property. 
This concept of certainty of self-consciousness has wide ranging cultural implications as it 
holds individuals as unified and capable of organising themselves and taking responsibility 
of their actions. 
Hall thinks that subjectivity or identity is not autonomous or internal to the self rather it is 
constituted through the process of acculturation, i.e. cultural interaction with 'significant 
others' especially family members in a social context. Hall calls this the sociological 
subject. 
Barker states that the journey from the enlightenment subject to the sociological subject 
represents a shift from self-sufficient unified whole to considering the subject as socially 
constructed. Neither the sociological subject is the source of itself nor is it a whole 
because individuals take up 'a variety of social posifions'. Thus, the postmodern subject 
involves the self which is decentred, fragmented and of multiple identities. As Hall (1992) 
states: 
The subject assumes different identities at different times, identities which are not 
unified around a coherent 'self. Within us are contradictory identities, pulling in 
different directions, so that our identifications are condnually being shifted about. If 
we feel that we have a unified identity from birth to death, it is only because we 
construct a comforting story or 'narrative of the self about ourselves. (Hall 277) 
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According to Hall five major 'ruptures in the discourses of modem knowledge' have 
contributed to our understanding of the subject as decentred. These are: Marxism, 
psychoanalysis, feminism, the centrality of language and the work of Foucault. 
Marxist theory destabilises the notion of essential universal personhood and postulates that 
the production of subjectivity is contingent upon historically specific mode of production 
and social relations. Hall bases his notion of historical subject on the Althusserian reading 
of Marxism. In Althusserian reading 'ideology' takes the central place in the constitution 
of subjects. Chris Barker defines ideology in a simplified manner. According to him 'by 
the concept of ideology is meant structures of signification or "world view" that constitute 
social relations and legitimate the interests of the powerftil' (Barker 225). Althusser (1968) 
says that 'ideology interpellates individuals as subject'. Althusser suggests, 
... all ideology hails or interpellates concrete individuals as concrete subjects... 
ideology "acts" or "functions" in such a way that it "recruits" subjects among the 
individuals (it recruits them all), or "transforms" the individual into subjects (it 
transforms them all) by that very precise operation which I have called interpellation 
or hailing, and which can be imagined along the lines of the most commonplace 
everyday police (or other) hailing: "Hey, you there!"(Althusser 301) 
Every social institution has its own seemingly autonomous ideology. John Fiske states that 
'ideology is not a static set of ideas through which we view the world but a dynamic social 
practice, constantly in process, constantly reproducing itself ...'(Fiske 307). According to 
Fiske, Althusser believed that: 
'we are all constituted as subjects-in-ideology by the ISAs [Ideological State 
Apparatuses], that the ideological norms naturalised in their practices constitute not 
only the sense of the world for us, but also our sense of ourselves, our sense of 
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identity, and our sense of our relations to other people and to society in general. ... 
The subject, therefore, is a social construction, not a natural one' (Fiske 308). 
That is to say, the Althusserian subject is not the unified Cartesian subject; it is rather a 
decentred and fragmented one. Thus, a biological female can have a masculine subjectivity 
and a black person can have a white subjectivity. 
According to Hall, the next cause of decentring of subjectivity was the discovery of the 
unconscious by Freud through psychoanalysis. Psychoanalysis for Hall is significant, as 
referred by Chris Barker, because it shEd light on how identifications of the 'inside' are 
linked to the regulatory power of the discursive 'outside'. Freud divides the self into an 
ego, or conscious rational mind, a superego, or social conscience, and the unconscious, the 
source and repository of the symbolic workings of the mind functioning with a distinct 
logic of its own. This view of the self fractures the unified Cartesian subject fiirther 
because it suggests that our actions and thoughts are not the products of rational mind but 
the workings of the unconscious. The self is fractured into ego, superego, and unconscious. 
Barker says: 
'...the unified narrative of the self is something we acquire over time through entry 
into the symbolic order, of language and culture. That is, through processes of 
identification with others and with social discourse we create an identity that 
embodies an illusion of wholeness' (Barker 226). 
Feminist theories also caused fracturing or decentring of the self Feminism has 
interrogated how sex is an organising principle of social life and bound up with power 
relations subordinating women to men. Hall considers feminism to constitute a fiirther 
decentring influence on the concept of subjectivity. Feminism has raised the question of 
how an individual is formed as sexed subject in the context of gendered families. 
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Poststructuralist feminists argue that sex and gender are social and cultural constructions 
and not reducible to biology. In her influential book The Second Sex (1949), Simone de 
Beauvoir writes "one is not bom, but rather becomes, a woman...it is civilisation as a 
whole that elaborates this intermediary product between the male and the eunuch that is 
called feminine" (293). This is an anti-essentialist stance in which femininity and 
masculinity are not essential universal categories, rather these are considered to be 
discursive constructions. So, what is to be a person cannot be universal or united because 
identity is marked by sexual difference. 
Contemporary theories of language argue that language does not reflect but construct 
reality for us. Language generates meaning through relations of difference. Since self is 
articulated and experienced only through language, it is language that constructs our self 
rather than reflects one that is pre-existent, fixed and eternal. According to Barker, "it 
cannot now be said that language directly represents a pre-existent T . Rather, language 
and thinking constitute the T , they bring it into being through the processes of 
signification" (228-29). There cannot be any concept of T outside of lang^iage and 
similarly no 'identity' beyond the process of signification. Descartes' famous assertion, T 
think, therefore I am' loses ground because it implies that thinking is separate fi-om 'being' 
and it represents the pre-existent being, T . Hence, it can be argued that there is no T 
outside of language and thinking is 'being'. 
Stuart Hall considers Michel Foucault's works to be another influence on the concept of 
postmodern self Michel Foucault has produced a 'genealogy of the modem subject'. 
According to Foucault subject is the product of history and subjectivity. It "is a discursive 
production" (Barker 229). For Foucault, power stmcture depends upon structures of 
knowledge. Those who posses power in society produce knowledge about those who lack 
power. Such a system of knowledge is called "discourse". The arts, religion, science and 
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the law are discourses that produce particular subjects (Nayar 55). Discourse provides 
speaking persons with positions from which to make sense of the world and come into 
existence at the same time subjecting the persons to discourse. "To speak is to take up a 
pre-existent subject position and to be subjected to the regulatory power of that discourse" 
(Barker 229). 
What follows from Stuart Hall's concept of the postmodernist self is that the cumulative 
effect of Marxist theory, psychoanalysis, feminist theory, contemporary theories of 
language and Foucauldian discourse theory deconstructs the essentialist notion of unified 
self and suggests the existence of the decentred self, constituted of anti-essentialist, 
multiple and changeable identities. According to Hall, the cultural identity is also anti-
essential in that it may be organised around points of similarity as well as points of 
difference. Some of the points of difference around which cultural identities could be 
organised are identifications of class, gender, sexuality, age, ethnicity, nationality, political 
stand, morality, religion, etc., however, each of these are discursive constructions and 
subject to change (Barker 231). 
According to Foucauldian discourse theory, 'self is the product of discourse rather than 
producer of identity. This strand of thought does not leave any role for the human agency 
which is needed for social change. Hall critiques Foucault on the ground that he does not 
help to understand how and why particular discourses are taken up by some subjects and 
not by others. He also does not explain how a subject constituted through disciplinary 
discursive practices can resist power (Barker 234). 
However, Foucault's later work focused on "technologies of the self talks about agency 
(Ranibow 223). According to Foucault humans develop knowledge about themselves, such 
as 'economics, biology, psychiatry, medicine and penology' in different ways. Human 
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beings use specific techniques or 'truth games' to understand themselves. Foucauh 
identifies four types of technologies: 'technologies of production', 'technologies of sign 
system', 'technologies of power' and 'technologies of the self. According to him 
technologies of the self 'permit individuals to effect by their own means, or with the help 
of others, a certain number of operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct, 
and way of being, so as to transforai themselves in order to attain a certain state of 
happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality' (Ranibow 225). At this phase 
Foucault (1987) explores, as quoted by Barker, "how subjects are led to focus attention on 
themselves, to decipher, recognize and acknowledge themselves as subjects of desire" 
(Barker 234). This leads to the discursive practice of self-production through self-
recognition and reflection which Foucault calls the ethics of "care of the self. According 
to Foucault, as quoted by Barker, "ethics are concerned with practical advice as to how 
one should concern oneself with oneself in everyday life: for example what it means to be 
a 'good' person, a self-disciplined person, a creative person, and so forth". Ethics centre on 
the "government of others and the government of oneself (qtd. in Barker 234). Ethical 
discourses enable the subjects to take positions of agency. However, the position of agency 
does not mean a metaphysical position of free will or freedom because ethical discourses 
are also regulatory in nature and produced socially. 
Subjectivity and identity are socially contingent and discursively determined. This, 
however, does not mean that the individual is not original. According to Chris Barker 
"while identity is a social and cultural accomplishment, our individuality can be 
understood in terms of the specific ways in which the social resources of the self are 
arranged" (238). Each individual arranges the discursive resources in her/his unique way. 
The unconscious workings of the individual mind can also be considered as a unique 
source of creativity. 
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Barker says that the question of innovative acts or creativity "can be understood as the 
practical outcomes of unique combinations of social structures, discourse and psychic 
arrangements". Innovation is possible because of the contradictory nature of the discourses 
that constitute our society and because of the unique arrangements of the discursive 
resources at the disposal of an individual. It is possible to re-create and re-articulate 
ourselves in unique new ways. Barker refers to Rorty's (1991a) view that "we produce 
new metaphors to describe ourselves with and expand our repertoire of alternative 
descriptions" (238). 
2.2 The Concept of Artistic Self in Hanif Kureishi 
In the light of the above discussion of artistic creativity, self and subjectivity we can study 
Hanif Kureishi's idea of the artistic self as it appears in his novels. Hanif Kureishi being a 
contemporary writer is very much aware of the contemporary discourse of subjectivity and 
identity. As far as Kureishi's own identity and his becoming a writer is concerned, the 
question of self and subjectivity becomes a pertinent question. Most of his novels having 
autobiographical overtones actually testify to this fact. The artists in the novels of Kureishi 
are from different domains of art and they have some similarity. All of them seem to 
undergo certain crisis in their lives before they embark upon the world of art and artistic 
creativity, be it acting, writing or painting. All the artists in Kureishi's novels are in the 
process of growing up and by becoming artists they try to come to terms with themselves 
and resolve the crisis in their personal and familial life. 
Kureishi's first novel The Buddha of Suburbia (1990) engages with the growing up of 
artist and the artistic self and is written in the bildunsgroman genre. The subject of 
bildungsroman, according to M. H. Abrams, 'is the development of the protagonist's mind 
and character in the passage from childhood through varied experiences - and often 
through a spiritual crisis - into maturity, which usually involves recognition of one's 
identity and role in the world' (Abramsl93). 
The protagonist of the novel Karim Amir is an aspirant actor and his half brother, Charlie 
is a pop star in becoming. Karim and Charlie both became successful and attained celebrity 
status in their lives as actor and pop star respectively. To reinforce this idea Kureishi 
brings them back again and again in his following novels. 
The questions that become pertinent here are what is if that makes Karim the kind of actor 
he becomes and what is it that makes Charlie the kind of pop star he makes himself Karim 
is the son of an Indian immigrant father and an English mother from the working class 
background. Karim introduces himself in the opening lines of the novel as the following: 
My name is Karim Amir, and I am an Englishman bom and bred, almost. 1 am often 
considered to be a funny kind of Englishman, a new breed as it were, having 
emerged from two old histories. But I don't care - Englishman I am (though not 
proud of it), from the South London suburbs and going somewhere. Perhaps it is the 
odd mixture of continents and blood, of here and there, of belonging and not, that 
makes me restless and easily bored. Or perhaps it was being brought up in the 
suburbs that did it. {Buddha of Suburbia 3) 
In these lines Karim enlists almost all the socio-ethno-cultural factors that decide his given 
identity as mixed-race, immigrant and suburbanite young man. Karim's ethno-cultural 
background and his mixed-race identity become a source of strength and resource for his 
acting career. But this background alone does not help; he has to go through many trials 
and tribulations to discover the artist in him. 
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Karim was not much happy with his Ufe. Situation in his family was rather gloomy, he got 
bored easily and he was planning to get out of it. One turning point in his life was his 
meeting with Eva Kay, who marries his father later. It was Eva who first appreciates 
Karim's ethnic look: "Karim Amir, you are so exotic, so original! It's such a contribution! 
It's so you!" (Buddha of Suburbia 9) After his interaction with Eva and having been 
familiar with the way she and her son Charlie live Karim feels that he has 'an 
extraordinary revelation': "I could see my life clearly for the first time: the future and what 
1 wanted to do. ... The door to the future had opened: I could see which way to go" 
(Buddha of Suburbia 15). Karim is charmed by the personality of Eva, the woman who has 
stolen the heart of his father. She is very open to express her feelings. She is always 
ecstatic and never bored. 'She didn't let the world bore her. She gave him good books to 
read. She was a good conversationist. She provided Karim with all sorts of solid facts 
which he would write down. She played the role of mentor, teacher and friend for him: 
"Eva was unfolding the world for me. It was through her that I became interested in life" 
(Buddha of Suburbia 87). 
Karim's father wanted him to be a doctor. But his prospect at school was very bleak. Later 
he was admitted to a college which was more a place of distraction rather than education. 
He lied to his father saying that he was preparing to become a lawyer. He split up with 
education thinking, "it wasn't the right time of my life for concentration" (Buddha of 
Suburbia 94). He was for 'general drift and idleness' without bothering about money 
which was the spirit of the age. Karim was developing a taste for an unconventional and 
rebellious living. However, he was not disinterested to life: "there was plenty to observe -
oh yes, I was interested in life. I was an eager witness to Eva and Dad's love, and even 
more fascinated by Changez and Jamila ..." (Buddha of Suburbia 95). 
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Karim was becoming a keen observer of people around him. Being with Eva he could 
think about "the difference between the interesting people and the nice people: 'The 
interesting people you wanted to be with - their minds were unusual, you saw things 
freshly with them and all was not deadness and repetition" {Buddha of Suburbia 93). He 
thought that Eva was an interesting person. She made him see things in a certain way. "She 
came at things from an angle; she made connections". He also knew: 
... there were the nice people who weren't interesting, and you didn't want to know 
what they thought of anything. Like Mum, they were good and meek and deserved 
more love. But it was the interesting ones, like Eva with her hard, taking edge, who 
ended up with everything, and in bed with my father. {Buddha of Suburbia 93) 
Karim observes his friend Jamila who is a strong character. She knows what to do in life. 
She is not lazy. She reads all sorts of books. "She knew what she wanted to learn and she 
knew where it was..." {Buddha of Suburbia 95). Observing Jamila, Karim understands that 
the world is made up of three kinds of people: "those who knew what they wanted to do; 
those (the unhappiest) who never knew what their purpose in life was; and those who 
found out later on" {Buddha of Suburbia 95). Karim knew that he was in the last category, 
though he wished to be in the first. 
Karim once told Eva that he wanted to become a photographer or an actor or a journalist. 
Eva plans to land him in theatre and for that she asks him to read aloud to her from books. 
She appreciates his voice. After moving from the suburbs to London Eva arranges for a 
party "as her launch into London" and invites people from the film and theatre world. 
Here, she introduces Karim to her theatre-director friend Shadwell. Shadwell is happy with 
his trial and says, "I'm looking for an actor just like you". Karim is selected to play 
Mowgli from The Jungle Book by Rudyard Kipling: "You're just right for him ... In fact, 
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you are Mowgli. You're dark-skinned, you're small and wiry, and you'll be sweet but 
wholesome in the costume. Not too pornographic ... Certain critics will go for you" 
{Buddha of Suburbia 142-43). Shadwell chooses Karim to bring authenticity in his play. 
Kairm is expected to speak the Indian accent. Brown make-up is applied on him to make 
him look more Indian. Karim's self-esteem is hurt by all these. He feels like running away 
from Shadwell. However, he plays the role of Mowgli because he "relished being the pivot 
of the production" and gives a remarkable performance. After that he gets a chance to be 
introduced to another established theatre director, Matthew Pyke when he comes to watch 
The Jungle Book. Pyke offers Karim a chance to work in his next production. When Karim 
asks about his role and the subject of his play Pyke says that the only subject there is in 
England' is 'Class'. Next, Pyke asks each of his actors to tell the story of their lives to the 
rest. He also gives a hint: "concentrate on the way you think your position in society has 
been fixed" {Buddha of Suburbia 169). Later, Pyke asks all his actors to improvise 
characters "from different rungs of social ladder". Karim plans to choose Charlie as his 
character but Pyke discourages him: "'We need someone from your own background,' he 
said. 'Someone black'" (Buddha of Suburbia 170). 
What is to be noted here is that Shadwell as well as Pyke, both of them want to exploit the 
ethnicity of Karim Amir. They give him opportunity to be a part of their theatre production 
because of his Indian connection through his father. They think that Karim has the 
authentic knowledge of the Indian languages and culture and he would impart authenticity 
to their productions. Karim is not free to choose the role he would play or the costume he 
would wear. He becomes an actor but the roles will always be dictated by the directors 
who are in the positions of power. 
Foucault's concept of discourse comes in mind here. The contemporary culture industry is 
enamoured of the discourse of multiculturalism and the leaders of the culture industry 
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celebrate it by introducing tokens of diverse cultures in their works only to exploit the 
commercial value of the token. In the process they stereotype the token which may be a 
character or a ritual or a costume or a particular accent. Thus, an artist from a particular 
ethnic background is expected to represent his/her ethnic culture in his/her artwork. This in 
turn restricts the possibility of variety in the works. 
Karim has to invent his own character for the play to be staged under Pyke's direction. 
This makes Karim enter into his creative life. First, he improvises the character of his 
uncle, Anwar and his hunger strike however, his co-actor Tracey finds it politically 
incorrect as it was showing the fanaticism of an Indian, a black. Next, he works on the 
character of Changez, the funniest character in the novel who comes to England to marry 
Jamila. In search of his character he recognises that part of his own identity which he has 
neglected until then. He acknowledges his Indian connection through his father. However, 
he knows that he is an Englishman also, a British citizen. Finally, he makes his career by 
acting the role of a 'rebellious student son of an Indian shopkeeper' in a TV soap opera. 
He is said that the soap opera 'would tangle with the latest contemporary issues: they 
meant abortions and racist attacks, the stuff that people lived through but that never got on 
TV (Buddha of Suburbia 259). The new role seems to be in tuning with his hybrid self 
The kind of artist Karim finally becomes is decided by his being a second generation 
immigrant. By looking at Karim, Shadwell once pronounced: "The immigrant is the 
Everyman of the twentieth century" (Buddha of Suburbia 141). There is truth in 
Shadwell's observation. The issue of immigrafion and the immigrants are central to any 
socio-political discussion in the contemporary worid. The so called 'first worid' and the 
metropolitan centres of the erstwhile colonies are generally the host to the immigrants. The 
immigrants get specific opportunities and face specific challenges and problems in their 
adopted countries and the host countries also have to make new provisions and changes in 
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their policies to accommodate the new immigrant citizens. The culture and show business 
industries cannot ignore this phenomenon. Theatres, soap operas and films are engaging 
with these issues. Karim as a budding actor with immigrant background should be a part of 
it is very natural. Karim is seized by what Jung calls 'the collective unconscious' of the 
second generation immigrants. Through his acting he gives voice to their concerns. 
Following Foucault's concept of discourse, we can argue that Karim is 'subject to the 
discourse' of racism, immigration and multiculturalism. However, being an artist he can 
engage with these discourses, bring out their contradictions and rearticulate those in his art. 
Charlie as a pop star becomes successful and famous by constantly changing his persona. 
While Karim addresses the issue of authenticity, Charlie does that of artifice in the novel. 
Charlie first assumes the persona of a hippy and starts his own rock 'n' roll band 'Mustn't 
Grumble'. Karim observes that "the band didn't have an original sound" {Buddha of 
Suburbia 118). Charlie was capitalising on his girlish physical features, "exquisite 
cheekbones and girl's eyelashes" to create an image of a pop star who is neither male nor 
female. He developed "an enraging affectation, worthy of an Oxford undergraduate" to 
carry a book of poetry in his pocket and taking it out occasionally in the middle of 
conversation to imbibe "a beakerflil of the warm South" {Buddha of Suburbia 118). Karim 
knew that "to go somewhere you gotta be talented" and Chariie was not talented. He 
considers Chariie "a back door man". When Chariie understood that the time of the post 
hippy rock was over and it was moving into another phase, he finds in punk the next 
possibility. One night in London by looking at a group of punk boys he observes: "The 
sixties have been given notice tonight. Those kids we saw have assassinated all hope. 
They're the fucking future" {Buddha of Suburbia 131). Karim objects to Chariie's 
following the punks: '"It would be artificial,' I said. 'We're not like them. We don't hate 
the way they do. We've got no reason to. We're not from the estates. We haven't been 
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through what they have'" {Buddha of Suburbia 132). What Karim means is that punk is a 
class style and people like Charlie and he who come from privileged suburban background 
do not belong to that class (the working class) hence, it would be artificial for them to 
imitate punk style. Here emerges the point of difference between the two budding artists. 
One is for authentic experience and the other is for artifice and mere temporary success. 
Charlie renames his band as 'Charlie Hero and The Condemned' and emerges as a punk 
band. 
Later, Karim finds Charlie in New York while on a tour with Pyke's cast. He finds that 
Charlie is a popular and famous pop star in America though, Karim doesn't consider him 
one: "It didn't seem of his essence, but a temporary, borrowed persona" {Buddha of 
Suburbia 246). But, Charlie was hving the life of a real star, all the time giving interviews 
to journalists from all over the world, being photographed; discussing politics, literature 
and dance with smart serious women, publishers, film critics, professors and Sufis. His 
borrowed persona helped him become famous and earn money. He recounts his love for 
money to Karim: "There was a day when I fell in love for the first time. I knew this was 
the big one. ... It was then I knew I loved money. Money and everything it could buy. I 
never wanted to be without money again because it could buy me a life like this every day" 
{Buddha of Suburbia 248). Karim warns him against his love for money: 
Time and money are the best, Charlie. But if you're not careful they'll fertilize 
weirdness, indulgence, greed. Money can cut the cord between you and ordinary 
living. There you're, looking down on the world, thinking you understand it, that you 
are just like them, when you've got no idea, none at all. Because at the centre of 
people's lives are worries about money and how to deal with work. {Buddha of 
Suburbia 248-49) 
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This is another point of difference between Karim and CharHe as artists. Karim as an actor 
wants to address the real problems and issues of people in life-like presentation that is in 
theatre and finally soap opera on TV which is watched by the masses, whereas, Charlie 
only wants to make money and become famous by selling his borrowed persona. Nick 
Bentley observes: 
Charlie becomes a success as a punk artist due to his ability to exploit the latest 
trend, which makes up for his lack of talent. His real ability is to recognize the 
potential embedded within new sub-cultural trends and to adapt, chameleon-like to 
its main terms of signification. Charlie thus represents the process by which original 
and potentially subversive sub-cultural movements are quickly absorbed into 
consumer society and become part of the very establishment that the originators of 
the movement set themselves against. (Bentley 170) 
Karim describes two incidences in America that finally separated him from Charlie. Once, 
Charlie and Karim were coming from recording studio when one wretched English 
journalist begged to fix an interview with him. The man was desperate but Charlie cruelly 
punched him on his head, kicked in the chest and finally, stamped on his hands. This 
cruelty on Charlie's part was too much for Karim. Karim was selfish and he knew that. He 
let down his mother and betrayed his friend Changez on two occasions but, he cannot be 
this much cruel like Charlie. The other incident was sexual. Chariie goes for 'the ultimate 
experience' in sexuality to attain 'self-knowledge'. Karim is witness to the inhuman and 
cruel sexual acts that Chariie indulges in. At this point Karim dissociates himself from 
Charlie: "I didn't care either for or about him. He didn't interest me at all. I'd moved 
beyond him, discovering myself through what I rejected. He seemed merely foolish to me" 
{Buddha of Suburbia 255). 
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What Nick Bentley observes about David Bowie, a fonner pupil at Karim's school holds 
tme of Charlie as well: 
'In the context of the novel, the figure of Bowie promises not a new world order 
based on the collective and socialistic principles of hippiedom, but an individualist 
hedonism carrying with it the excitement of sexual excess' (Bentley 169). 
In his novel. The Buddha of Suburbia Kureishi presents two growing artists of two distinct 
persuasions. One believes in social realism with the commitment that an artist should 
engage with socio-cultural issues and connect with the masses, while the other believes in 
exploiting the consumerist appeal of social movements by assuming a borrowed persona 
only to advance individualist interest. Kureishi subtly raises the question of responsibility 
of the artist towards society and also the question of authentic experience. This is a 
pertinent question for Kureishi himself also as a writer with the baggage of his racially 
hybrid identity like Karim, the protagonist of The Buddha of Suburbia. An artist like 
Karim plays the role of cultural translator as Kureishi himself as a screen playwright and 
novelist has done. 
Kureishi's next novel The Black Album (1995) is also written in the bildungsroman mould. 
The protagonist of the novel Shahid Hassan, a second generation immigrant of Pakistani 
descent also passes through a crisis in his life. He joins a derelict college in London to get 
over this crisis. After watching Salman Rushdie, the author of Midnight's Children on 
television "attacking racism" and "informing people how it all arose" Shahid becomes 
aware of racism and how he has been a victim of it. Shahid escapes from his family 
member's materialistic and consumerist values that clash with his own artistic sensibility. 
His artistic sensibility clubbed with his consciousness of racism urged him to study 
'colonialism and literature'. Ultimately, he wants to become a writer. Now, the question is 
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what kind of writer he wants to become and what makes him decide that he has to become 
a writer. 
The first piece that Shahid wrote and sent for publication in a literary magazine called 
Stand was entitled, 'Paki Wog Fuck off Home' featuring six boys of his school who 
chanted at him 'Paki, Paki, Paki, Out, Out, Out' in the absence of the teacher. Typing this 
piece of writing on sheets of paper was a therapy for him: 'He banged the scene into his 
machine as he relived it, recording the dismal fear and fliry in a jagged, cunt-fiick-kill 
prose that expressed him, like a soul singer screaming into a microphone' {Black Album 
72). This shows how intensely Shahid was affected by this kind of racist verbal attack. 
Incidentally, his mother happened to read this piece of writing and she was outraged with 
the hate it contained: 'People don't want this hate in their lives. ... Goodbye to filth, 
goodbye to filth - and don't you spread \XV{Black Album 13). The mother hated any talk 
related to race or racism. With her upper class aristocratic upbringing in Karachi she could 
not conceive that anybody might treat her or her children with disrespect. Shahid was a 
regular victim of racial abuse in school coming back everyday with 'cuts, bruises and his 
bag slashed with knives'. He vomited and defecated with fear before going to school. 
However, the mother did not take him seriously, she turned away fi-om him. In this kind of 
situafion the sense of helplessness, lack of power and lack of emofional support only 
makes the subject egocentric which may lead to what Jung (1933) calls 'auto-erotism' 
referred to earlier in this chapter. 
The atfitude of Shahid's mother towards his wrifing shocked him. But, 'wrifing had been a 
compulsion for a couple of years' {Black Album 74) for him. As Jung says, 'art is a kind of 
innate drive that seizes a human being and makes him its instrument' (Jung 169), writing 
seizes Shahid and makes him its instrument. His concern was how to be 'subtle and 
profound'. One incident worked like epiphany for him. He along with his mother watched 
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a play called, The House ofBarnarda Alba written by Lorca and both the mother and the 
son were left spellbound by the effect of the claustrophobic and tragic passions the actors 
evoked. Now onwards, 'he was discovering new emotions and new possibilities'. He 
wanted to 'achieve such an effect with a piece of writing'. The play 'in its gentle greatness 
inspired him to think that, in his own way, he would have experience, imagination and 
dedication' {Black Album 74). But, his parents did not want him to be an artist. His father 
questioned him why did he write that kind of 'damn bloody things' advised him to 
concentrate on studies and become, like some of his nephews, a lawyer, banker or doctor 
because the 'artist types are always poor'. 
At this point it dawned on Shahid that, 'there were a multitude of true things that could not 
be said because they led to uneasy thoughts. Disruption of life, even, could follow; the 
truth could have serious consequences. Cleariy the unsaid was where it all happened' 
{Black Album 75). What comes out from this epiphany is the nature of art, specially 
writing, that Shahid is contemplating upon. He comes to know that art originates from the 
'unsaid'. Some of the truths cannot be said and are never said because they are unpleasant. 
They may lead to social disruption. So, they are never said explicitly. These thouglits or 
truths find expression in art. What is needed is a proper medium and form as Lorca found 
them in his play. Probably, Shahid also thinks about self-censorship of art by the artist. 
The suppressed anger and vengeance that he poured on the piece of his writing was too 
vulgar which outraged his parents. He could have done the same in some subtle way 
without being vulgar. The question of self-censorship becomes all the more relevant in the 
context of Rushdie's controversial novel and its aftermath which is at the backdrop of The 
Black Album. Shahid distances himself from writing anything that would lead to social 
disruption of the Rushdie Affair kind. 
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Shahid ultimately wanted to leave home after the death of his father. He was a victim of 
taunting and bullying by his sister-in-law, Zulma who was like his brother Chili an 'arch-
Thatcherite'. The Thatcher government championed private entrepreneurship that helped 
the business class flourish. Shahid's family was having a flourishing travel business but 
Shahid did not have any interest in business. Zulma used to taunt him for talking aibout 
'fairness or equality or opportunity, or the need to reduce unemployment' (Black Album 
87) and call him 'hypocrite' for behaving like a communist while living off a business 
family. Zulma believed like the Thatcherites that the world could not think about all the 
things Shahid said, rather what the world needed was * enterprising people - who weren't 
afraid to crush others to get what they wanted' (Black Album 87). Shahid argued that 
howsoever intelligent and upper-class Zulma might consider herself, for the Thatcherites 
she would always be a Paki. Zulma would appreciate the truth calling this fact 'colonial 
residue'. This idea of 'colonial residue' finds expression in racism which is a concern for 
Shahid. His humanist concern for fairness, equality, opportunity and unemployment seem 
to be rooted in his feeling of being a victim of racism. This is what he probably wants to 
express in his art for which he has to leave home. 
After joining the college in London, Shahid finds himself entangled in two diametrically 
opposed worlds. On the one hand he involves himself with the acfivities of a small group 
of Islamists who preach him to lead life in accordance with strict Islamic laws; on the other 
hand he becomes sexually involved with his cultural studies teacher, Deedee Osgood for 
whom 'all limitafions are prisons' (Black Album 25). At the instance of his Islamist friends 
Shahid visits a mosque to offer prayer. He is impressed by the 'uncompefitive, 'peaceful', 
and 'meditative' atmosphere of the mosque. But, when he comes out of the mosque and 
sees the 'bustling diversity of the city' he is not able to reconcile the two worlds. What 
Kureishi implies by this seems that Shahid as an artist in becoming cannot limit himself to 
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the circumscribed worid of Islamic rituals. An artist has to respond to a larger world with 
human lives in all its variety. He has to be a keen observer of everything and interpret life 
in all its diversity. 
His Islamist friends would tell him religious stories 'about the origin of everything, about 
how God wanted them to live, about what would happen when they died, and why, while 
alive, they were persecuted' (Black Album 133). From religious point of view these stories 
are definite and absolute truth. But, Shahid was not convinced with these stories because 
'they could be easily mocked and undermined by more demonstrable tales' and 'he found 
the world to be more subtle and inexplicable'. Shahid's idea of stories is that, 'stories were 
made up by men and women; they could not be true or false, for they were exercises in that 
most magnificent but unreliable capacity, the imagination, which William Blake called 
"the divine body in every man'" (Black Album 133). But, his fiiends would not admit any 
role of imagination in their religious stories because that would make these stories fallible. 
As a would-be writer Shahid believes in the creafive power of imagination. According to 
Shahid the creation of imagination cannot be judged by the category of true or false. 
Imagination works upon the subtle and inexplicable areas of human life and creates art out 
of that which can be interpreted in different ways and multiple meanings may come out. 
Art cannot exist in the line of one definite absolute truth. Here, Shahid makes his stand 
clear that being an artist he cannot share the belief of his fiiends. Finally, Shahid severs his 
contacts with his radical fiiends after the book burning incident. This seems to show that 
the way of an artist caimot coincide with that of orthodox religious radical. 
Shahid's choice of the course on 'colonialism and literature' in the college and his 
previous reading list, Malcolm X, Maya Angelou, Souls of Black Folk and accounts of 
Mutiny, Partition and Mountbatten followed by Salman Rushdie's Midnight's Children all 
show his commitment to some cause, the search for 'ways in which he could belong', i.e., 
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the search for a postcolonial identity. Shahid holds a liberal view of art and literature, and 
he wants to come to terms with himself by reading literature and becoming a writer 
himself 
He reflects on what Deedee was teaching him in cultural studies and compares this with 
classic literature. According to Deedee the present generation do not connect with serious 
literature. She herself finds reading Little Dorrit and Sentimental Education very 
challenging. 'Some exceptional students would read hard books; most wouldn't, and they 
weren't fools {Black Album 134). She would rather enter into 'the music her students liked, 
how they danced, their clothes and language, it was theirs, a living way', 'extend it, ask 
questions' {Black Album 134). For her reading classics to the students is like informing 
them about 'white elite culture' and telling them of 'their inferiority'. Deedee is also fond 
of reading self-help books that tell people 'why they weren't happier, and why their 
expectations hadn't been fulfilled'. 'She was interested in thinking what neEd such books 
supplied rather than attempting to disturb people with literature, which only academics 
imagined central to anything, and real people only read on holiday' {Black Album 135). 
Shahid couldn't go for that kind of books neither could he 'always appreciate being played 
Madonna or George Clinton in class, or offered a lecture on the history of funk...'(j5/acA: 
Album 135). He appreciated reading serious literature because: 
... literature was better in every way, the difference hit you instantly, look at the first 
few pages of Tom Sawyer. That was why it was called literature. He intended to 
embark on the migraine reads. Turgenev, Proust, Barthes, Kundera: what did they 
have to say? Why were they respected? {Black Album 135) 
It seems that Shahid finds the methods of cultural studies and the subject chosen for that 
kind of study frivolous and without any purpose. On the other hand, a good piece of 
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literature has some greater purpose, something profound to offer, some greater cause to 
address. Shahid as a would-be writer is actually getting experience and collecting material 
to write something profound and address some serious cause. While patrolling an estate 
block along with Riaz's group to protect a Bengali family from racist attack Shahid 
reflects on the nature of life of the inhabitants. He feels like 'striding around the estate like 
a Britisher in India' which he doesn't like. He makes 'word sketches of the block's 
inhabitants' in his notebook. He comes to know that these people are regular victims of 
robbery. The children do all mean jobs, sell drugs or do burglary. These people were not 
starving however, 'in this place there was no God, political belief or spiritual sustenance. 
What government or party believed that these people mattered' (Black Album 136)? The 
young woman who gave him an account of her house having been robbed told him that 
'their condition might improve only if they drew attention to themselves' {Black Album 
136). But, the question is 'how could you do that'? It seems that Shahid has an answer. He 
can do this by writing and not by 'burning the flickin' place down'. As a writer he can 
write about the lives of these people and draw the attention of the Government to them. He 
is not in favour of any kind of violence. Later also he abstains himself from the violent 
incident of book burning by his radical friends. The area Shahid was patrolling is inhabited 
by both the White working class people as well as immigrants. Shahid is not only moved 
by the worst living condition of the immigrants but also of the White working class people. 
As a writer Shahid's concern is for a larger humanity rather than for a particular 
community. 
Writing involves discipline, strong determination and hard work. It does not come easily, 
ft demands solitude also. In moments of confiision and mental chaos Shahid feels to escape 
and seek someone to talk to. He feels that even Chilli, his brother who generally lets him 
down would have been better than nothing, 'Shahid, during this time, had made up his 
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mind to be a disciplined person and not waste his life' {Black Album 147). He knew that he 
wasn't a 'naturally brilliant' person but he could follow the example of his parents and 
work hard. He decides to continue working 'even if a bomb exploded outside, which 
wasn't entirely unlikely, he would burst with his arse adhered to the chair' (Black Album 
147). After sometime he starts liking his work and 'inconceivable ideas entered his head, 
exciting him. He went over the same piece again and again, until the original idea had been 
extended, even transformed, into something he'd never thought before (Black Album 148). 
Hanif Kureishi seems to reflect on the process of writing by making Shahid perform and 
experience it. Writing involves concentration and hard work. Ideas may come as flash of 
light and the writer may have a glimpse of what he wants to write. However, the actual 
writing is working and reworking on the original idea again and again which involves 
extension, even transfonnation of the original idea into something which was never 
thought before. Kureishi also does not think that the writer has a unique story to tell: 
'everyone had their story; and what went on in his mind occurred in others' too, the current 
of life flowing through all' (Black Album 148). He compares writing with dreaming. The 
only difference between dreams and writing is that 'the dreams spread in concentric 
circles, one colouring another' while writing could be linear. Kureishi here dissociates 
himself from Rushdie's way of writing. In the of The Black Album Shahid once refers to 
Rushdie's novel. Midnight's Children: 'It's rhythms aren't Western. It dashes all over the 
place' (Black Album 9). Rushdie's next controversial book which is at the backdrop of 
Kureishi's present novel is also written in dream sequence and employs the technique of 
magic realism. Kureishi dissociates himself from Rushdie at both the fronts, the content as 
well as the technique of his writing. Theme-wise he does not make Shahid write something 
that may lead to social disruption which I have already referred to and technique-wise also 
he does not make Shahid appreciate and write something that 'dashes all over the place' 
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though he likes Rushdie as a writer . His concern is rather here and now for which he 
prefers linear realism rather than magic realism. 
The burning of Rushdie's controversial novel by the Islamic radical friends of Shahid is a 
turning point in his development into a creative writer. He reluctantly joined them in the 
demonstration but neither did he support thefatwa issued by the Iranian leader, Khumeini 
to kill the writer of the blasphemous book nor was he in favour of burning the book. He 
thinks that a book only throws light on one of the many ways of being in the world. The 
moment the book was put to flames his alliance with his friends was broken. After this 
incident he also rejects the Islamic certainty of believing and following the words of the 
scripture which is considered to be absolute: '... there must be more to living than 
swallowing one old book? What men and women do, and the things they make, must be 
more interesting than anything that God is supposed to doT{Black Album 272). 
Shahid's passionate love relationship with Deedee also plays some role in his becoming a 
writer. Though he does not believe in everything what Deedee says but she taught him 
how to follow pleasure and one's feelings. He learns about the mysteries sexual pleasure 
and how one can pursue its optimum level. It is in the company of Deedee that he learns to 
exist in an uncertain and provisional state of being instead of being certain about 
everything. Finally, he decides to understand his recent experiences by writing: 
...he found a fountain pen with a decent nib, and began to write with concentrated 
excitement. He had to find some sense in his recent experiences; he wanted to know 
and understand. How could anyone confine themselves to one system or creed? Why 
should they feel they had to? There was no fixed self; surely our several selves 
melted and mutated daily? There had to be innumerable ways of being in the world. 
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He would spread himself out, in his work and in love, following his curiosity [Black 
Album 274). 
The protagonist of The Black Album finally becomes a writer with an uncertain and 
provisional self abjuring his religious identity. Shahid actually develops what is called a 
postmodernist self which claims to have no attachment or commitment to any ideology. 
But, is it really true that he is uncertain and provisional and without any commitment to 
any ideology? In postmodernist thought all meta-narratives are deconstructed and made 
provisional, but what reigns supreme even in post-modernism is the ideology of liberal 
secularism. By declaring himself uncertain and provisional Shahid enters into the 
discourse of postmodernism and hence, into the discourse of liberal secularism. It seems 
that Shahid commits to liberal secularism because it guarantees the right of the individual 
to liberty of thought and expression. However, the ending of the novel, specially his 
running away from his own people, does not seem convincing. Considering the fact of 
Shahid's initial commitment to the cause of the immigrant community and his opposition 
to racism it seems to be selfish on Shahid's part. But Shahid is not only an individual, he is 
an artist also. From this perspective what Moore-Gilbert says seems convincing: 
The Black Album clearly endorses the right of the individual, especially the artist, to 
liberty of thought and expression. ... If Shahid finally disavows Riaz's conviction of 
a given community's right to determine the social ftinction of 'its' art and the work 
of the individual artist who supposedly belongs to that community, his reconciliation 
with Deedee at the end of the text may represent no more than a partial, temporary 
and 'strategic' alignment with her. (Moore-Gilbert 147) 
Kureishi's another novel that engages with the lives and growing up of artists is Gabriel's 
Gift (2001). The protagonist of this novel Gabriel Bunch is the fifteen year old son of a 
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former bass guitarist, Rex Bunch and costume designer, Christina Bunch. Gabriel has the 
talent of making painting, generally copying from original and he aspires to be a film 
maker. However, Gabriel is different from Kureishi's other protagonists. Karim of The 
Buddha of Suburbia and Shahid of The Black Album are bom into conventional families 
with conservative middle class values emphasising the importance of money and stability 
in life. It is only later that they develop unconventional provisional selves. Gabriel, on the 
other hand is bom into an unconventional family. His parents were not married. Both of 
his parents were previously associated with pop show business. Presently, they were in 
oppositional realm of the discourse rebellion. While Gabriel's father was living on dole 
and 'considered the worid through the bottom of a beer glass'; the mother subscribed to the 
entrepreneurial spirit of the time advocated by Thatcher: 
A few years ago, when the country decided it should become entrepreneurial and 
began dizzily to bolt about like someone who'd just awoken from an overlong sleep, 
she had tried to expand the business by renting a small warehouse and employing the 
unemployed. {Gabriel's Gift 5) 
Gabriel had watched his parents quarrelling. His mother wanted his father 'to wake up one 
day as a different sort of person, the type who eamed money, didn't mind cleaning, 
sometimes kissed her, and was less melancholic than hef {Gabriel's Gift 6). Gabriel was a 
perceptive child. He knew what was to be 'from a broken home' by listening to people 
saying of other children. He could think 'how it felt to miss people and the relief of their 
return'. Looking at his parents and also the parents of his friends he noticed that: 
... there were different styles of madness for men and women, fathers and mothers. 
The women became obsessive, excessively nervous, afraid and self-hating, fluttering 
and blinking with damaged inner electricity. The men blunted themselves with 
alcohol and cursed, blamed and hit out, disappearing into the pub and then into jail. 
{Gabriel's Gift 6) 
As a promising artist Gabriel has some similarity with Karim, like him Gabriel also 
doesn't find any interest in school. When asked how the school was, he replies, 'learning 
makes me feel ignorant' {Gabriel's Gift 1). His father also thought: '... school was the last 
place where anyone could get an education. But outside, if your eyes were open, there 
were teachers everywhere' {Gabriel's Gift 2). Karim also thought that, though apparently 
he was not doing anything the experiences that he was gathering would be of great help to 
him later. Gabriel thought: 
...he was too old for school, or the school itself was somehow backward, or too old-
fashioned for him. It didn't give him enough to think about. As soon as he began to 
concentrate on a piece of school work, he became aware that more exciting things 
were going on somewhere Q\s,Q.{Gabriel's Gift 73) 
Like Kureishi's other artist protagonists Gabriel also undergoes a turbulent phase of his 
life when his father leaves home, mother goes to work and he is looked after by an East 
European refugee nanny called Hannah. He is more disturbed by the presence of his 
mother's new boyfriend, George. Moreover, Gabriel is torn between his allegiances to both 
his parents. Occasionally he is allowed to visit his father. In one of such visits Gabriel is 
taken by his father to the famous pop artist Lester Jones with whom he used to perfonm. 
Talking about Lester, Rex explains to Gabriel that Lester is a highly successful person and 
what made him achieve that success: 
... Lester had the one thing that everyone wanted, something rarer than rubies or even 
the ability to make money, the force at the centre of the world which made precious 
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and important things to happen. This was his imagination or talent. This was his gift. 
{Gabriel's Gift AAA5) 
This visit becomes a turning point in the hves of all the three Bunches. Conversation with 
Lester Jones reassures Gabriel of his creativity and the power of his imagination. Jones 
reflects on the nature of artistic creativity which proves to be enlightening for Gabriel. 
Gabriel shows Lester his sketchbook and tells him how things go on his mind and he put 
them in pictures. Lester tells him that he writes songs in the same way with the help of 
imagination which, according to him, sees what isn't there. Lester appreciates him and 
tells him, 'you're talented, ... I'm telling you — and now you know for ever. Hear my 
voice and carry these words wherever you go' {Gabriel's Gift 50). He also adds that talent 
neEd cultivation also: 'Talent might be a gift but it still has to be cultivated. The 
imagination is like a fire or ftimace; it has to be stoked, fed and attended to. One thing sets 
another ablaze' {Gabriel's Gift 50). Gabriel tells Lester that he copies other artist and asks 
if it is wrong. Lester says, 'it's what you make of the stolen objects that's important. If you 
take something and use it, then it's worthwhile. If you just copy it and it stays the same, 
then nothing's been done' {Gabriel's Gift 50). Also, Lester elaborates upon his own 
process of artistic creation. He compares his creative moments with dreams and he says 
that all great works of art seem to be supernatural and dreamlike. It takes place in the 
unconscious mind as in dreams. The artist loses his personality while creating an art: 
When I'm doing this I disappear. There's no me there. 1 don't know who I am. 1 
draw and sing to get lost. If I'm not lost how can I do anything? This is how I live 
twice. I live in the world, and then in memory and imagination. If you listen to the 
greatest music... or read the greatest books, like Hamlet, you'll see how weird, 
almost supernatural and dreamlike they are. {Gabriel's Gift 51) 
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Lester is impressed by Gabriel and he gives him one of his old paintings with his 
signature. This picture plays an important role in Gabriel's life and also in his family. His 
father, Rex wanted to sell the picture and earn some money, his mother wanted to preserve 
it as a prised possession as it was signed by an adorable pop singer Lester and Gabriel 
himself wanted to keep the picture. He stealthily makes two copies of the picture, one for 
his father and one for his mother and keeps the original for himself He forges the 
signature of Lester, though he feels guilty of doing so. His father is not able to understand 
that he is given a copy; however, he observes that the picture was looking better than 
before. Gabriel gets appreciation indirectly and he is flattered. It seems that Kureishi 
obliquely refers to postmodern situation in which the distinction between the original and 
the copy is blurred and it becomes almost impossible to distinguish the two. 
Gabriel as an artist also shares the technique of magic realism which is one prominent 
postmodern technique. He paints a pair of work boots from a picture and he notices that 
the boots take real shape with the smell of 'dung, mud, the countryside and grass' 
{Gabriel's Gift 18); but this miracle did not last for a long time, when he comes back again 
to the sketchbook he finds a 'boot-shaped hole' in the centre of the page: 'As he turned the 
page, the boots were sucked back onto it, and everything returned to normaV(Gabriel's 
Gift 18). A similar thing happens when he copies a chair: 
...he began to feel he was bringing it into existence.... When he had finished drawing 
and colouring in, he closed his eyes and looked up. 
There it was. 
He ran his hand over its ridges and curves. Gingeriy, wondering whether it might 
collapse, he sat down. It was secure and comfortable. Gabriel stood on it, and danced 
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a bit. It took his weight; this was a chair you could put your arse on and wiggle 
about. 
When he returned to his sketchbook and turned the page, the real chair disappeared, 
but his copy remained. {Gabriel's Gift 22) 
It is notable that the magical quality of Gabriel's work is ephemeral. Bradley Buchanan 
(2007) thinks that it 'is perhaps a warning about the temporary nature of such postmodern 
creativity' (Buchanan 106). 
Another magic realist technique in this novel is the introduction of Archie, the dead twin 
brother of Gabriel who is a confidante and also a guiding spirit for him. Whenever Gabriel 
has a problem he talks to his brother and he offers him the right solution. This twin brother 
died at the age of two and a half but is always present with him: 'the dead brother, alive 
inside the living half, had become a magic, and wiser, boy —- Gabriel's daemon and 
personal spirit' {Gabriel's Gift 19). Gabriel's talking to the dead brother is like Lester's 
getting lost in dreamlike state. It is like delving deep into the unconscious or the world of 
imagination. It is like existing in two spheres, one the real world and the other the world of 
imagination and artistic creativity. Susie Thomas (2005) thinks that Gabriel's messing 
with magic 'turns out to be a way of talking about artistic gift, while his double self 
becomes a metaphor for his emerging identity' (Thomas 152). Gabriel as an artist seems to 
have a split personality. At one level he exists in the real world and at another level he 
exists in the magical worid which is a metaphor for his artistic creativity, the world of 
imagination. Gabriel uses both his personalities to achieve two different things. He wants 
to help his dreamy incompetent father to start working for a living and bring his parents 
together, on the one hand; on the other hand he wants to become a filmmaker for which he 
has to accumulate resources. He becomes successful in both. His father takes up teaching 
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music to the son of a famous film-maker named Jake. J^Cj/j^n turn, promises'to help 
Gabriel to become a film-maker and gives him one old 16mm camera. He suggests his 
father to take his mother to a party at Jake's place which makes his parents come together 
again. The story ends with the marriage of Gabriel's parents. 
The novel Gabriel's Gift ends with a positive note. The broken family of Gabriel comes 
together and he starts making film as wished to do. Once he told his benefactor Jake, 'I 
want my work and my life to be the same thing' (Gabriel's Gift 162) and he chooses film 
making as his vocation. But he is apprehensive also about his future: 
... he wondered if he might fail at what he wanted, as his father ultimately had. A lot 
of people wanted to be someone, but who had the tenacity, the commitment, the 
steely determination? For how many people was it a necessity, a matter of life as 
opposed to death? He was too young to be careful. He was flill of hope and the 
ambition of uncontainable wishes. He was ready, too, to work. (Gabriel's Gift 154) 
After taking up teaching music as his vocation Rex becomes self critical for having 
'mythologized pop and pop stars'. He admires Gabriel's enthusiasm and appreciates him. 
He says 'you rebelled but at least you took part' and 'you joined in ...' (Gabriel's Gift 
141). What he means by this is joining the bourgeois middle class and taking part in the 
middle class value of working for a living. He drops all his idealism. He laments his self 
destructive period: 
I wanted to rip everything down. It was a sixfies idea to piss on things, the "straight" 
world, mainly. It was considered rebellious. But it meant I had a cynical soul and I 
wish I didn't. I haven't liked things enough. I haven't opened the windows of my 
soul (Gabriel's Gift \4l) 
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Kureishi seems to critique the idealism and nonconformity associated with artistic 
creativity. He also hints at the risk of failure in any idealistic artistic endeavour. Very few 
people actually become successful artist. The fear of failure is always there. Kureishi also 
addresses other challenges that artists face. Rex's friend Lester being a successful pop 
artist, an equivalent of David Bowie shares the challenges of an artist to Gabriel. He says 
one of the challenges of the artist is 'keeping alive self-belief when there was no one to 
confirm it. This was the hardest time for any artist' {Gabriel's Gift 51). Another challenge 
Lester talks about is 'envy', 'one of the strongest human forces: the jealousy and hatred of 
others, and their desire to contain or undermine you' {Gabriel's Gift 57). 
Another character in the novel called Speedy, the owner of a pop art museum plays an 
important role in the development of Gabriel into an artist as well as in finding 
employment for his parents. His museum is visited by many famous artists, actors and 
musicians and he has a deep understanding of the nature of life lived by the artists. He 
introduces Gabriel to Karim Amir of The Buddha of Suburbia who has become a famous 
actor. He also, enlightens Gabriel about the nature of life of the artists. He tells Gabriel that 
talent cannot be inherited, it is something innate: 'You can inherit an old tie but not a gift, 
that's one thing I know' {Gabriel's Gift 123). He beheves that: 'For some people, 
imagining is the most natural thing in the world. They don't have to sweat blood over it. 
You just hit the groove and see st\iW.\Gabriel's Gift 124). Speedy knows that many 
people want to write film scripts but very few of them can actually do it to save their lives 
and those who can do it is 'the top man'. But it comes with a price that one has to pay. 
Speedy warns Gabriel at that: 'But I know those guys, the creafive artists. They're selfish 
and self-obsessed; the desire for success isn't pretty. It's a hunger that never goes away or 
can be satisfied. That's what makes people into stars' {Gabriel's Gift 124). 
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Something to Tell You (2008), the latest of Kureishi's novels also engages with art, artists 
and creativity. Some of the major characters in this novel are artists. The protagonist of 
this novel Jamal Khan is a psychoanalyst whose best friend Henry Richardson is a theatre 
and film director. Bushy, the chauffer of Jamal's sister, Miriam is a guitarist. Mustaq, the 
brother of Jamal's erstwhile girlfriend, Ajita becomes rock musician by reinventing 
himself as George Cage. 
Henry as an artist doesn't like cheap popularity and easy success. As a theatre director he 
loves to take challenges. He wants struggle and 'risk of annihilation' in his work. As a 
director he likes to work with ordinary actors and he appreciates 'naive acting' v/hich 
according to him 'had its own beauty'. He would say, 'bring me only the worst actors. 
What could be more depressing than ta\entT(Something to Tell You 111) Henry as an 
artist is different from Henry as a man. He is different when at work. Jamal is 'impressed 
by his assurance and intense concentration, by his conqem for the actors and his interest in 
their ideas, as well as his firmness when he wanted something' (Something to Tell You 
111). The artistic self of Henry was 'alert and vibrant' and it was separated and very 
different from his anxious daily self 
Kureishi addresses the price an artist has to pay for being famous and a celebrity figure. 
Once an artist becomes a celebrity figure she cannot afford to enjoy the freedom of being 
anonymous or go unnoticed in any public place without being mobbed. In Gabriel's Gift 
when Rex goes to see Lester taking Gabriel with him they find the desperate mob waiting 
outside Lester's place to have a glimpse of him. In The Buddha of Suburbia Charlie is 
followed by a desperate journalist for an interview. To reinforce the extent to which the 
private life of an artist becomes the subject of media gossip Kureishi reintroduces Karim 
Amir and Charlie Hero in Gabriel's Gift. Speedy in his museum of pop art memorabilia 
tells Gabriel about the scandalous relationship of Karim's father and Charlie's mother. In 
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Something to Tell You Mustaq turned George experiences the same problem. Mustaq 
'when young he'd wanted to be recognised and praised as a star, whereas having become 
older he yearned for his original anonymity, having realised that fame - a handful of snow 
- didn't bring you understanding from others but somehow rendered you abstract, even to 
yourself {Something to Tell You 475). 
Hanif Kureishi has chosen artists from different domains of creativity as the characters of 
his novels. Each of these artists is creative in different ways and they face different types 
of challenges and draw inspiration from different sources. The challenges faced by these 
artists are sometimes similar to those faced by a creative writer. In a way Kureishi's 
engagement with artists and their creative life makes his own writing self-reflexive. 
Kureishi has shown in his writing that the kind of artist a person becomes may be decided 
by his position in society, that is to say art may be auto-biographical as is the case with 
Karim of The Buddha of Suburbia. However, it is possible to transcend one's background 
and reinvent oneself as Charlie of The Buddha of Suburbia and Mustaq of Something to 
Tell You did. With the advent of award culture writers also have gained celebrity status but 
the celebrity status comes with a price. Charlie, Lester and Mustaq all these characters 
demonstrate the challenges a celebrity has to face. 
One of the recurring themes of Kureishi's novels is the blurring distinction between high 
art and low art. Theatre is one of the art fornis generally considered to be high art. But, in 
The Buddha of Suburbia the difference between theatre and pop art has been blurred. The 
bohemian life style of theatre director like Matthew Pyke is far from the seriousness 
theatre generally evokes in one's mind. In The Black Album the dialectic between elite 
culture and pop culture is a contested one. Deedee teaches Cultural Studies. She is of the 
opinion that the present generation do not connect with serious literature and teaching 
them classic literature is like informing them about 'white elite culture' and telling them of 
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'their inferiority'. She would rather teach 'the music her students Hked, how they danced, 
their clothes and language, it was theirs, a living way', 'extend it, ask questions' {Black 
Album 134). But Shahid, the prospective writer finds the methods of Cultural Studies and 
the subject chosen for that kind of study frivolous and without any purpose. On the other 
hand, a good piece of literature has some greater purpose, something profound to offer, 
some greater cause to address. Henry in Something to Tell You believes in high art and 
high culture and he is rather upset that both of his children hate high culture. He holds a 
very high opinion of high culture. He thinks that 'against death and authoritarianism there 
is only one thing' which is culture. According to him, it is far more important than love. 
He observes: 'Any clown can fall in love or have sex. But to write a play, paint a Rothko 
or discover the unconscious— aren't these extraordinary feats of imagination, the only 
negation of the human desire to murder?' {Something to Tell You 11) Henry believes in the 
power of classic art, such as, poetry of Shakespeare, books of Dostoevsky and music of 
'Mahler and Bach' to provide him some anchor at a time when 'the world of bloodied, 
shredded bodies under Bush-Blair had been making' him 'angry and sick'. He obseirves, 
'Isn't art the still point - a spot of sense in a thrashing world?' {Something to Tell You 460) 
However, Henry doesn't look down upon the decadent world of pop culture. Pop culture 
and pop art is all about revolting against bourgeois values of respectability and some 
bourgeois institutions, such as, marriage and family that help to regulate sexuality. In 
company with Miriam, Henry reinvents his sexuality though he was in his middle age and 
had a family. With Miriam and her driver Bushy, Henry visits all sorts of places which are 
generally the reign of pop culture. He doesn't behave like a cultural snob. Jamal admits 
that he had 'been something of a snob before', but being in relationship with Karen he 
'learned to make no distinction between high and low art' {Something to Tell You 271). 
Today in the world of literature also no distinction is made between what was once 
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considered to be classic literature and pulp literature. As far as Kureishi's own writing is 
concerned he does not hesitate to use taboo words and his description of some sex scenes 
(especially in The Buddha of Suburbia and The Black Album) border on pornography. 
Some of the scenes of orgies actually turn out to be pornography. 
One more thing that Kureishi seems to foreground is the role of show business in the late-
capitalist economy. In a city like London a large number of people are engaged in show 
business - making films, soap operas, music videos, documentaries, talk shows, not to 
mention live stage performance. Similarly, a large number of people make their living by 
writing. The world of these people is different from other ordinary citizens. These people 
are connected to each other in their own close knit world. Sometimes they claim to be 
representing the causes of the masses, but they are actually cut off from them. This is also 
true of literary writers and more so of the immigrant writers who claim to represent the 
people and their culture that the writers themselves are not always familiar with. 
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Chapter III 
Redefining the Sexual 
Contemporary critical theories on sexuaUties have challenged the previously held view of 
heterosexuality as the norm to the exclusion of other sexual practices, such as, 
homosexuality, lesbianism and bisexuality as aberration. Alternative sexual practices were 
always present in history but coded differently in different cultures. Normative 
heterosexual gender culture flourished in the modem times by suppressing non-
reproductive sexual practices. Theorists in this field have argued to decentre the 
heterosexual hegemony. Ideals of traditional masculinity also have been found to be 
problematic. Recent developments in the field of cultural studies have addressed the 
'problems of men' to live up to those ideals. Kureishi being a contemporary writer is 
aware of the discourses on gender and sexuality. He probes deep into the matter of sexual 
orientation of different characters in his novels. Gender and sexuality is one of the 
recurrent motifs in the novels of Kureishi. The first part of this chapter will give a brief 
account of the development of the contemporary discourses on gender and sexuality and 
the second part will make an attempt to study some of the recurrent themes of Kureishi's 
novels, such as, development of sexual orientation, fluidity of sexuality, sexual 
relationship, relationship between ethnicity and sexuality, and pursuit of sexual pleasure 
from the perspectives of contemporary theories on sexuality. 
3.1 Development of the Discourses of Gender and Sexuality 
The concepts of gender and sexuality as cultural constructs emerged with the emergence of 
Women's Liberation Movement in the 1960s. The most influential critical thinker to 
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question the constructedness of gender was the French philosopher and novelist Simone de 
Beauvoir. In her influential book The Second Sex (1949), Simone de Beauvoir writes: 
One is not bom, but rather becomes, woman. No biological, psychical or economical 
destiny defines the figure that the human female takes on in society; it is civilisation 
as a whole that elaborates this intermediary product between the male and the 
eunuch that is called feminine. (293) 
What follows from this is that the ideas of gender, i.e. the traits that are considered to form 
what is masculine and what is feminine in one's identity and behaviour, are largely cultural 
constructs. Simone de Beauvoir's book The Second Sex gives a wide ranging critique of 
the cultural construction of woman as the 'Other (inferior)' to man who is the subject (the 
'Self) and assumed to represent humanity in general. Fiona Tolan says, "the book gives an 
epic account of gender division throughout history, examining biological, psychological, 
historical, and cultural explanations for the reduction of women to second and lesser 
sex'(Tolan 320). De Beauvoir argued in her book that there was no such thing as 'feminine 
nature' and no physical or psychological reason why women should be inferior to men. 
She believed that men have subordinated women because of woman's reproducfive-cycle 
and lesser physical strength. It was their body and motherhood that excluded them from 
public sphere. Fiona Tolan observes, "for de Beauvoir, marriage is an oppressive and 
exploitative economic arrangement, which reinforces sexual inequality, and binds women 
to domesticity" (Tolan 321). Marriage perpetuates the belief that a woman is happy if 
provided for by her husband. De Beauvoir refuted this by arguing that the "fulfilment of 
human potenfial must be judged, not in terms of happiness, but in terms of liberty" (Tolan 
322). Liberty is not simply a peacefiil and comfortable existence but is the freedom to 
pursue one's passion and desire. This way one can transcend the animal or bodily self 
Men have done that through philosophy, art, science and all that differentiate them from 
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other animals. De Beauvoir believed that woman could be freed from domestic and 
reproductive bondage with the progress of science and technology and she could also 
transcend her bodily self This woman, according to de Beauvoir, would be equal of men 
and would think, work and act like a man. Instead of lamenting her inferiority to men she 
would claim herself as their equal. 
After de Beauvoir another influential critic to address the constructedness of woman 
within male writings was Kate Millett. In her book Sexual Politics (1969) Kate Millett 
argued, as Tolan refers to, that "the relationship between men and women must be 
understood as a deeply embedded power structure with political implications" from where 
she derived the phrase "sexual politics" (Tolan 326). Patriarchal society perpetuated male 
supremacy through various covert means. Following de Beauvoir, Kate Millett "believed 
that women were subjected to an artificially constructed idea of the feminine" (Tolan 326). 
Oppression of women was possible by a "combination of physical violence and cultural 
pressure" (Tolan 326). Different agencies of society and culture worked to encourage 
women to internalize their own inferiority until it became psychologically rooted. 
Literature worked as a cultural tool of political ideology to re-create sexual inequalities 
and patriarchal values. Millett exposed this by examining the works of four twentieth-
century male writers, such as, D. H. Lawrence, Leo Tolstoy, Gustave Flaubert and also 
Freud's psychoanalysis and showed how literature worked insidiously to indoctrinate 
women to believe in their supposed inferiority. This approach of reading male authors 
from female perspective came to be known as "phallocentric criticism" because it exposed 
the masculine bias of the work (Tolan 326-27). 
Second wave feminism started with phallocentric criticism. Feminist critic Germaine Greer 
in her book The Female Eunuch (1970) examined literature as a product of patriarchal 
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culture. Greer was innovative to juxtapose high and low art irreverently to trace a common 
cultural mythology. She challenged the traditional literary hierarchy. (Tolan 327-28) 
Before the emergence of feminist criticism female readers habituated themselves to 'read 
as a man'. Millett established reading as a political act, whereby the feminist reader resists 
the ideological assumptions of the text while reading. "From the moment phallocentric 
criticism was established, the text could no longer be assumed to be innocent of sexual 
politics" (Tolan 327-28). 
Phallocentric criticism exposed male bias and sexual politics in texts written by men. It did 
not address the lack of women writers in the canon. Gynocriticism was developed as an 
alternative to address this need. It worked to recover forgotten texts for reassessment and 
encouraged the emergence of more new writers. Elaine Showalter, the originator of the 
tenn 'gynocrticism' argued in her book, A Literature of their Own (1977) that women not 
only wrote differently from men, but should be read differently. According to Showalter 
women's writings formed a subculture within the literary tradition with its own 
characteristics, patterns, themes and distinct identity. Showalter identified a common 
recurrence of theme and image in women's writings, such as, themes of imprisonment, of 
hidden rooms, fantasies of mobility, and images of madness. This way gynocriticism 
examined how female experience was reflected in literature by women, and sought to 
place women's literature in the context of female experience. (Tolan 328-30) 
Showalter's insistence that women's literature needed to be read differently created a 
parallel female canon. This, in effect, perpetuated the marginaiisation of women instead of 
making them enter the dominant cultural discourse. Showalter's idea of 'female tradition' 
was accused of generalising female experience. It was also accused that the very idea of a 
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literary tradition and canon formation were masculine perpetuating male ideas of 
hierarchy, authority, and individualism. (Tolan 328-30) 
From the beginning the history of feminism was not without debate and disagreements. 
One debate that was there from the very beginning was between essentialism and anti-
essentialism. According to the essentialists, since women are biologically different from 
men, they are also psychologically and emotionally different. Essentialists believe that the 
women should be proud of their difference and work to liberate themselves from the 
patriarchal values and beliefs to discover their unique female identity. Anti-essentialists 
such as de Beauvoir, however, believed that sexual difference is a consequence of cultural 
conditioning. 
Feminism also came under attack from black, lesbian, and working class women who 
protested that the seemingly universal voice of feminism did not include their points of 
views. It only represented the views of a privileged minority. Black women protested that 
the categories of race and gender in feminist discourse were inseparable. Black women 
claimed that all oppression for them was not reducible to sexual difference only. The terms 
'Black' and 'Third World' are contested ones as they are used to reduce a multitude of 
national and cultural identities to a monolithic category of non-white. One Indian post-
colonial critic, Chandra Talpade Mahanty argues that the Western feminist discourse has 
suppressed the material and historical heterogeneities of the lives of women in the Third 
World. He argued that as men reduced women to the other, so the white woman had 
constructed the Third World woman as 'other'. Thus, the image of an "average Third 
World woman" was produced as "ignorant, poor, uneducated, tradition-bound, domestic, 
family-oriented, victimized etc."(243). Mohanty suggests that it "is in contrast to the 
(implicit) self-representation,of Western women as educated, modem, as having control 
over their bodies and sexualities, and the freedom to make their own decisions"(243). 
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Mohanty further suggests that Western feminists should admit that feminist discourse had 
the power to perpetuate racial prejudice by generalising or dismissing the experience of 
black women. 
Lesbians accused feminist discourse of 'heterosexism'. Showalter's women's literary 
tradition presumed a heterosexual norm. Lesbian feminists started questioning if there was 
a lesbian tradition. They also questioned the politics of defining oneself as a lesbian, 
whether it was defined by sexual activity or by female relationship. Now onwards, 
feminists started to understand sexuality "as a cultural construction and a political choice 
rather than a biologically determined posifion". (Tolan 331) 
Feminism in America and Britain was an outcome of the Civil Rights Movement and 
socialist politics. But, in France it developed from a philosophical tradifion. De Beauvoir's 
feminist analysis in her book The Second Sex was moulded in existential philosophy. In 
her examination of femininity she used the Hegelian principle of 'self and 'other' where 
man is the subject 'self and woman is always the object, 'other'. Later French feminists 
such as psychoanalysts Julia Kristeva and Luce Irigaray and the creative writer and 
philosopher Helen Cixous challenged and fiirthered the concerns of second wave feminism 
by combining it with philosophy, linguistics, and psychoanalysis. All three of them started 
with an examination of Western philosophical thought and ideology to expose how male 
supremacy was reproduced and perpetuated. Even, apparently gender-neutral systems such 
as law, science, and religion actually represented a masculine world-view. They 
emphasised on language as the means of encoding and reproducing the dominant 
patriarchal order. 
The early second wave feminists such as de Beauvoir, Millet, and Greer discredited 
Freudian psychoanalytic theory for its supposed male bias in the discussion of female 
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sexuality. However, Freud's emphasis on the role of culture and society in creating the self 
supported the view of the anti-essentialist feminists that women had been culturally 
conditioned to accept an artificially constructed inferiority. The British Marxist feminist 
Juliet Mitchell was the most notable advocate of feminist Freudian theory to rescue Freud 
from feminist dismissal. Mitchell argued in her book, Psychoanalysis and Feminism 
(1974) that psychoanalysis should not be "considered a defence of patriarchy, but an 
examination of it" (Tolan 333). Freud had recognized that gender difference was culturally 
instilled. Feminists should accept this and reject his conclusion that it was inevitable. 
Notwithstanding his assertion that "anatomy is destiny" his radical theory that patriarchal 
law is instilled into the child during a period of socialization could be utilized to develop a 
psychoanalytic feminism that was progressive and anti-essentialist. 
Freud's idea that identity is formed by social influences and that there was no essential self 
was taken by the feminists. Freud argued that in the first months, the child has no real 
sense of self It is not able to even distinguish where it ends and the mother begins. During 
this period, the child, whether boy or girl, has an intense satisfying love relationship with 
the mother. At this stage, the child obviously has no sense of its gender. Gender 
identification is achieved through the Oedipal complex when the child learns that it must 
reject the mother and accept the authority of the father, i.e. the patriarchal law. Feminists 
directed their attenfion to understand further the nature of pre-Oedipal period. This study 
of the pre-verbal relationship of the child with the unnamed mother discovered the 
'omnipotent mother' before the interjecfion of the omnipotent father. The idea that the 
primary love object of both men and women was female was taken by the lesbian feminists 
to ascertain that heterosexuality was an unstable state. The anti-essentialists affirmed that 
pre- Oedipal identity was unformed and sexless. This idea was further developed by the 
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French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan (1901-81) whose work became central to the 
psychoanalytic ideas of French feminism, particularly those of Luce Irigaray. 
Lacan was instrumental to open up Freudian theory to ideas about language. Lacan argued 
that sexual difference is founded in language. It is in the 'mirror stage' when the child 
starts recognizing itself as T , and it also does begin to recognize sexual difference. With 
the attainment of language the child begins to construct a stable self identity and also 
distinguishes 'self from 'other'. It is through language that the world is known, 
categorized, and expressed. Through language the authority of the father is maintained and 
the connection with the mother (female) is severed because the mother threatens the 
autonomy and self-identity of the child. Lacan's emphasis on the role of language in the 
'mirror stage' reinforced the idea that sexuality was socially constructed. Like Freud, 
Lacan also identified a period before gender difference that he calls 'imaginary stage'. 
Julia Kristeva describes the development of a child in two opposing stages of the 
'semiotic' and the 'symbolic'. The semiotic phase is the pre-linguistic, pre-Oedipal, and 
unsystematic signifying process centred on the mother. At this phase, before the attainment 
of language the child knows no boundaries and cannot distinguish self from other. This 
signifying process of the semiotic stage is repressed as the child acquires the father 
controlled, syntactically ordered and logical language through the process of socialisation. 
This social phase she calls the 'symbolic'. This is like Freud's Oedipal complex or Lacan's 
Mirror stage when the authority of the father is recognized and bodily desires are 
controlled an repressed. Kristeva's 'semiotic' like Freud's unconscious may be repressed 
but never eliminated. It may disrupt the symbolic order when it comes to the surface. That 
is why it is continuously being repressed by the symbolic. From this the feminists drew 
that the symbolic order of the patriarchal control was not pemianent or natural and it could 
be overthrown. French Feminists argued that the language through which the symbolic 
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order is conceived is male-engendered, male-constituted, and male-dominated articulating 
male worldview. According to Kristeva all Western discourse is founded on repression of 
difference and any deviance from the male norm is marked as abnormal, perversion, 
criminality, or madness and is repressed. This way female difference was suppressed in 
language. French feminists believed that in language woman is mute. This is why a basic 
problem for the French theorists is to establish the very possibility of a woman's language 
or feminine writing that could defy masculine linguistic code that has imposed on female a 
condition of marginality or linguistic nonentity. To overcome this dilemma Helen Cixous 
proposed the existence of a uniquely feminine style of writing which she called 'ecriture 
feminine'. The source of this language is in the semiotic stage of the mother child relation 
before the child acquires the male centred language. This feminine writing has pre-
linguistic and unconscious potential to abolish all repressions and disrupt the fixed, linear, 
logical, authoritative, and realistic signification system of the male-centric language. 
Ecriture Feminine or feminine writing is a political act. By disrupting the order and law of 
language the writer disrupts the social structure because the social structure is defined and 
structured by language. (Tolan 334-36) 
Cixous, in one of her most famous essays, 'Sorties'(1975), describes the process by which 
male reason is ordered as a series of binary oppositions, in which one half of the binary is 
always privileged or superior to the other half: for example, male/female, 
activity/passivity, culture/nature. In this kind of thinking, women will always be the 
inferior half of the binary equation. Luce Irigaray, however, counters this binary system of 
thought in her essay, 'The Sex Which is Not One' (1977), by undermining the logic of 
creating binary hierarchy such as positive/negative or male/female. She argues that 'female 
is not a unified position, but multiple: she is not one, but many'. For Cixous Ecriture 
Feminine is somehow the product of female physiology which women must celebrate in 
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their writing. However, this celebration of difference was not of the essentiahst kind. 
Ecriture Feminine was understood to be a mode of writing that could be appropriated by 
either sex. Cixous was a conscious anti-essentialist. She held the view that masculinity and 
femininity were characteristics that had no relationship to biological sex. In the same way, 
Kristeva talked about an 'anti-phallic' writing which is fragmentary rather than unified. By 
referring to it as 'anti-phallic' instead of feminine, she undermined the notion that 
femininity is exclusively associated with the female. She argued that men can also perform 
this kind of writing. She considered James Joyce's subversive language techniques in his 
avant-garde novel, Ulysses (1922) to be anti-phallic. Focusing on the body and on 
feminine characteristics and feminine difference the French feminists defined 'femininity' 
as a position which can be appropriated by either sex. They have made gender an unstable 
category. These theorists are revolutionary in believing that the two positions of 
masculinity and femininity may define two different truths and the difference therein 
should be celebrated paving the way for a new balanced society. 
Starting from quesfioning the constructedness of gender, feminism progressed beyond 
gender inequality to a point where gender itself became an unstable category. Kristeva's 
account of the progression of feminist discourse records how it must proceed. According 
to Kristeva, as pointed out by Fiona Tolan, "feminism begins with liberalism, when 
women demand equality with men; then, reacting against equality feminism, radical 
feminists reject patriarchy in favour of a separate matriarchy; finally, women come to 
reject altogether the difference between masculine and feminine as metaphysical" (Tplan 
337).The first two stages were based on equality (anti-essenfialist) and difference 
(essenfialist) feminism. In the third phase which is also called 'post-feminism' the idea of 
gender itself is deconstructed and made unstable. 
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Constructedness of gender and sexuality was further questioned with the emergence of 
Gay and Lesbian Liberation Movement in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Initially, the 
concerns of the Gays and Lesbians intersected with that of the feminists. The two 
movements seemed to share a common ground: women and gays were objects of 
oppression by a dominant male heterosexual group. However, as it has been already noted, 
disagreements started emerging within feminism proper between the essentialists and the 
anti-essentialists. Essentialists stressed on the biological sexual difference of women from 
men because of which, they thought, women are psychologically and emotionally 
different. On the other hand, the anti-essentialists stressed that gender identity is a 
consequence of cultural conditioning which is variable across society and through history. 
What follows from this is that the general category of 'women' would conceal and 
suppress the differences within women with regard to their choice of sexual objects, sexual 
practices, and psychological identities. 
Lesbian feminists started parting ways with the dominant feminist discourse for its implicit 
assumption of heterosexuality as the norm and identified rather with the gay men. Gay and 
Lesbian theorists of the 1980s argued that there can be a variety of sexual orientations. The 
common concern they shared was whether 'gender' or 'sexuality' was more fundamental 
in personal identity. Choosing lesbianism over feminism, lesbian feminists emphasised 
that lesbianism and homosexuality are alternative forms of sexuality. This new field of 
study came to be known as '•queer theory'. The phrase 'queer theory or 'queer studies' was 
used as comprehensive term to include a variety of sexual orientations considered 'queer' 
in a derogatory sense by the dominant normative heterosexual culture. The following 
works by some of the influential theorists helped queer theory to flourish. 
Michel Foucault's The History of Sexuality (1976) was one of the influential publications 
that systematically investigated the discourse of sexuality in the last three centuries. 
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Foucault pointed out that alternative sexual practices were coded differently across 
different societies and through histories. Sexual relations between men were common in 
the fifth century Greek society. Only later it was discovered to be a sign of identifiable 
perversion. Foucault argued that 'homosexuality' as a social, medical and ontological 
category was invented in the late nineteenth century and imposed on sexual practices. 
Before this, it never came under scientific scrutiny. From this it follows that modem 
hetero-centric gender culture founded itself by suppressing non-reproductive alternative 
sexual practices which is, in fact, present everywhere in human history. 
Gender scholar. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick thought that heterosexuality can be understood as 
forming a continuum with homosexuality in that the ideals of heterosexual masculinity 
seem inseparable from the anxiety to turn away from certain homosexuality that helps 
construct heterosexuality. In Between Men (1985), Eve Sedgwick (1994) argues that male 
heterosexual desire is always modelled on another male's desire and always has a 
'homosocial' cast. The male bonding found in patriarchy is necessarily homophobic and 
forms a continuum with homosexuality. In The Epistemology of the Closet Sedgwick 
argued that the foundational methodology of sexological formulations was grounded in 
and organised around a radical incoherence. This incoherence is described in terms of 
'minoritising' and 'universalising' notions of sexuality and identity. Minoritising view 
holds that 'there is a distinct population of persons who "are really" gay' and at the same 
time the universalising view holds that 'sexual desire is an unpredictably powerflil solvent 
of identities'. Heterosexual identity and modem masculinist culture, according to 
Sedgwick, need for their maintenance "scapegoating crystallisation" of a same-sex male 
desire (Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet 18). Analytic strategies of Sedgwick 
combine Foucault's theories of discourse, knowledge and power with deconstmctive 
literary criticism. Her anti-homophobic theory contests the centring and settled definitions 
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of heterosexuality and homosexuality inscribed in English literary output. Sedgwick, 
however, does not assume that the conceptual instability of heterosexual and homosexual 
binarism renders these oppositional categories inefficacious or innocuous. Sedgwick, 
rather, opines that critical exposition and explanation 6f the discourses of sexuality remain 
important to contest and challenge heterosexual hegemony. 
Lee Edelman in his Homographesis (1994) reads the rhetoric of sexuality as it figured in 
literary and cultural texts. His reading is influenced by deconstruction and psychoanalysis. 
'Homographesis' is the reading that puts homosexuality into discourse. One of the main 
points that Edelman wants to establish in his work is that sexuality is often figured and 
visualised in terms of the identity of the body. The body is, however, interpreted and 
deciphered in relation to the 'figural logics' through which the discourses of sexualities are 
culturally constructed. Edelman reads various texts to show how the knowledge of an 
authentic sexual identity is grounded in the notion that the homosexual body is somehow 
differently and uniquely marked, that is, the homosexual body is decidedly textual. 
Edelman problematises both the writing and reading of homosexuality. He rejects the logic 
that views sexuality as self-evidently written in or on the body. Edelman contends that 
there is ultimately no cognitive or epistemological stability attached to the notion of a gay 
identity. He, however, argues that gay self-nomination and 'gay identity' as a signifier be 
deployed as a liberationist strategy and resistance to the exclusionary logic of identity 
itself 
Judith Butler in her book Gender Trouble questions the way identity is straightforwardly 
equated with sex, gender and personhood. She argues that, as long as 'identity' is defined 
"through the stabilising concepts of sex, gender and sexuality the very notion of 'the 
person' is called into question by the cultural emergence of those 'incoherent' or 
'discontinuous' gendered beings who appear to be persons but fail to conform to the 
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gendered nonns of cultural intelligibility by which persons are defined" (Butler 23). Butler 
interrogates the way the "hegemonic heterosexuality" attempts to naturalise and stabilise 
sex, genders and identity. Extending her analysis of naturalised gender, Butler states that 
performances associated with 'drag' show how gender is imitable: 
The performance of drag plays upon the distinction between the anatomy of the 
performer and the gender that is being perfonned. ... In imitating gender, drag 
implicitly reveals the imitative structure of itself — as well as its contingency. 
(Butler 187) 
Drag In Bodies that Matter Butler suggests that drag is not confined to lesbian or gay 
rituals or queer cultures. Drag is not understood as a secondary imitation or enactment of a 
prior, original gender. In a similar way, heterosexuality is itself part of repeated effort to 
imitate its own idealisations. For Butler, gender is not mimetic of sex and there is no 
ground to assume that genders should remain two. In her book Excitable Speech Butler 
abandons the nofion of an innate or intrinsic gender identity. Purvis thinks that she 
borrows from Althusser's theory of subject formation through interpellafion and Derrida's 
reading of speech act theory to reformulate performativity and performance. Butler argues 
that performative does not bring into being the subject it names. Rather, the performative 
is to be understood in terms of the "reiterafive power" of the discourse to produce the 
object that it so names (Purvis 442). Butler's suggesfion of the discursive constitution of 
subject through repetition and reiteration of various subject positions does not propose that 
the subjects can choose whatever gender they want. Althusser's theory of interpellation 
resists such voluntarism as subject is also constituted through an address uttered by a 
figure of authority. However, this process of subject formation masks its iterative 
operations. It is clear in Butier's analysis that the subject's discursive operations constitute 
a powerfiil form of social regulation and identification which validate some identities as 
meaningful categories and invalidate some other as strange" or abject. So, ultimately, the 
problems of sexual sameness and difference do not simply disappear. However, Butler's 
reworking of the performative in Excitable Speech in terms of speech act theory suggests 
that speech and discourse are not always stable. This instability of discourse always has the 
potential of opening up a space for an alternative model of agency. 
3.2 Men and Masculinity 
The foregoing discussion has taken account of the debates in feminism and sexuality 
studies centred on women, homosexuals, and lesbians. However, cultural construction of 
gender must also apply to heterosexual male. The idea of heterosexual male varies across 
time and space that is why, masculinity can be understood as a cultural construct: "a 
discursive-performative construction that describes and disciplines the cultural 
characteristics associated with what it means to be a (heterosexual) man; that is, culturally 
regulated behaviour regarded as socially appropriate to men"( Barker 443). 
Recently, there has been an unprecedented growth of research interest in the field of men 
and masculinity. The central areas of interest in this field have been on: cultural 
representation of men and masculinity; the character of men's lives as they experience 
them; and the problems that men face in contemporary culture (Barker 300-01). 
Masculinity as a cultural construct "has encompassed the values of strength, power, 
stoicism, action, control, independence, self-sufficiency, male camaraderie/mateship and 
work amongst others". Ideas of "relationship, verbal ability, domestic life, tenderness, 
communication, women and children" were devalued (Barker 300). In short, the 
contemporary discourses of masculinity in the context of modernity are centred on the 
metaphors of reason, control and distance. 
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Since the advent of Enlightenment project, mascuhnity has been associated with 
metaphors of reason. EnHghtenment philosophy and the discourses of modernity have 
championed "reason" as the source of progress and knowledge. This has led to the 
formation of new forms of subjectivity marked by rigorous self-discipline, control and 
urban anonymity: control over other people and control over oneself and distance from 
other people and distance from oneself. Association of rationality with masculinity 
involves a distance from the language of emotions. It is a common belief that men 
suppress feelings. This, however, can be understood as the failure to learn a productive 
language of emotion. 'Men's relationships are often inscribed by spatial metaphors, 
including emotional "distance" and "controlling their own space", that mark a lack of 
communication' (Barker 301). Division of labour in the language of modernity has created 
a gulf between the feminine-coded private world of domestic duties and the masculine-
coded public world of wage earning professions. In the masculine-coded public world men 
have been acculturated to seek esteem through public perfomiance and recognition of 
achievement. Performance orientation of this nature - from work to sexuality - lends itself 
to hyper-individualism, competitiveness and sense of grandiosity, on the one hand, and 
deep feelings of inadequacy and depression, on the other, depending on success or failure 
to perform. 
Some of the problems that the contemporary men face can be understood as an outcome of 
the incompatibility between ascendant notions of masculinity and life-skills required to 
live contentedly in the contemporary social order. This is what Giddens (1992) calls 
"problematic masculinity" which includes "men's problems" and "men as a problem". 
Destructive attitudes of many contemporary men, from naughty boys to bad men, have 
earned them the category of being 'men as a problem'. 'Bad men', however, may turn out 
to be 'sad men', "the damaged goods of industrial society" (Barker 302). According to 
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Farrell (1993) men are the "disposable gender". They die in war and commit suicide more 
often than women and also the most common victims of violence, overwork and mental 
illness. Men are the perpetrators of over ninety per cent of convicted act of violence and 
they are also more than ninety per cent of the inmates of jails. In both the ways, according 
to Biddulph (1994), as Barker refers to, there are very few happy men. Barker further 
refers to Biddulph who argues that the central problems of men's lives - "loneliness, 
compulsive competition and lifelong emotional timidity - are rooted in the adoption of 
impossible images of masculinity that men try, fail to live up to" (Barker 302). 
3.3 Gender and Sexuality in Hanif Kureishi 
The following part of this Chapter will study Kureishi's treatment of gender and sexuality 
in his novels in the light of the foregoing discussion. Kureishi has touched upon almost all 
aspects of gender and sexuality in his novels. Kureishi deals with the sexual orientation of 
his characters without any inhibition. Bisexuality, gay sex, lesbianism, experiments in sex, 
sexual orgies and infidelity in sexual relations are treated in celebratory vein. Some of his 
characters are, in fact, shown to be aware of contemporary theories of gender and sexuality 
and devoted readers of seminal text of the leading theorists. 
It will not be improper to call Kureishi's first novel The Buddha of Suburbia (1990) a 
study in sexuality. The protagonist of the novel, Karim is shown to be a bisexual early in 
the novel. He has sexual relationship with numerous people of both the sexes. He regularly 
has sex with his childhood friend, Jamila. He is in love with Eva's son Charlie for which 
Karim's father becomes ftirious after finding him with Charlie in an intimate position. The 
father thinks he is homosexual and threatens to take him to a doctor. However, Karim is 
quite comfortable with his sexual orientation. He considers his bisexuality a privilege since 
he can go around with anyone: 
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It was unusual, I knew, the way I wanted to sleep with boys as well as girls. ... I 
never liked to think much about the whole thing in case I turned out to be a pervert 
and needed to have treatment, hormones, or electric shocks through my brain. When 
I did think about it I considered myself lucky that I could go to parties and go home 
with anyone from either sex - not that I went to many parties, none at all really, but 
if I did, I could, you know, trade either way {Buddha of Suburbia 55). 
Karim never shows any self-consciousness in his relationship with anyone, be it Charlie, 
Jamila, Helen, Eleanor, Pyke or Pyke's wife, Marlene. Neither does he believe in sexual 
fidelity nor does he have any morality in the matter of sex. He continues having sex with 
Jamila even when she is already married to a person with whom he has a friendly relation. 
Hanif Kureishi seems to break the hegemony of noraiative heterosexuality and demystify 
reproductive sexuality through the character of Karim. Sex for Karim is a commonplace 
phenomenon of life and devoid of any taboo element. Karim does not take any political 
stand in the matter of his sexual identity. He does not take part in any rights group such as 
homosexual or bisexual rights group. He is a person whose sexual identity is fluid. 
However, there seems to be a political angle to Karim's desire for some of the white 
women. He considers his encounter with white women as revenge against racial violence 
meted out to him by the whites. Karim, specially, refers to his encounter with Helen as 
revenge against her father's racial abuse and setting on his huge dog on him: "That 
morning I was so ecstatic about my triumph in seducing the dog-owner's daughter that I'd 
completely forgotten about Jamila's big decision" {Buddha of Suburbia 82). 
Jamila is a character who is a true creature of the contemporary Western discourses on 
gender and sexuality. She in a way enacts the contemporary discourses on gender and 
sexuality. Her enactment of it becomes all the more challenging because of her Asian 
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parentage. At the age of thirteen Jamila has read all French stuff like Baudelaire, Colette 
and Radiguet. After reading Simone de Beauvoir, the famous author of The Second Sex she 
became very bold and advanced in the matter of sex when she started having sex with 
Karim regularly. She represents the generation of women who took control of their 
sexuality and used it on their own terms. However, this was not an easy job for Jamila 
being the daughter of Asian parents. She had to combat racism, on the one hand, for which 
she was preparing herself by doing physical exercises and learning karate and judo under 
the influence of Angela Davis; on the other hand she had to fight patriarchy at home. 
Having grown up in the Western world and after reading radical literature on gender and 
sexuality it is unthinkable for Jamila to accept arranged marriage and enter into a marital 
alliance with a person completely unknown to her. But, Jamila's parents actually force her 
to do that. They choose a boy from India who would come to England to marry her and 
stay with her as her husband ever after. When she protests her father starts a hunger strike 
till death. She has two alternatives: either to marry the man of his choice or let him die. 
Initially, she plans to run away fi-om home and take shelter under the care of the Council. 
The Council takes care of those immigrant children who run away fi"om home and seek the 
protection of individual fi^eedom from cultural oppression by their own parents and 
community. But she didn't do that lest she should expose "our culture as being ridiculous 
and our people as old-fashioned, extreme and narrow- minded" (Buddha of Suburbia 71). 
She knew that her running away from home would validate the stereotypical prejudices 
about her community. However, being a disciple of Simone de Beauvoir Jamila has to 
undermine the extreme patriarchal notion of her father who knew little about her: 
He really knew little about Jamila. If someone had asked him who she voted for, 
what the names of her women fiiends were, what she liked in life, he couldn't have 
answered. It was as if, in some strange way, it was [sic] beneath his dignity to take 
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an interest in her. He didn't see her. There were just certain ways in which this 
woman who was his daughter had to behave {Buddha of Suburbia 81). 
Jamila had to deploy what Kalra et al (1995) call a bifocal lens in her strategy - one eye 
focused on her concern for the community and other on her concern for herself She 
accepts the proposal of her father to marry Changez under pressure but she knew what to 
do with this marriage. She claimed that she decided to marry according to her father's 
choice for the sake of her mother but there was a wilful contrariness in it. She actually 
wanted to rebel against the institution of arranged marriage. She accepts the marriage in 
letter but not in spirit. She never allows her husband to consummate the marriage. Kureishi 
refers to her reading of Simone de Beauvoir and Kate Millett the authors of the famous 
books The Second Sex and Sexual Politics respectively. Jamila is too much of a radical to 
live up to the so called sacred ideals of an arranged marriage. She does not allow her 
husband access to her body but continues having sex with Karim. When her husband 
accuses her of adultery, incest, betrayal, whoredom and deceit she explains that 'her damn 
body' belongs to her and she can do whatever she likes. Karim understands her better. 
When Changez accuses him of screwing his wife he observes, "she's never been anyone's 
and never will be anyone's ... she's her own person" {Buddha of Suburbia 135). After the 
death of her father she moves in a commune to live with some of her friends. In the 
commune she maintains physical relationship with one of her white friend named Simone. 
She gets pregnant and gives birth to a baby girl. 
The act of Jamila's giving birth to a mixed-race baby has political implications. By giving 
birth to the baby of a white man she destabilises the categories of race and ethnicity. Race 
and ethnicity has been perpetuated by controlling the reproductive power of the female sex 
and endogamous arranged marriage as an institution has helped this to perpetuate. Jamila 
being a radical anti-racist takes control of her reproductive power to destabilise the 
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category of race and also undermine the very spirit of endogamous arranged maniage that 
helps maintain purity of race. 
After giving birth to her child Jamila develops a lesbian relationship with one Joanna 
which outrages her husband who considers this a perversion. For Jamila it is a natural 
thing. She says Joanna and she are just fond of each other and it is like "you meet someone 
and you want to be with them, you want to know them deeply. It's passion, I suppose, and 
it's wonderftil" {Buddha of Suburbia 277). 
Kureishi seems to have created the character of Jamila to enact the discourses of gender 
and sexuality in a chronological manner. From her childhood Jamila resists being a woman 
in the conventional sense by practicing those physical activities which are traditionally 
designated as male activities. Simone de Beauvoir considered marriage an oppressive and 
exploitative economic arrangement which reinforces sexual inequality and binds women to 
domesticity. Jamila seems to be inspired by de Beauvoir to reject and subvert her marriage 
with Changez in spirit though she accepts it in letter. She wants to pursue her own passions 
and desires. She takes control of her sexuality. From her long heterosexual association 
with Karim and Simon she turns to Joanna for a lesbian relationship and by doing so she 
destabilises normative heterosexuality and makes sexuality itself a fluid category. Kureishi 
challenges the authenticity of sexual identity by introducing unstable kind of sexuality 
which is always in a flux in Karim and Jamila. 
Kureishi in this novel seems to break free from many sexual stereotypes. Sex is not treated 
as taboo. At many points sex scenes are so explicitly described that sometimes its border 
on pornography. Sex seems to be of vital importance in the lives of most of the characters 
in the novel. Karim, Jamila, Haroon, Eva, Eleanor, Pyke, Mariene, Chariie as well as 
Changez, all are preoccupied with sex. Sexual fidelity is an unknown concept to these 
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people. Changez preaches the virtue of sexual fidelity and the vice of adultery to his wife 
but he himself does not practice it. He is a regular customer of a Japanese prostitute called 
Shinko with whom he experiments on different sexual postures taking tips from sex 
guides. The rest of the characters are not self conscious about sex. Some of the characters, 
such as, Charlie, Pyke, and Marlene experiment with sexuality by arranging orgies and 
group sex to get what they call 'the ultimate experience'. There is also a lot of voyeurism 
in the novel. People are not ashamed of their sexuality, they rather flaunt it. Jamila takes 
the initiative to have sex with Karim. Eva considered love making "the most ravishing 
feeling on offer" {Buddha of Suburbia 11). Pyke offers his wife, Marlene to Karim and she 
accepts him. Pyke, Marlene, Karim and Eleanor participate in a group sex. Charlie does his 
experiment with "ultimate experience" in front of Karim {Buddha of Suburbia 252). 
Though Kureishi does not pass any moral judgement on the sexuality of his characters 
critic Dr. Asim Siddiqui (2010) thinks that there is racial bias in his treatment of the 
sexuality of Indian and that of the whites. Changez's interest in sex is presented in a fonny 
manner. His obsession with different sexual postures is not only frinny but also 
pathological. His views about the sexuality of white women are the result of his reading 
cheap magazines and popular books. Otherwise, he is traditional and holds patriarchal 
views about marital relationship. He thinks his wife to be his property and does not 
approve her having sex with others. However, he shows double standards when it is his 
turn and visits one Japanese prostitute regularly. Changez's use of a sex toy to hit his 
father-in-law, Anwar fatally and his getting an erection at the time of the funeral of the 
same are the two most amusing scenes in the novel. Though Charlie, Pyke, Eva and others 
are equally obsessed with sex they are not shown to be funny. 
Sexual relations in The Buddha of Suburbia is also fraught with the historical baggage of 
colonialism and the desire for the mysterious Other. Eva exploits the ethnicity of Haroon 
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to establish him as an Eastern spiritual mystique and she is sexually attracted to Haroon 
whom she marries later. Pyke takes Karim in his theatre group to introduce variety and 
ethnic authenticity. However, Pyke and his wife, Marlene both have sexual interest in 
Karim. Eleanor is also interested in Karim because of his ethnicity. Eleanor's foirmer lover 
was a Black British actor who committed suicide. Kureishi seems to know the fact that 
even if some members of the white dominant culture genuinely sympathise with the cause 
of the people of minority culture and promote their interest they could be construed to be 
patronising. In the similar way, even if the love of a white person for a black person is 
genuine it can be construed to be a desire for the Other. However, Kureishi seems to break 
this cynicism apart and promote racial intermingling which would lead to hybridity instead 
of separatism. 
Kureishi's second novel. The Black Album (1995) also engages with the discourses of 
sexuality. The protagonist of the novel, Shahid Hasan develops sexual relation with the 
lecturer of his college, Deedee Osgood. Pinned above the desk of Osgood "were pictures 
of Prince, Madonna and Oscar Wilde, with a quote beneath it, 'All limitations are prisons" 
{Black Album 25). Prince and Madonna are known for their experiments with androgyny 
and gender. Oscar Wilde, the Victorian writer is known to have defied the sexual morality 
of his age. About Prince Deedee says, '"He's half black and half white, half man, half 
woman, half size, feminine but macho too'" {Black Album 25). According to her, Prince is 
the epitome of hybridity in gender and race. So, defying the limitations of gender and 
sexuality seems to be Osgood's motto in life as Prince has done. Deedee herself has lived 
an unconventional life. She left home, became a punk rocker, sex worker and later 
discovered feminism. Seeing radical women turning to lesbianism she was disappointed 
and joined the university. Then she became lecturer in cultural studies dedicated to defy all 
limitations especially regarding gender roles and sexuality. She has a fan following among 
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her students including an Afro-Caribbean woman, an Indian and an Irish girl with pink 
hair. 
In her university days and also later when in job Deedee was active in leftist politics. 
Everything was party for her. But, now she is a little sad and disappointed with the 
political activism of the women of her time because the price has been too high: 
... women in the 1980s, even the lefties, had aimed to get into powerftal positions, be 
independent, achieve. But it had cost them. They'd worked themselves to the ground, 
drawing too deeply on their resources, having to support themselves as well as 
fiiends. Too many had forfeited the possibility of children. For what? hi the end a 
career was merely a job, not a whole life. 
How little enjoyment had there been! In those days of commitment while the world 
remained unchanged - and until the celebration of 'fi-eedom day' - pleasure could 
only be provisional and guilty {Black Album 116). 
Political activism was all about certainty of revolution and changing of the existing state of 
affairs but that never happened. "Thatcher had concentrated the struggle. But she'd worn 
everything down" (Black Album 116). Deedee is tired of the certainty of political activism 
and now has turned to uncertainty. Deedee is also critical of the feminist ideals of the 
1980s. 
As an antitheses of the certainty of leftist idealism of revolution and absolutist 
ftindamentalism of political Islam with which the novel primarily engages, Deedee and 
Shahid both consider Prince their icon who is neither certainly male or female nor black or 
white. In their admiration for their gender bending icon, Deedee and Shahid experiment in 
gender bending in their own sexual relation. They reverse their roles in sexual encounter. 
Deedee takes the lead and Shahid becomes a passive receiver: "she had really screwed 
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him, getting on top, not sitting up, but lying on him, legs straddling his, shoving down on 
his cock. He had thrown his arms out, saying, "I want you to flick me." "Don't worry", she 
had panted. "Leave it to me"' {Black Album 112). Deedee applies make-up on Shahid to 
give him a female face and he feels relieved of certain burden and responsibility in his new 
persona though it remains only a private affair and Shahid does not get the experience of 
going in public as a woman (Black Album 117). Deedee makes him parade "like a model". 
In this context Bradley Buchanan observes; 
In adopting the mindless posture of a 'model' Shahid has essentially been turned into 
a commodity for Deedee to consume and identify with, and he has lost his autonomy 
in precisely the same way that feminism argues that women have lost theirs M/hen 
their bodies are objectified by men. (Bradley Buchanan 63) 
There is a postcolonial angle also to the relationship between Shahid and Deedee. As in 
The Buddha of Suburbia Karim becomes the object of desire for Pyke and Marlene, in The 
Black Album Shahid becomes the same for Deedee. Some of the characters in the novel 
actually accuse Deedee of neo-colonialism. They say that Deedee regularly takes her 
lovers from the Afro-Caribbean and Asian students. One of the members of Riaz's radical 
group Sadiq observes: 
I can tell you something I have researched so that you know it for your information. 
Osgood is taking lovers among the Afro-Caribbean and Asian students. ... Evidence 
has been presented. The college knows she is having it away with two Rastamen, For 
political reasons she selects only black or Asian lovers now. (Black Album 228) 
At this, a female member of the group adjusting her scarf observed: "Our people have 
always been sexual objects for the whites. No wonder they hate our modesty" (Black 
Album 228). 
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In The Buddha of Suburbia Karim becomes aware that he is being sexually abused by the 
White members of society, such as, Pyke, Marlene and Eleanor because he is an object of 
desire for them for his different ethnic background. Shahid does not seem to be aware of 
this aspect of his relationship with Deedee. However, he is conscious of the vulnerability 
of his relationship with her. Observing Deedee's husband, Brownlow leaving her place 
permanently Shahid becomes critical of the extreme individualism and lack of long tenn 
commitment in relationship prevalent in western society. He is reminded of what Riaz 
once told him about love. He said that love could not flourish "without a fixed morality" 
and framework "given by God and established in society" (Black Album 240). In the 
absence of a proper framework people would only rent one another for some time "to 
obtain pleasure and distraction" turning love into a commodity. In this kind of faithless 
transaction people "hope to discover something that would complete them. And if they 
didn't soon receive it, they.threw the person over and moved on. And on" {Black Album 
240). This seems to be a critique of sexual hedonism prevalent in the Western societies. 
Shahid is convinced that such circumstances cannot lead to any permanence or mutual 
understanding in love relationship. His relationship with Deedee is only limited to 
passionate physicality without mutual knowledge of each other. He becomes apprehensive 
that Deedee may leave him any time and he may have to follow the footstep of Brownlow 
leaving her, separating their possessions. Notwithstanding, he finally decides to be with 
her "until it stops being fun" (Black Album 276). He accepts the provisional status of his 
love relationship with Deedee. 
Kureishi is aware of the changing attitude of people towards love relationship and towards 
marriage as an institution. Kureishi knows that a sexual revolution has already taken place. 
More and more people are out to pursue pleasure and personal happiness rather than being 
tied up with marital or parental commitment and responsibility. This could be the result of 
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extreme kind of individualism prevalent in modem Western societies. In The Buddha of 
Suburbia Haroon leaves his wife, Margaret and younger son, Allie to live a more sexually 
exciting life with Eva Kay. 
Kureishi's third novel Intimacy (1998) exclusively deals with the dilemma of breaking up 
a relationship leaving behind a partner and children. This is a short novel written as a 
monologue of the protagonist named Jay who is contemplating leaving his partner Susan 
and two children aged five and three. In the long monologue Jay justifies his move and 
tries to glorify his courage to do it. He seems to be possessed by the advertising mantra 
"you deserve better". He thinks "if you never left anything or anyone there would be no 
room for the new. ... It would be an optimistic, hopeful act, guaranteeing belief in the 
future - a declaration that things can be not only different but better" {Intimacy 6). To 
reinforce his decision he gives an analysis of the character of his partner Susan. He says, 
"it wasn't her wit or beauty that fascinated" him. He admits that "there was enjoyment" 
but "never great passion" and "that was the point" that he is leaving her. Then he 
enumerates some of the positive qualities that he liked about her: 
Mostly I liked her humdrum dexterity and ability to cope. She wasn't helpless before 
the world, as I felt myself to be. She was straightforward and firm; she knew how to 
get things done. I envy her capability, and wish I had half of it. {Intimacy 29-30). 
But, immediately all these positive qualities become ineffectual and he finds defects in her 
temperament and character: 
She finds even interesting self-awareness self-indulgent. The range of her feeling is 
narrow; she would consider it shameful to give way to her moods... Because she has 
never been disillusioned or disappointed ... she hasn't changed. But to keep 
everything going she can be bullying and strict, with a hard, charmless carapace. 
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You have to take care with her: she will rarely cry, but she could burst into flames. 
{Intimacy 30-31) 
The way Jay analyses the professional success of Susan shows him to be anti-feminist. He 
says: "Like many girls ... she likes to please. Perhaps that is why young women are so 
suitable for the contemporary working world. They are welcome to it" (Intimacy 30). In 
this context Bradley Buchanan says, "such descriptions are much more effective as 
suggestions of Jay's bitter anti-feminism than they are as characterisation of Susan..." 
(Buchanan 81). Jay also says, "She thinks she's a feminist but she's just bad-tempered" 
(Intimacy 103). Jay's anti-feminism borders on misogyny. To justify his own promiscuous 
sexual behaviour, he imposes the charge of immoral sexual craving on women: "there are 
some fucks for which a person would have their partner and children drown in a freezing 
sea ... Women, I've noticed, are particularly tenacious in this respect. When they want 
someone there's no stopping them" (Intimacy 120). Bart Moore-Gilbert (2001) suggests 
that many of Jay's "attitudes to women are vengeflilly misogynistic or transparently 
adolescent". At one point Jay appreciates the segregated household of his uncle in Pakistan 
which could be followed as a model in the regulation of the gender economy at home. 
Such evidence suggests that Intimacy can be read as a reassertion of traditional forms of 
patriarchal masculinity. In this respect Moore-Gilbert also suggests that Intimacy could be 
placed in the archive of what Ros Coward has described as the literature of "male 
grievance" a strand of "male testimonial that aims at a "total reversal of the feminist 
project" (Moore-Gilbert 174). 
According to Bradley Buchanan (2007) there is a class dynamics also to the relationship 
between Jay and Susan. Jay comes from the lower middle class suburban background and 
Susan is from upper middle-class family. Jay is self-conscious of his lower middle-class 
background. He is critical of the middle class values and he distances himself from the 
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lavish life style that Susan has created for the family: "Being lower-middle class and from 
the suburbs, where poverty and pretension go together, I can see how good the middle 
class have it, and what a separate, sealed world they inhabit. They keep quiet about it, with 
reason" {Intimacy 29). As an anti-establishment gesture Jay did not marry Susan and he 
takes pleasure in making her sacrifice this middle class value: "I enjoyed making her the 
only unmarried woman in her group of friends.... She learned that her love involved 
sacrifice.... I still took it for granted that not marrying was a necessary rebellion. The 
family seemed no more than a machine for the suppression and distortion of free 
individual" (Intimacy 72). Susan also falls into the trap of Jay's class fantasy by 
commenting on his appearance to be like that of the working class men: "you look like a 
builder" {Intimacy 36). However, there is ambivalence in Jay's stance as Buchanan 
comments, "Jay never commits to a frill rupture from his relatively privileged position and 
its proprietary responsibilities; ..." (Buchanan 83). He surveys the ceiling of his home that 
he is going to leave soon and thinks: "Someone has to be here to sort it out. Without me 
looking authoritative, the workmen could take advantage" {Intimacy 77). He doesn't trust 
the working class and surely he is not contemplating to forge an alliance with them. 
Jay has two male friends, Victor and Asif. These two friends seem to serve the roles of 
Good Angel and Bad Angel of morality plays. Victor seems to represent the Bad Angel 
who has already left his family and Jay plans to put up with him after leaving his family. 
Victor tells him "the pleasures of being a single man in London" {Intimacy 15) and Jay 
gets encouragement from him. For Victor his own marriage was: 
... a kind of mad idealism. I had made a promise that I had to fulfil at all costs. ... It 
was blind, foolish obedience and submission. Probably it was the only kind of 
religious faith I've had. I used to think I had some radicalism in me, but I couldn't 
smash the thing that bound me the most. {Intimacy 64) 
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Leaving the family and getting free of the bondage of marriage was an act of rebelHon for 
Victor. This was perhaps the highest form of freedom that hberahsm and the idea of 
autonomy of individual could offer. Jay is exactly aspiring for the same. 
One the other hand Asif, in terms of morality plays, enacts the role of Good Angel 
representing the religious morality of maintaining the sanctity of marriage and fulfilling 
the marital and parental responsibility though at times these may not be interesting. He is 
against the idea of leaving one's partner and children. He seems to be a contented man: 
Asif has integrity and principle. Without being especially pompous, he is not 
ashamed to say what he believes in. He refused all that eighties cynicism. His beliefs 
give him stability, meaning and a centre. He knows where he is; the world is always 
recognizable to him. {Intimacy 41-42) 
But, this is not something appreciable for Jay. He says, "why do people who are good at 
families have to be smug and assume it is the only way to live, as if everybody else is 
inadequate? Why can't they be blamed for being bad at promiscuity" (Intimacy 42)? When 
he tells Asif that he is interested in someone else, Asif tells him, "You remind me of 
someone who only ever reads the first chapter of a book. You never discover what happens 
next" {Intimacy 43). What does Asif mean is that Jay pursues short term relationship and 
he deprives himself from going into the depth of it. Asif does not believe in any 
relationship other than marriage and marriage doesn't only mean sex: "... marriage is a 
battle, a terrible journey, a season in hell and a reason for living. You need to be equipped 
in all areas, not just the sexual" {Intimacy 43). But, Jay recalls, "Asif s favourite opera is 
Don Giovanni, and Anna Karenina and Madame Bovary his favourite novels. Testaments 
of fire and betrayal, all" {Intimacy 44)! In this respect Asif seems to be seditious and Jay 
wonders, "...even the most seditious of us require strict convention!" {Intimacy 44). Jay 
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reasons that, "People don't want you to have too much pleasure; they think it's bad for 
you. You might start wanting it all the time" {Intimacy 44). Finally, Asif could understand 
"why someone would leave their spouse" but he cannot understand "how someone could 
leave their children" (Intimacy 44). 
Here lies another dilemma of Jay that makes his character pathetic: how to sever ties with 
children? A teacher by profession, Asif knows the impact of broken family on children: 
"In the classroom I see the debris. The fall-out. The broken side of things" (Intimacy 134). 
Jay admits that he has "fallen in love" with one of his sons. But, he thinks this happened as 
it happened with his girl friend Nina. He doesn't find any distinction between filial love 
and sexual love. Bradley Buchanan says he is so convinced of the doomed nature of such 
love that he remains obdurate. He reminds "himself of the unpleasant responsibilifies of 
fatherhood" (Buchanan 83). He idenfifies his son with the smell of "soggy nappy": 'it is 
him' (Intimacy 112). Buchanan comments: "...on certain intellectual and aesthefic level, 
his children are essentially excrement, to Jay, a disgusting by-product of bodily life, a 
leftover of sexual pleasure" (Buchanan 83). 
Jay considers that had he been alive, his father would not have approved his decision to 
leave his family: "Father, six years dead, would have been horrified by my sulking off 
Such an abandonment would have seemed undignified at the very least" (Intimacy 55). He 
thinks that his father believed in loyalty. "For him to be accused of disloyalty would have 
been like being called a thief (Intimacy 56). He raises the question to what his father had 
been loyal to. He guesses the answer: "Probably he would have been loyal to the idea of 
loyalty itself, for fear that without it the world would have been robbed of compassion, and 
oneself exposed" (Intimacy 56). He reasons out that though he is leaving his family he is 
not without integrity. He also has some loyalty, loyalty to his own self: "I have integrity 
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too, I am sure of it. ... I suppose I want to be loyal to something else now. Or someone 
else. Yes; myself (Intimacy 42). 
Now, Jay thinks of some future possibilities. One possibility is to renew love and intimacy 
with the partner. His friend Victor says, "once the lights on a love have dimmed, you can 
never illuminate them again" (Intimacy 61). But, Jay recalls that his "parents went through 
the darkness and discovered a new intimacy" (Intimacy 61). Whatsoever, it will not work 
in his case because he thinks that he will not concentrate to seek that. For him, "only the 
unsought is worthwhile - like Nina's face and the caresses of her long fingers" (Intimacy 
61). The other possibility is his permanent incapacity to love anybody for long. The reason 
for which he is leaving Susan may reproduce with every other woman and in that case he 
would "have to keep a bag permanently packed by any door I had taken refuge behind" 
(Intimacy 62). 
Susan seems to be critical of the existing social values. She calls it "a selfish age", "a 
Thatcherism of the soul that imagines that people are not dependent on one another". She 
adds: 
In love, these days, it is a free market; browse and buy, pick and choose, rent and 
reject, as you like. There's no sexual or social security; everyone has to take care of 
themselves, or not. Fulfilment, self-expression and 'creativity' are the only values. 
(Intimacy 69) 
Susan longs for other social values. Jay guesses these to be "the unpleasant ones: duty, 
sacrifice, obligation to others, self-discipline" (Intimacy 69). These are the values derived 
from Christianity. Jay considers these traditional values to be 'unpleasant' and if he finds 
anybody religious, "I consider them to be mentally defective and probably in need of 
therapy" (Intimacy 132).He wants to exploit the existing ones, "fiilfilment, self-expression 
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and creativity". One reason that he can think of for this change is reading of Freud and his 
psychoanalysis: "... Freud was our new father,... we turned inwards" {Intimacy 69). About 
his behef he says: 
I beheve in individuahsm, is sensuahsm, and in creative idleness. I like human 
imagination: its delicacy, its brutal aggressive energy, its profundity, its pov^ e^r to 
transform the material world into art. I like what men and women make. I prefer this 
to everything else on earth, apart from love and women's bodies which are at the 
centre of everything worth living for. {Intimacy 132) 
One reviewer of Intimacy, David Sexton comments that, 'Jay is simply obsessed with sex'. 
"The world is a skirt I want to lift up", Jay says, which Sexton regards as a 'jerk's creed' 
(Thomas 140-41). There is some truth in this. Though Jay enumerates so many reasons to 
justify his decision to leave, the only condition that he puts for dropping this decision for 
now is to getting some intimacy with Susan and the chance to have sex with her which he 
has not got for a month: 
If she wakes up, puts out her arms and says she loves me, I will sink back into the 
pillow and never leave {Intimacy 80). ... if she lets me flick her here, now, on the 
floor, I won't leave. I will put my straight shoulder to the wheel and accept my 
responsibilities for another year... I like a happy ending. {Intimacy 135) 
The motivation behind Jay's escape fi-om his family seems to be his one-time girl friend 
Nina. But he is not very sure that he is in love with Nina. He says, "I want Nina but then I 
always want Nina when I have an erection" {Intimacy 104).The real motivation it seems to 
be the freedom she offers him in terms of sex. He conjures up how she once said: "If you 
want me, here I am. You can have me" {Intimacy 45). Also, she was not offended by or 
resisted Jay's sexually self-abusive impulses as Susan did: "Nina encouraged me to 
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masturbate on her back, stomach or feet while she slept" (Intimacy 104). Many of the 
critics are of the view that Nina is an idealised creature. Ranasinha has termed her as a 
"shadowy figure of male fantasy" (Ranasinha 109). 
Buchanan says that "the novel seems to have a happy ending, sexually speaking, in that 
Jay is reunited with the more accepting, compliant Nina" (Buchanan 84). Apparently Jay 
seems to have achieved the intimacy he was hankering after. But, Moore-Gilbert argues, 
"his desire for intimacy is ... called into question by the fact that he has chosen for his soul-
mate someone who is so evidently not his equal in intellect or life-experience" (Moore-
Gilbert 177). Nina is referred to as "uneducated educated" {Intimacy 130). May be 
Jay has preferred Nina because she is his unequal and more compliant. Autonomy of 
women seems to be challenging for him. Critic Ranasinha's comment on what Kureishi 
represents through the type of Jay seems to be befitting: 
Kureishi defines the contradictions of this generation of 'new' men shaped by 
feminism and sexual politics. Displaced from the dominant role their fathers 
occupied, 'where the man had the power and had to be protective' (Intimacy 43), 
they are intimidated by female strength and resentful of women's refusal to fulfil all 
their sexual demands. (Ranasinha 111-12) 
However, Jay also confesses his own infidelity, deceit and cruelty. He reports his 
unresolved feelings towards his partner, Susan. He is aware of his incapacity to talk to her. 
He admits his fears and obsessions. The character that emerges from his own description is 
far from a macho. Taking all these into account it is difficult to decide whether Kureishi's 
presentation of Jay is ironic or sympathetic; whether it is anti-feminist or pro-feminist. 
Moore-Gilbert says: 
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Like many examples of 'male testimonial' and fictional accounts of contemporary 
masculinity, it remains unclear whether Intimacy is an affirmation of feminist 
thinking or a critique of it. However, in keeping with the emphasis of his earlier 
writings on the virtue of hybridity and the inhabitation of 'in-between' spaces in 
other contexts, it may be that Kureishi is seeking to transcend an either/or position in 
his vision of contemporary gender relations. (Moore-Gilbert 177) 
Kureshi's latest novel Something to Tell You engages with the mysteries and secrets of 
sexuality and sexual desire. The protagonist of the novel Jamal Khan murders the father of 
his first girlfriend Ajita for his sexual perversity of raping his own daughter. The guilt of 
this murder haunts Jamal for the rest of his life and he goes for his own psychoanalysis. He 
finds psychoanalysis interesting and plans to take it up as his profession. Reading 
psychoanalysis Jamal understands the extent to which sexual pleasure is central to one's 
life. He quotes from Schopenhauer's The World as Will and Idea: 
The sexual passion is the kernel of the will to live. Indeed one might say man is 
concrete sexual desire; for his origin is an act of sexual copulation and his wish of 
wishes is an act of copulation, and this tendency alone perpetuates and holds together 
his phenomenal existence. Sexual passion is the most perfect manifestation of the 
will to live. (Something to Tell You 102) 
Though this novel deals with the mysterious aspect of sexual urge, it demystifies 
monogamous heterosexuality. Talking about the prospect of his son's sexuality Jamal 
wonders which of the available variety of sexuality his son would develop a liking for. He 
enumerates some of the enormous variety of sexual orientations and its manifestation: 
"Promiscuity; prosfitufion; pornography; perversion; phone sex; one-night stands; ... sex 
with a wife or husband, sex with someone else's wife or husband. There was a fiall menu 
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as long as a novella" (Something to Tell You 41). Sexuality has been dissociated from all 
religious morality and its reproductive aspect. It is treated as a pure form of pleasure and 
one can pursue it as one likes. However, having said that sexuality has been liberated from 
the "horrors of religious morality" and it may be pursued for pleasure the way one likes it 
doesn't solve the problem. The sex drive itself is problematic. It can encourage "shame, 
embarrassment and rage". It is difficult to control: "our bodies will always trouble us with 
their unusual desires and perverse refusals, as though they had a mind of their own, and 
there was a stranger within us" (Something to Tell You 43). 
One of the major characters in this novel Henry, a middle aged man of considerable 
reputation shares his anxiety of ageing and his irresistible urge of sex so late in life. He 
observes that "a person incapable of love and sex is incapable of life" (Something to Tell 
You 15). Henry in the prime of his life avoided much sex thinking that he would get 
addicted to it. He maintained a sense of sexual morality. He narrates the story of a 
distinguished man to have begged one actress to show him her breast when his wife was 
dying in the other room. He considered this "a pretty low behaviour". Now, he admits, he 
himself has become that man. He develops a ravishing sexual relationship with Jamal's 
sister Miriam. He talks about his mad sexual urge in this relationship. This relationship 
actually worries Jamal because he considers this to be incest but he doesn't resist it. 
Henry's son, Sam leaves his home because he finds his father's relationship with Miriam 
very disgusting considering his age and reputation. Sam himself brings many of his 
girifriends to Henry's home. The noises of their sexual acts actually increase Henry's 
middle-age sexual anxiety. However, Henry's wife Valery doesn't bother about this 
relationship because she thinks her husband is only devoted to pleasure. Henry in his own 
turn feels the same for Miriam when both of them go to sex parties: "when I see her with 
another man, I think of him as being devoted to her pleasures" (Something to Tell You 
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153). Henry observes that innovation of contraceptive pill has brought a sexual revolution: 
"The most significant post-war innovation, apart from the Rolling Stones and their ilk, was 
the pill, divorcing sex from reproduction, making sex the number-one form of 
Qntertainmenf XSomething to Tell You 142). It seems that Henry at his advanced age is 
ready to enjoy this "number-one-form of entertainment" without any inhibition. 
Though Jamal killed only the father of his girlfriend, the motif of patricide comes back 
again and again in the novel. It seems to be the symbolic act of killing patriarchy and a 
wish fulfilment of Oedipus complex. However, the killing doesn't seem to have solved the 
problem. Jamal regrets it: 
1 wasn't the only one killing fathers. In the 60s and 70s there was a cult of it, as 
patriarchy and the phallus were attacked. And what did we end up with, at the end of 
that iconoclastic decade? Thatcher: a fate worse than a man. {Something to Tell You 
271) 
It seems the novel suggests that killing father was not enough to dismantle the system of 
patriarchy. Patriarchal values were perpetuated even by a woman. 
One of the central themes of Something to Tell You is the crisis of masculinity. The 
traditional roles of men seem to have become redundant. The role of men as the head of 
the family, the sole bread winner, the administrator and caretaker of the children has 
undergone change. In the post feminist era women have achieved significant positions in 
the economy. They are not dependent on men for provision. The sexual revolution brought 
with the advent of contraceptive pills has given women the freedom to avoid unwanted 
pregnancy. All these radical changes have made the institution of marriage irrelevant. The 
ideals of masculinity has come to a crisis after losing the economic as well as sexual 
control over women which in turn has increased men's sexual anxiety. Kureishi has 
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already addressed this issue in his previous novel, Intimacy. Jay finds himself redundant in 
his family and plans to escape. This sexual anxiety of men has been dealt with at length in 
Something to Tell You. One of the outcomes of the masculine crisis is the broken families 
and absentee fathers which is recurring in Kureishi's novels. The men seem to have 
withdrawn irom family life. In Intimacy Jay asks, "where have all the fathers 
goneT\Intimacy 140) and Jay himself is contemplating to leave his family. In Something 
to Tell You the protagonist Jamal Khan is living separately from his family. His friend 
Henry is also living separately. Jamal's father left the family for Pakistan. Jamal's sister 
Miriam has a quite a few children from different men but none of them are around: "where 
were they? In pub? In prison?" (Something to Tell You 33) 
In Something to Tell You Kureishi touches upon the theme of homosexuality also. Gay 
sexuality is talked about without any inhibition as if it's just there and there is nothing 
unusual about it. Henry has many gay friends who participate in open orgy on the bank of 
Thames in clear view from his home. Henry himself wonders if it's too late for him to 
become gay. One of the important characters Mustaq who reinvents himself as a musician 
by taking the name George Cage is in gay relationship with Alan and they are waiting to 
get married till it becomes legal. Another gay character from Kureishi's much 
controversial screenplay My Beautiful Laundrette, Omar Ali reappears in this novel as 
Lord Ali. He boasts for being a Muslim gay: "As a Gay Muslim I believe other Muslims 
must have the opportunity to enjoy the liberalism we do" {Something to Tell You 244). 
In an interview with Rachel Donadio published in the New York Times on August 8, 2008 
Kureishi described his novel Something to Tell You as "a critique of the notion of limitless 
pleasure". It is a re-examination of the sexual revolution. Kureishi laments the outcome of 
the sexual revolution: "Is this what we thought we would be in the 60s when [we] were 
dancing around with flowers in our hair wanting a more erotic and more sexual life?" 
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Kureishi observed, "if the society doesn't install the values anymore your happiness and 
your pleasure is entirely up to you; you have to work and earn it and install your own 
moral values". Kureishi pointed out that one common complaint of the West against Islam 
is that it imposes God's morality and represses pleasure. Kureishi is of the view that "it's 
much harder to install your own moral values than to have them imposed by other people 
or by the system". Western society has moved from "repression to un-repression which 
comes with its own stricture". 
Taken the above observation of Kureishi on unrepressed sexual pleasure into consideration 
it seems that his treatment of it is ironical. In almost all his novels Kureishi treats sexuality 
very frankly and takes it to amoral and almost pornographic level. But, one recumng 
incident to be noted in some of his novel is that they either end with marriage or 
reinstatement of an annulled marriage. The Buddha of Suburbia ends with the marriage of 
Haroon and Eva. In Gabriel's Gift Gabriel's parents Rex and Christina get married at the 
end of novel. In Something to Tell You Jamal Kan is reunited with his estranged wife 
Josephine. All these seem to give the call to 'return to the family'. 
Kureishi is critical of the pursuit of excessive and limitless sexual pleasure without any 
morality. He is not in favour of the imposition of religious morality but the development of 
individual moral value which can redeem one from the quagmire of bottomless desire. As 
far as the relation of the sexes is concerned, it seems, Kureishi is critical of militant 
feminism. Some of his characters suggest that it is neither good for women nor for men. 
Obviously, Kureishi does not preach any sexual morality. As far as the different 
unconventional sexual orientations are concerned he destigmatizes all and advocates for a 
tolerant multicultural attitude. 
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In the post-colonial and post-industrial societies the basis of political mobilisation 
has shifted from the class interest to the group interest and the notions of identity, 
cultural difference and cultural domination. Earlier the political goal of the 
disadvantaged section of the society was the redistribution of wealth. Now it is 
focused on the demands for recognition, acceptance and rather celebration of 
difference of culture, ethnicity and sexuality. 
4.1 Theoretical Aspects of Multiculturalism 
Multiculturalism as state policy or as a way of thinking got currency at this juncture 
as a response to the demands of the culturally disadvantaged groups for recognition. 
The idea of multiculturalism is usually invoked in two contexts. One, in the field of 
education it is claimed what is taught as 'culture' (including history, literature, 
philosophy and so on) has only included the culture of 'white-westem-heterosexual-
male' to the exclusion of women, gays, lesbians, ethnic and religious minorities and 
the indigenous people. In this context it is appealed that these omissions should be 
rectified by including in the canon works produced by these excluded gi^ oups and 
also including their point views in the interpretation of works produced by others, 
specially by white males. Two, the wider social, economic and political context in 
which the culturally distinct minority groups claim that their cultures are not 
sufficiently protected by the individual rights provided to them by liberal democracy. 
Therefore, they need special group rights in order to protect their distinct cultures, 
meaning 'ways of life' against the onslaught of majority culture. 
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The multicultural debate or the question of multiculturalism arises in the context of 
the existence of cultural diversity in a given society. In the post-colonial, post-
industrial and globalised world cultural diversity is a regular feature in almost all 
national societies because of mass migration, faster mode of communication and 
media proliferation. Bhikhu Parekh in his book Rethinking Multiculturalism (2006) 
identifies three most common fornis of cultural diversity: 'subcultural diversity', 
'perspectival diversity' and 'communal diversity'. According to Parekli gays, 
lesbians, people following unconventional family structure, people with particular 
occupations can be included in the category of 'subcultural diversity'. 'Subcultural 
diversity' emerges fi'om the same shared culture and it does not represent an 
alternative culture in the broad sense. It can be accommodated within the majority 
culture by invoking such values as personal autonomy and individual choice. 
'Perspectival diversity' constitutes of the members of the society who are highly 
critical of some of the central principles and practices of the prevailing dominant 
culture and seek to restructure it in a different way. Feminists are critical of its 
patriarchal bias, religious people are critical of the secular orientation of liberal 
culture, and the environmentalists are critical of the anthropocentric and technocratic 
bias of the modem industrial society. Perspectival diversity provides intellectual 
perspective on how the dominant culture should be reconstituted. This diversity also 
cannot be conceptualised as an alternative culture in the sense of 'way of life'. The 
third kind of diversity Parekh calls 'communal diversity' that refers to the "self-
conscious and more or, less well-organized communities entertaining and living by 
their own different systems of beliefs and practices" (3). This includes new or old 
immigrants, various religious communities and territorially concentrated indigenous 
people. The members who represent 'communal diversity' have their own long 
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history and a way of life which they wish to preserve and transmit. Communal 
diversity is also unique in a historical sense, because it first appeared in countries 
which found themselves faced with distinct cultural groups mostly in the post-
colonial era. 
So, multiculturalism as state policy specifically relates to the accommodation of the 
communal diversity with their distinct cultures. The presence of communal diversity 
makes a country multicultural but not multiculturalist. When a country adopts 
multiculturalism as a policy it is called multiculturalist. 
Countries, such as, the United States, Australia, Canada, Britain, France and also 
Germany received a sizeable number of immigrants with their own diverse cultures 
fi-om the former colonies. The presence of these diverse cultural communities posed 
new and unfamiliar challenges to these societies. All these above societies are 
multicultural in the sense they include two or more cultural communities. However, 
they may be or may not be multiculturalist depending on the way they respond to 
their cultural diversity. Either they might welcome and cherish the diversity and 
consider it central to their self-understanding by giving respect to the cultural 
demands of the constituent communities, or they might seek to assimilate these 
communities into their supposed national mainstream culture completely or 
substantially. If the first is the case, the society is considered multiculturalist and in 
the case of the second it is considered monoculturalist in orientation and ethos. 
Hence, Parekh says, "the term 'multicultural' refers to the fact of cultural diversity, 
the term 'multiculturalism' to a normative response to that facf (6). 
Another possible way of looking at the dichotomy between the two terms 
'multicultural' and 'multiculturalism', according to C.W. Watson (2002), is to mark 
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how 'multicultural' can be linked to a perspective where individual is at its centre ; 
whereas 'multiculturalism' make us think in tenns of social and collective 
dimensions of diversity. These connotations of these two words are all the more 
relevant for discussion when they are circulated in Western liberal democracies 
where governance emanates from the proposition that the aim of the state must be to 
limit the restrictions on individual as little as possible, "since the ultimate goal of 
human development must be the maximization of the potential of the individual" 
(Watson 107). It is clear from this view that the structures, legislations and 
institutions of the state should be designed in such a way which solely enhances the 
possibility of individual freedom. In this sense what the term 'multicultural' suggests 
is welcome because it offers additional dimensions or options of individual choice. 
Following Ostendorf (1998), Watson suggests that from other perspectives the 
emphasis may be less on individual freedom and more on collective well-being and 
hannonious coexistence of humans in society. 
Multicultural societies in the contemporary world are not historically unique. Many 
pre-modem societies also included several cultural communities. However, the 
characteristics of the modem version of multicultural societies are different from that 
of the pre-modem times. Bhiku Parekh (2006) identifies four distinguishing facts. 
First, minority community in the past generally accepted their subordinate status and 
remained confined to the social and geographical spaces assigned to them by the 
dominant community. In the contemporary multicultural societies the cultural and 
political climate is quite different. No community can live isolated lives in the 
modem economic system. They are caught up in a complex pattem of interaction 
with each other. Moreover, because of the spread of liberal and democratic ideas 
they refuse to accept inferior political status and demand equal political rights. 
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Second, the dark history colonialism, slavery, the Holocaust, and the suffering 
caused by the communist tyranny have made us realise better than before that "moral 
dogmatism and the concomitant spirit of aggressive self-righteousness not only lead 
to egregious violence but also blind us to its enonnity and blunt our moral 
sensibility"(Parekh 7-8). Now we understand and accept the fact that as groups of 
people can be oppressed and humiliated economically and politically, they also can 
be done so culturally. We also recognise different sources of subtle forms of 
violence. Development in the new field of studies, such as, psychoanalysis and 
cultural psychology has made us aware of how deeply culture matters to people and 
how their self-respect depends on others' recognition and respect of it. This has led 
to a greater acceptance of cultural difference and made culture a politically relevant 
category. Respect for an individual's culture has become an integral part of the 
principle of equal citizenship. 
Third, because of economic globalisation in the contemporary world goods and 
services travel freely across the globe and these are not culturally neutral. 
Functioning of multinationals requires necessary cultural precondition from the 
receiving societies of those goods and services. It seeks some level of moral 
homogeneity, sometimes embodied in various statements on human rights. With all 
these, travelling of people as tourists and job seekers leave no society immune to 
external influences often in subtle ways. At this juncture, the idea of national culture, 
the project of cultural unification for national cohesion and stability, has become 
meaningless. Thus, cultural diversity has become a shared universal predicament in 
the contemporary world. 
Fourth, in pre-modem societies cultural communities were considered as the bearers 
of collective rights and left free to pursue their customs and practices. On the other 
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hand, in modem societies only the individuals are considered as the bearer of rights 
for whom the modem state designed homogeneous and uniform political units 
subject to the same body of laws and institutions. The modem state requires cultural 
and social homogenisation as its necessary basis. It has worked in that direction for 
centuries by dismantling long established communities and uniting the 
"emancipated" individuals on the basis of a centralised structure of authority. 
Because of this, Parekh argues, "we have become so accustomed to equating unity 
with homogeneity, and equality with uniformity, that unlike many of our pre-modem 
counterparts we feel morally and emotionally disoriented by, and do not quite know 
how to accommodate, the political demands of a deep and defiant diversity" (9). 
It is clear from Parekh's argument that the multicultural societies in the 
contemporary world, though not unique, are distinct from their pre-modern 
counterparts on the basis of historical context and patterns of interaction between the 
constitutive communities. 
In this situation, if a modem state wants to survive, according to C.W. Watson, it can 
do one of the two things. It can pursue a policy of monoculturalism by singling out 
one dominant culture as the norai and suppress or root out all other diversity and 
finally destroy the multicultural dimension of the society. At the extreme this may 
take the form of violence and genocide as the Holocaust. A benign strategy of the 
monoculturalist policy may be what is labelled as "coercive assimilation" 
implemented through the institutions of the state, such as, schools, the legal system 
and qualification for citizenship. These institutions work in such a way that other 
cultures are either suppressed or made to wither away, so that the dominant culture 
finally becomes the only noraiative culture. This has been, somehow, the strategy 
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adopted by many of the apparently liberal democratic states including the United 
Kingdom up to thel960s. 
Alternative to the above may be celebrating the diversity and encouraging 
multiculturalism to welcome people as citizen who may be protective of their 
cultures and also apprehensive of state interference. This strategy is fi-equently 
referred to as 'integration' as distinct from 'assimilation'. However, there is 
confusion surrounding these two terms, since these are sometimes used as 
synonymous by some. To distinguish 'assimilation' from 'integration' Watson 
(2002) uses the analogy of 'the melting-pot' originally coined by Anglo-Jewish 
writer Israel Zangwill to refer to the process of cultural assimilation of the 
immigrants in America by gradually abandoning their culture of origin adopting 
American common culture. However, form the late 1960s it was found that neither 
the different cultural groups were simply abandoning their culture of origin nor it 
was found desirable. Thus, 'the melting pot' analogy lost its descriptive power and a 
new analogy of 'salad-bowl' was invoked where the constituents retain their 
distinctive flavour but the salad as a whole has its distinctive character because of 
unique blending. This analogy was used to distinguish 'integration' from 
'assimilation'. Watson being apprehensive of this culinary metaphor being taken too 
far observes, "... there is a potentially disturbing dimension to the thought of social 
groups being tossed around like salad ingredients by governments simply concerned 
with flavours" (Watson 4). Notwithstanding, this analogy of integration appreciates 
the positive advantages of celebrating cultural diversity rather than suppressing it. 
The shift towards an endorsement of multiculturalism was not uniform throughout 
the world. France strongly affirms the policy of assimilation. Germany does not offer 
citizenship to its guest workers. 
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In America and Britain the shift towards mufticulturalism was noted in the mid-
1960s, though for different reasons in each case. In the case of America it was a 
result of the civil rights movements and the black power campaigns. In Britain it was 
the result of arrival of a large number of immigrants from her former colonies who, 
though committed to the law of the land were not ready to abandon their culture and 
tradition. This led to the endorsement of integration as a more ethnically viable 
option than assimilation. After a brief acceptance of the policy of assimilation in 
education in 1964, the United Kingdom government accepted the notion of 
'integration'. The then Home Secretary, Roy Jenkins in 1966 defined this as "not a 
flattening process of uniformity but cultural diversity, coupled with equal 
opportunity in an atmosphere of mutual tolerance" (Rex and Singh 2003). Jenldns' 
argument encapsulates both growing popular sentiment and liberal intellectual views 
both of which, though from different perspectives, were derived fi-om a sense of 
'difference'. From the policy of integrafion Britain moved to a model of 
multiculturalism whereby the immigrants retain a sense of their original cultures at 
the same time adapt to the cultural make-up of Britain. This was conceived as a 
celebration of difference. 
The debates that followed about freedom of religious expression, multilingual 
education and the nature of entrenched racism in British social and polifical 
institutions are all attempts to reconcile a principle of difference with one of equality. 
It may be helpful, according to C.W. Watson (2002), to employ here a distinction 
fi"equenfly made between 'soft multiculturalism' and 'critical multiculturalism'. Soft 
multiculturalism in education policy acknowledges that the school curriculum neEd 
to be revised to incorporate the cultural practices, from religion to cuisine of the 
pupils fi'om minority culture which, it is believed, will make the learning 
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environment positive and responsive for them. It is also believed that this will 
educate the majority about the minority culture and dispel the ingrained ignorance 
and prejudice which are responsible for discrimination and injustice inside and 
outside the school. No doubt this kind of initiative has raised awareness about the 
presence of the ethnic minorities in Britain, but the critics of these initiatives have 
doubts in its effectiveness to address the institutionalised disadvantages faced by the 
minorities. This approach solidifies cultural differences and makes people from other 
cultures appear more exotic and distinct than they really are. The approach of 'soft 
multicultural!sm' instead of being a cultural liberator becomes a cultural 
straightjacket and perpetuates stereotyping of difference and, ipso facto, inferiority. 
According to Anne Phillips this approach forces "those described as members of a 
minority cultural groups into a regime of authenticity, denying them the chance to 
cross cultural borders, borrow cultural influences, define and redefine themselves" 
(14). 
However, there are theorists who advocate a stronger approach to multiculturalism 
than the mere tokenism which 'soft multiculturalism' suggests. They argue that there 
are sound moral and intellectual grounds for adopting an approach which they refer 
to as 'crifical multiculturalism'. As quoted by C. W. Watson, Terence Turner defines 
the purpose of 'critical multiculturalism' as "to use cultural diversity as a basis for 
challenging, revising and relativizing basic notions and principles common to 
dominant and minority cultures alike, so as to construct a more vital, open, and 
democratic common culture"(Watson 54). Critical multiculturalism can easily be 
differentiated from what Turner calls "difference multiculturalism", Watson calls 
"soft multiculturalism" and some other critics call "corporate multiculturalism" 
which the Chicago Cultural Studies Group (1994) describes as employing what they 
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call 'Benetton effect' i.e., exploitation of ethnic difference for commercial benefits. 
According to C.W. Watson: 
The principal drawback of difference multiculturalism lies in its essentializing 
of difference to the point where that alone is celebrated and becomes a political 
goal in its own right rather than, as in the case of critical multiculturalism, 
leading to an ongoing critical engagement with both dominant and minority 
cultural experience. (54) 
Critical multiculturalism is similar to what Bhikhu Parekh calls 'multicultural 
perspective'. Multicultural perspective, according to Parekh, is composed of the 
creative interplay of three "complementary insights, namely the ' cultural 
embeddedness of human beings, the inescapability and desirability of cultural 
diversity and intercultural dialogue, and the internal plurality of each culture" (338). 
In a society where more than one cultures coexist, it cannot be managed or 
understood from within one of them. One requires a multicultural perspective to 
reflect critically on such a society. By setting up intercultural dialogue one can 
illuminate one's cultural insight and expose the limitations of one's own culture as 
well as that of others, and create for oneself "a vital in-between space, a kind of 
immanent transcendentalism, from which to arrive at a less culture-bound vision of 
human life and a radically critical perspective on one's society" (Parekh 339). Homi 
Bhabha's concept of "hybridity" and "third space" also refers to an in-between 
space. By hybridity Bhabha (1990) means the ways in which two or more cultures 
interact and combine in a metropolitan space without privileging any one of the 
constituent parts but incorporating elements from the both. Hybridity can also occur 
at the level of racial identity whereby the children of mixed-race marriages could be 
described as hybrid but it is more importantly used in cultural sense. Hybridity in 
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cultural sense refers to a 'third space' as the location of cultural interaction and 
mutual intervention in metropolitan urban spaces as it relates to migrant 
communities in interaction with one another. The third space rejects the binary 
opposition of cultures and also rejects the belief that the origin of culture is race and 
ethnicity. The 'third space' is a new hybrid containing the dual heritage of both the 
cultures that went into its formation. In a way Turner's "critical multiculturalism", 
Parekh's "multicultural perspective" and Bhaba's hybridity and "third space" all 
conceptualise a cultural uncertainty as opposed to cultural polarity. They all refer to 
some or other kind of engagement in intercultural dialogue. 
Since serious literature responds imaginatively to its intellectual climate, the debates 
related to cultural identity, formation of multicultural perspective, hybridity, race 
relations and the possibility of intercultural dialogue in a multicultural and multi-
racial society all find expression in contemporary fictional writings. Hanif Kureishi 
being a contemporary novelist touches upon these issues in many of his novels, 
especially in The Buddha of Suburbia (1990) and The Black Album (1995). 
4.2 Idea of Multiculturalism in Hanif Kureishi: 
Karim Amir, the narrator and protagonist of The Buddha of Suburbia introduces 
himself as "an Englishman bom and bred, almost. I am often considered to be a 
funny kind of Englishman, a new breed as it were, having emerged from two old 
histories. But I don't care — Englishman I am (though not proud of it)..."(Buddha of 
Suburbia 3). Karim is bom in suburban London of an English mother and an Indian 
father who immigrated to Britain in the 1950s. He is an Englishman by any standard 
other than those of racial extremists. His Englishness, as he acknowledges, is a given 
identity, not a matter of choice. He considers himself a new breed of Englishman 
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because of being a descent of immigrant. Karim is a member of that new generation 
of Englishman in the post-colonial Britain which Stuart Hall (1989) calls "new 
ethnicities". He is a funny kind of Englishman because, though bom in England and 
bred like an Englishman he is racially hybrid. The fact that he emerged from 'two 
old histories' that of Indian and British provides him a hybrid in-between position 
which makes him bored and restless very easily: "Perhaps it is the odd mixture of 
continents and blood, of here and there, of belonging and not, that makes me restless 
and easily hored''\Buddha of Suburbia 3). 
The Buddha of Suburbia is a novel of growing up and formation of identity. Karim 
has lived his entire life in England more like an Englishman and less like an Indian 
Muslim, the background his father comes from. He has been given the upbringing of 
an Englishman by his father who has never shown any interest to go back to India or 
oriented his son to the culture of his origin. So, the cultural orientation of Karim is 
not hybrid. The consciousness of his being in a hybrid in-between position that he 
refers to in his frank confession in the beginning of the novel is racial rather than 
cultural. What makes him conscious of his difference from the majority is the colour 
of his skin. His cultural orientation is English but he has to face racist taunting and 
also physical torture even in the hands of his teachers as well as fellow students 
because of the colour of his skin. Once he observes "...we were supposed to be 
English, but to the English we were always wogs and nigs and Pakis and the rest of 
it" (Buddha of Suburbia 53). He responds to these racist insults in a very submissive 
and defenceless manner: "If people spat at me I practically thanked them for not 
making me chew the moss between the paving stones" (Buddha of Suburbia 53). 
Every day, he considers himself "lucky to get home from school without serious 
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injury". This is the problem with the pohcy of wholesale assimilation because it is, 
according to Bhikhu Parekh: 
...unable to redeem its promise of full and unqualified acceptance. Even when 
one assimilates into the dominant culture after a strenuous effort, there is 
always the danger that one's slightest difference or past background might be 
made the basis of discrimination by the whole or a section of the wider society. 
The demand for total assimilation springs from intolerance of differences, and 
for the intolerant even the smallest differences are sources of deep unease. 
(198) 
When Karim's father decides to live with his mistress Eva Kay, Karim chooses to 
go with them leaving behind his mother and younger brother. Karim chooses to go 
with Eva to get proximity of her son, Charlie because of his homosexual infatuation 
with him and also for a life of excitement and indulgence that he foresees at Kay's. 
Charlie was into pop music. After moving to the city with Eva and his father, Karim 
is introduced to Shadwell, the theatre director who chooses him for the role of 
Mowgli for the production of The Jungle Book. Here, conversation with Shadwell 
makes Karim aware of the expectations of the majority community from a person of 
immigrant background. Shadwell speaks some words in Punjabi or Urdu as if to "get 
into a big conversation about Ray or Tagore or something". To his surprise Karim 
does not understand anything. Shadwell exclaims, "your own language". He further 
asks him if he has been to India and "had that dust in your nostrils". Again he gets 
the answer in the negative. Now, Shadwell observes: 
What a breed of people two hundred years of imperialism has given birth to. If 
the pioneers from the East India Company could see you. What puzzlement 
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there'd be. Everyone looks at you, I'm sure, and thinks: an Indian boy, how 
exotic, how interesting, what stories of aunties and elephants we'll hear now 
from him. And you're from Orpington. ... Oh God, what a strange world. The 
immigrant is the Everyman of the twentieth century. {Buddha of Suburbia 141) 
Shadwell wants to introduce variety and authenticity to his play by giving the role of 
Mowgli to Karim who is a descent of immigrant. But, this kind of idea of 
authenticity only amounts to cultural stereotyping. This whole situation can. be seen 
as a metaphor for a second generation immigrant and how such a person is pushed 
into, what Anne Phillips calls, "a regime of authenticity" and denies him "the 
chance to cross cultural borders, borrow cultural influences, define and redefine" 
himself (Phillips 14). This is a challenge to the development of a multicultural 
identty and the subject in question has to struggle and resist these tendencies of the 
"regime of authenticity" to forge an in-between, hybrid identity. 
Shadwell even comes to pronounce Karim's identity of being "a half-caste in 
England" which, he thinks, is his destiny and must be complicated for Karim to 
accept "belonging nowhere, wanted nowhere". As he started his role of Mowgli, he 
was covered with shit-brown cream all over his body as his costume. Then he was 
asked to work upon his accent which should be an authentic Indian accent. Karim 
has been 'cast for authenticity and not for experience'. He was asked to try it until he 
feels 'comfortable as a Bengali'. Karim protested at this and said it was a political 
matter for him. But, nobody from the cast, even his Trotskyite friend, Terry who 
encouraged him to speak of the prejudice and abuse he had to face being the son of 
an Indian, did intervene. Karim felt alienated from the whole group. 
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After the debut production of The Jungle Book the reactions of Karim's father and 
his friend, Jamila show how pohtically charged the affair was: 
'Bloody half-cocked business,' he said. 'That bloody... Mr. Kipling pretending 
to whity he knew something about India! And an awfiil performance by my 
boy looking like a Black and White Minstrel!'... 
'You looked wonderftil,' she [Jamila] said, ... '... But no doubt about it, the 
play is completely neo-fascist—' 
'And it was disgusting, the accent and the shit you had smeared over you. You 
were just pandering to prejudices—'{Buddha of Suburbia 157) 
Karim's experience with Shadwell is an example of what Paul Gilroy has identified 
as "cultural racism"— a fonn of prejudice that does not focus on biology but re-
establishes a power relationship based on the perceived cultural practises engaged in 
by a particular ethnic group. (Bentley 164) Hanif Kureishi seems to challenge this 
sort of cultural racism in his narrative to make room for multicultural perspective. 
Though Karim is able to bring the authentic accent of his character, he resists the 
authenticity by changing the accent and relapsing into cockney at odd times to make 
the audience laugh. 
When Karim is introduced to another theatre director, Pyke and he wants to know 
what kind of role he may get with him Pyke says the only subject in England is 
'class' around which it may revolve. In the rehearsal Pyke instructs his giroup 
members to 'concentrate on the way you think your position in society has been 
fixed' (Buddha of Suburbia 169) to improvise characters. Karim decides to choose 
Charlie as his character but Pyke discouraged him and said, 'we need someone from 
your own background. Someone black.' ... 'What about your family?' Pyke said. 
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'Uncles and aunts. They'll give the play a little variety. I bet they're 
fascinating.'{Buddha of Suburbia 170) 
When Karim dramatises Anwar's character Tracey, the working class girl warns him 
not to show Anwar's hunger-strike because it shows 'black people', 'Indian people', 
'Black and Asian people—', 'One old Indian man—' 'as being irrational, ridiculous, 
as being hysterical. And as being fanatical.' Tracey continues: 
Your picture is what white people already think of us. That we're fianny, with 
strange habits and weird customs. To the white man we're already people 
without humanity, and then you go and have Anwar madly waving his stick at 
the white boys. 1 can't believe that anything like this could happen. You show 
us as unorganized aggressors. Why do you hate yourself and all black people 
so much, Karim? {Buddha of Suburbia 180) 
The interest of theatre directors like Shadwell and Pyke in Karim lies in his ethnic 
background. They want to reap the commercial benefits by exploiting his ethnic 
background which, they feel, would introduce multicultural diversity and 
authenticity in their plays. Karim for them is not an individual but a type. This kind 
of celebration of diversity and difference is what Turner calls 'soft multiculturalism' 
referred to before. Hanif Kureishi by introducing the element of theatre in his 
narrative technique in the novel, The Buddha of Suburbia challenges this kind of 
apolitical, superficial and exploitative celebration of multiculturalism for commercial 
gain. The kind of characters and images Karim is made to represent in theatre 
perpetuates the negative stereotyping of the ethnic minority as exotic other which in 
turn perpetuates racism. The novel challenges the ways in which the contemporary 
race relations in Britain are perpetuated through cultural representation of different 
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sorts and attempts a subversion of the same. Stuart Hall's (1989) concept of "new 
ethnicities" may help us to understand how Hanif Kureishi subverts the simplified 
negative representation of the 'essential black' or essential Indian by ending the 
innocent notion of the essential black subject and introducing multiplicity of 
subjectivities. , . 
After the initial conftisions and restlessness in suburban London Karim, however, 
gets ample opportunities to learn and enrich himself with experiences about the Hves 
of people in cosmopolitan London being in company with the people of theatre. An 
important reflection occurs here when Karim develops a relationship with Eleanor. 
Feeling himself inferior, he decides to lose his accent and imitate Eleanor's, even 
though he understands that for him it 'could only be a second language, consciously 
acquired'. In this relationship with Eleanor, Karim finds himself in a situation where 
Eleanor's stories have primacies over his. It is 'her stories that connects to an entire 
established world'. Karim has his own stories to tell. One of them may be about the 
time, he 'got fiacked by Hairy Back's Great Dane' — the episode in which Helen's 
racist father(Hairy Back) tries to see Karim off his premises. Here, it may be 
significant that the most arresting episode of Eleanor's life is the story of her black 
boyfriend Gene, driven to suicide by the prejudice that spoilt his acting career and 
his life. But this is not 'her' story to tell. Whenever Karim shows interest to Imow 
what happened to Gene, Eleanor avoids the matter. It serves the purpose of locating 
the extreme effect of an ingrained racism that is directly challenged by the novel: 
Sweet Gene, her black lover, London's best mime, who emptied bed-pans in 
hospital soaps, killed himself because every day, by a look , a remark, an 
attitude, the English told him they hated him; they never let him forget they 
thought him a nigger, a slave, a lower being. And we pursued English roses as 
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we pursued England; by possessing these prizes, this kindness and beauty, we 
stared defiantly into the eye of the Empire and all its self-regard ... We became 
part of England and yet proudly stood outside it. But to be truly free we had to 
free ourselves of all bitterness and resentment, too. How was this possible 
when bitterness and resentment were generated afresh every day? (Buddha of 
Suburbia 227) 
The story of Gene intersects partly with Karim's own story in the Hairy Back 
episode and also elsewhere in the novel. Karim is betrayed by Eleanor and Pyke. 
Eleanor became friendly with Karim because he was asked to do so by Pyke. It 
seems that Eleanor's involvements, first, with Gene and later, with Karim were not 
relationships of mutual love but her interest in the exotic as both of them were 
considered to be black. For the same reason he was invited for group sex by Pyke 
and his wife Marlene. It is in the company of Eleanor that Karim feels the stren^^h of 
love and variety of sex. In the company of Matthew Pyke and Marlene Karim comes 
to know how the rich and successfiil people live, how they pursue their fantasies and 
how sexually promiscuous and naive they are., Karim's involvement with these 
people is not liked by Jamila. She says: 
You're moving away from the real world. ... the world of ordinary people and 
the shit they have to deal with— unemployment, bad housing, boredom. Soon 
you won't understand anything about the essential stuff (Buddha of Suburbia 
195) 
In the company of Eleanor, Karim gets the chance to observe the lives of the rich 
people in London as he frequents parties with her almost regularly. But he is not 
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comfortable with the crowd after a couple of hours with them. He feels 'heavy and 
listless'. He feels pity for these people: 
Life had offered these people its lips, but as they dragged from party to party, 
seeing the same faces and saying the same things night after night, I saw it was 
the kiss of death; I saw how much was enervated and useless in them. What 
passion or desire or hunger did they have as they lounged in their London 
living rooms? I told my political advisor... that the ruling class weren't worth 
hating. {Buddha of Suburbia 225) 
One more thing he learns from these self serving theatre people and artists is that 
these people make productions based on problems of 'class' and 'race'. They pass 
themselves off as 'liberal left' and patronise the working class people such as Heater 
who is given free ticket for the opening day of any play followed by dinner. The 
members of Pyke's group consider Heater to be a representative of the working class 
who can teach them working class culture. All these gestures may appear to be 
sympathetic towards the cause of the working class. However, when Karim asks 
Eleanor to join others in confronting the fascists 'her attitude was strange 
considering what had happened to Gene'. She makes excuses and avoids joining the 
march. 
All these experiences alienate Karim further and he starts realising the cause of his 
disorientation. In the fiineral of Anwar he feels ashamed for spuming his Indian 
acquaintances and realises that his heritage is not something to be ashamed of 
because it is despised by fanatical racists. Now he comes to realise that Indians are 
his own people. This acknowledgement on Karim's part makes him realise that the 
cause of his decentring is not his racial hybridity and the colour of his skin but his 
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inability to fuse the two cultural traditions of the people he is racially connected to. 
In the funeral of Anwar, Karim regrets having denied this fact of his life: 
...looking at these strange creatures now—the Indians—that in some way these 
were my people, and that I'd spent my life denying or avoiding that fact. 1 felt 
ashamed and incomplete at the same time, as if half of me were missing, and as 
if I'd been colluding with my enemies, those whites who wanted Indians to be 
like them. (Buddha of Suburbia 212) 
After his initial success in theatre first with Shadwell and later with Pyke's group, 
Karim moves to America with Pyke's group. In America he stays for some time with 
Charlie who has established himself here as a rock-star. Charlie has lost his real self, 
picked up cockney English and slangs to become successfiil as a rock-star. He has 
made himself Americanised and he is very optimistic about America. Initially, 
Karim enjoys his time with Charlie. He has always wanted to become like Charlie, 
popular and successftil. However, after staying for some time with Charlie he goes 
into depression and then realises that he should go back to England where he still has 
chances to do well. Karim does not like Charlie's idea of becoming successftil by 
constantly changing his persona: "I couldn't consider Charlie a rock-star. It didn't 
seem of his essence, but a temporary, borrowed persona" (Buddha of Suburbia 246). 
With success Charlie became cruel and he continued experimenting with sex in 
inhuman ways. These things have become foolish for Karim now: "He didn't interest 
me at all. I'd moved beyond him, discovering myself through what I rejected. He 
seemed merely foolish to me" (Buddha of Suburbia 255). Karim has already referred 
to what he rejected. Half of his self realisation happened at the funeral of uncle 
Anwar when he realised that 'half of me' was missing, i.e. his being half Indian by 
descent which he rejected until then. And now, after rejecting Charlie's idea of 
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success in America by employing 'borrowed persona' and acquired cockney accent 
he asserts his Englishness and comes back to England where he belongs. Now, it 
seems that Karim has come to terms with his real hybrid self of being Indian and 
English at the same time. The recognition of multiple allegiances makes Karim more 
centred than ever before. In this way the migrant can feel more centred by 
recognising the possibility of having the multiple allegiances which Bhikhu Parekh 
calls multicultural perspective referred to before in this chapter. 
Finally, Karim signs up for a role in a soap opera in which he plays the role of a 
"rebellious student son of an Indian shopkeeper". He is said that the soap opera 
"would tangle with the latest contemporary issues: they meant abortions and racist 
attacks, the stuff that people lived through but that never got on TV" {Buddha of 
Suburbia 259). The new role seems to be in tuning with his hybrid self and he earns 
name and fame in it. 
Karim's brother, Allie seems to be more apt to grasp and deal with his multiple 
allegiance and hyphenated identity. Allie believes in critical engagement with his 
identity and culture which involves attachment and detachment at the same time. He 
argues that all black around the world do not share the same experience: 
At least the blacks have a history of slavery. The Indians were kicked out of 
Uganda. There were reasons for bitterness. But no one put people like you and 
me in camps, and no one will. We can't be lumped in with them, thank God. 
We should be just as grateful we haven't got white skin either.... Let me say 
that we come from privilege. We can't pretend we're some kind of shitted-on 
oppressed people. Let's just make the best of ourselves. (Buddha of Suburbia 
267-68) 
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Allie's argument is that having a hyphenated identity does not automatically qualify 
one to have claims on past that they have not personally experienced. He believes 
that the blacks in Britain should stop pitying on themselves, and starts thinking how 
to project themselves as British citizen without denying their difference. AUie as an 
individual seems to have developed a multicultural perspective by which he denies 
the essential idea of cultural identity and argues for the formation of cultural identity 
in a critical manner which can be called critical multiculturalism. 
Different characters in the novel have different levels of decentring in their lives and 
they try to negotiate that in different ways. Karim's father, Haroon and the Buddha 
of the title of the novel has chosen Britain over India to live here, so far as he could, 
'like Englishman'. He has married an English woman, keeps an English mistress and 
is bringing up his children making them inculcate Englishness despite the hostility of 
their racist neighbours. At the same time, he trades on his Indian origin by 
establishing himself as a guru (Buddha) expounding Eastern religion and philosophy 
to the inhabitants of South London suburbs. His desire to be English is inseparable 
from his ambivalence about being English. To address the English crowd as an 
Eastern guru he reads self-help books on Eastern philosophy and rehearses which 
baffles Karim: 
Yes, God was talking to himself, but not intimately. He was speaking slowly, 
in a deeper voice than usual, as if he were addressing a crowd. He was hissing 
his s's and exaggerating his Indian accent. He'd spent years trying to be more 
of an Englishman, to be less risibly conspicuous, and now he was putting it 
back in spadeloads. Why? {Buddha of Suburbia 21) 
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Haroon came to England for education from an aristocratic family of Bombay. His 
perception of the English people and England was formed from the experiences he had 
in colonial India seeing them as the ruling class and reading narratives of England. 
Coming to England he saw the English in poverty and doing menial jobs. After failing 
to complete his education he ended up working as a clerk in the Civil Service. He feels 
that he has been a victim of racism when it comes to promotion: 
The whites will never promote us,' Dad said. 'Not an Indian while there is a 
white man left on the earth. You don't have to deal with them—they still think 
they have an Empire when they don't have two pennies to rub together. 
(Buddha of Suburbia 27) 
It seems that all his initial efforts to assimilate into Englishness have gone in vain 
and in the middle of his life he has reached to a crisis of decentring. The cause of 
Haroon's decentring seems to be the wide gulf between the England of his dream 
and what the contemporary England has to offer him. After all these whatever he 
does 'a renegade Muslim masquerading as a Buddhist' seems to be a form of 
resistance to assimilation. He internally migrates to a zone that he may claim to be 
his own to end his cultural alienation. Since he cannot go back to India which he has 
left behind, he recreates it for himself by inventing him as a Buddhist guru. 
This seems to be one way of inscribing and articulating cultural hybridity. 
Hybridisation, according to Bhabha (1994), is intrinsic to all forms of "racial 
transformation" and "traditional renewal". But Haroon's case is not of 'traditional 
renewal' because he comes from Muslim background not Buddhist. 
Perhaps, Haroon's new-found love of Eastern philosophy is simply a strategy of 
reaction against his disappointment with Western secularism and all pervasive 
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materialism and also a strategy to curve out a space for himself in the so called 
multicultural city of London which has otherwise denied him any: 
We live in an age of doubt and uncertainty. The old religion under which 
people lived for ninety nine point nine per cent of human history have decayed 
or are irrelevant. Our problem is secularism. We have replaced our spiritual 
values and wisdom with materialism {Buddha of Suburbia 76). 
His love for Eva and subsequently leaving his family for her and going to live a 
bohemian life shows his revolt against the middle-class idea of marriage and family 
life. He talks about the need of spiritualism, however, minus the Eastern values of 
self-discipline, renunciation, charity, and compassion. An important strand of 
Eastern philosophy is mastering one's feelings and desires. However, Haroon 
believes "happiness is only possible if you follow your feeling, your intuition, your 
real desires. Only unhappiness is gained by acting in accordance with duty, or 
obligation, or guilt, or the desire to please others" (Buddha of Suburbia 76). 
Haroon's Eastern philosophy, it seems, is a post-Freudian hedonism. While talking 
to Ted, his brother-in-law Haroon, in an effort to release him from his "hard work, 
very hard, from morning till night', asks him to stop working and advises, 'Follow 
your feelings. Follow the course of least resistance. Do what pleases you - whatever 
it is. Let the house fall down. DriffXBuddha of Suburbia 49). 
He fiirther advises him not to 'make an effort' to do anything. It seems that Haroon 
loathes the life of hard work. The life of an immigrant is also a life of hard work. 
They come here in search of fortune and good life which they can only earn by doing 
hard work. Anwar and Jeeta and Jamila have to work in their dusty, disorderly and 
crammed shop 'Paradise Stores' from eight in the morning to ten at night, even on 
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Sundays. Haroon's apathy to 'work' and 'making effort' seems to be a rebellion not 
only against the gripping and pervasive Western materialism but also against the life 
of an immigrant. 
However, the irony of the situation is that the person he goes with in search of 
happiness to revolt against Western materialism is herself materialism personified. 
Haroon's new-found love Eva Kay is a scheming businesswoman. She is always in 
search of things and ideas that have market value. She uses her contacts with people 
as launching pads to earn money. Eva is interested in Haroon because of his interest 
in the eastern philosophy which can be of interest to the people of the suburban-
London. Once she has been successful in establishing Haroon as a mystic guru she 
insists that people pay to attend his sessions. She also insists that Haroon should 
improve his service to keep alive the interest of the people by consulting esoteric 
library books. She uses her contact with the press for the publicity of Haroon's 
persona of a mystic guru by publishing his interview and photograph in a local 
newspaper. 
Haroon's leaving his family is not without his feeling of guilt. As Karim observes 
"Regret and guilt and pain just overwhelmed him. How badly he'd treated Mum, he 
told us. How much she'd given him, cared for him, loved him, and now he was 
sitting in Eva's house all cosy and radiant and looking forward to bed" (Buddha of 
Suburbia 116). 
Haroon says; 
'I could have done more, made more effort to care. She didn't deserve to be 
hurt so. I don't believe in people leaving people.' 
'This guilt and regret will ruin us!' 
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'It is part of me-' 
Please, please, clear it out of my mind.' 
{Buddha of Suburbia 116) 
Eva decides to sell off her suburban house that she has decorated with the help of 
Ted and Karim and go for a flat in London where she can take Haroon thinking that 
a change of location would make him stop thinking about his wife, Margaret. 
Karim's response to his father's behaviour is ironic. He ridicules the whole 
enterprise of his father making him almost a caricature for his fake, two-dimensional 
multiculturalism. Ironically he starts calling his father 'god'. When Haroon objects 
to Karim's homosexual behaviour with Charlie, Karim sarcastically alludes to his 
father having sex with. Eva in her garden: "Relax Dad. Relax your whole body from 
your fingers to your toes and send your mind to a quiet garden where ..." {Buddha of 
Suburbia 18). The recognition that Haroon gets from the people of London as an 
Eastern spiritual guru is the celebration of multiculturalism which C.W. Watson calls 
'soft multiculturalism' and the Chicago Cultural Studies Group refers to as 
'corporate multiculturalism' (Watson 55). 
Haroon's friend Anwar also internally migrates to the values of his homeland 
because of cultural decentring. He decides to marry off his daughter, Jamila to a boy 
from India chosen by his brother. But Jamila has grown up in an unconventional 
way, with the idea of individual freedom and women's liberation. She cannot accept 
this kind of arranged marriage. Anwar 'goes on a major Gandhi diet' (fast unto 
death) to force his daughter into arranged marriage. This is an attempt by Anwar to 
sustain the values of patriarchal rights that he has left behind in India and without 
which he ceases to exist as an Indian. This principle of absolute patriarchal authority 
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puzzles Karim. Karim finds similarities between what was happening to his dad, 
with his discovery of Eastern philosophy and Anwar's stand on Jamila's marriage: 
Perhaps it was the immigrant condition living itself out through them. For 
years they were both happy to live like Englishmen. ... Now, as they aged and 
seemed settled here, Anwar and Dad appeared to be returning internally to 
India, or at least to be resisting the English here. It was puzzling: neither of 
them expressed any desire actually to see their origins again. 'India's a rotten 
place', Anwar grumbled, 'why would I want to go there again? It's filthy and 
hot and it's a big pain-in-the-arse to get anything done. If I went anywhere it 
would be to Florida and Las Vegas for gambling. (Buddha of Suburbia 64) 
Once Jamila got married Anwar wants her to become pregnant immediately, so that 
he has grandchildren whom he could give 'cultural upbringing and take them to 
school and mosque'. It is obvious that Anwar's 'cultural upbringing' refers to Indian 
Muslim culture. His initial anglophilia seems to be over now. Anwar is not able to 
negotiate the two cultures, one of his origin and the other that he adopts as his host. 
He withdraws himself into his monocultural past. 
Haroon seems to be happy by establishing himself as a 'Buddha' going away to live 
with his mistress Eva but at the cost of ruining his family. This shows the impact of 
extreme individualism in the British society. On the other hand, Anwar's absolute 
patriarchal authority in the marriage of his daughter, Jamila also ruins his family. In 
fact, the omniscient narrator and protagonist of the novel appears to be aware of the 
strengths and weaknesses of both the Indian-Muslim and British cultural ethos. 
Many of the incidents in the novel, The Buddha of Suburbia paint the picture of all 
pervasive racism and racist violence in contemporary England. One such incident 
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happens in the novel when Karim goes to see his school friend, Helen at her place. 
He finds her father (Hairy Back) standing at the door. He 'let go of the dog he was 
holding, a Great...Dane' towards Karim and said: 
'You can't see my daughter again, said Hairy Back. ... 'We don't want you 
blackies coming to the house.'... 'We don't like it,' Hairy Back said. 'However 
many niggers there are, we don't like it. We're with Enoch. If you put one of 
your black 'ands near my daughter I'll smash it with a 'ammer! With a 
'ammerV {Buddha of Suburbia 40) 
Hairy Back refers to the Conservative Member of Parliament, Enoch Powell who 
made his famous anti-immigrant speech "Rivers of Blood" in 1968 depicting Britain 
as swamped with uncontrollable waves of immigrants which were throwing the 
country into impending doom (Bentley 17). 
The narrator of the novel, Karim depicts the sordid and boring kind of life led by 
immigrants such as, Uncle Anwar, Aunt Jeeta and their daughter Jamila. They run a 
grocery shop, 'Paradise Stores'. The shop is dusty, disorderly and crammed with tins 
and cartons. "Paradise opened at eight in the morning and closed at ten at night. 
They didn't even have Sundays off now, though every year at Christmas Anwar and 
Jeeta took a week off Every year, after the New Year, I dreaded hearing Anwar say, 
'Only three hundred and fifty-seven days until we can rest freely again'" (Buddha of 
Suburbia 51). They never bothered to spend money for their comfort and enjoyment. 
"They behaved as if they had unlimited lives: this life was of no consequence, it was 
merely the first of many hundrEd to come in which they could relish existence" 
{Buddha of Suburbia 51). They knew nothing of the outside world. They didn't 
know who was the Foreign Secretary or the Chancellor of the Exchequer of Great 
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Britain. All these show that these people never bothered to integrate with the 
mainstream British way of life. 
However, this is only the one side of the story. The other side is that the area in 
which Anwars are living is the poorest of the poor in London. It was full of neo-
fascist groups who roamed the street at night beating Asians and shoving shit and 
burning rags through their letter boxes. 'The lives of Anwar and Jeeta and Jamila 
were pervaded by fear of violence'. The narrator says, "I'm sure it was something 
they thought about every day. Jeeta kept buckets of water around her bed in case the 
shop was fire-bombed in the nighf (Buddha of Suburbia 56). 
Jamila's attitude to life, to some extent, was conditioned by the experience of racist 
violence. Under the influence of Angela Davis she became rebellious. Jamila used to 
resist the racist in a militant way by taking them head on. 'She had a Ph.D. in 
physical retribution.' Once, how she threw a greaser off his bike by tugging out some 
of his hair for racist abuse is an example of physical retribution. She started learning 
karate and judo and doing physical exercise. "She was preparing for the guerrilla war 
she knew would be necessary when the whites finally turned on the blacks and the 
Asians and tried to force us into gas chambers or push us into leaky boats" (Buddha 
of Suburbia 56). However, later, in the novel Jamila develops different strategies to 
defy racism. She becomes a political activist, joins a commune to live a life of 
experiment, gives birth to a racially hybrid baby and becomes a lesbian. 
The novel seems to challenge the ingrained racism in the contemporary Britain and 
gives the message that the policy of multiculturalism adopted by the state which 
attempts to celebrate cultural difference will not produce results unless the majority 
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as well as the minority citizens develop multicultural perspective and engage 
themselves in the dialogic process of critical multiculturalism. 
It cannot be said for certain that the policy of multiculturalism proved successful, but 
it can be certainly said that Britain has become a multicultural society and Hanif 
Kureishi as a writer does not lose sight of this fact. Kureishi's second novel, The 
Black Album (1995) engages with the issues of assimilation, integration and 
multiculturalism which will be discussed in the following chapter. However, here I 
intend to explore how Kureishi has represented Britain as a multicultural society in 
his novels. 
Though the majority of the characters in Kureishi's novels are either English or the 
immigrants from the Indian Subcontinent, he introduces some eastern European 
refugees and Indians who fled from the West Africa as minor characters in his later 
novels. The very presence of these characters tell a lot about the recent history of 
West Africa and the collapse of Communism in eastern Europe and its impact on 
Britain: the influx of new immigrants and refiigees. In Something to Tell You (2008) 
the protagonist Jamal had two friends, Valentin and Wolfgang. Valentin is from 
Bulgaria and Wolfgang is German. Jamal's first love Ajita and her family, though 
Indian, emigrate from Uganda. In Gabriel's Gift (2001) the maid servant at 
Gabriel's home called Hannah is a refiigee from a former Communist country. 
Gabriel describes the present demography of London as the following: 
The city was no longer home to immigrants only from the former colonies, 
plus a few others: every race was present, living side by side without, most of 
the time, killing one another. It held together, this new international city called 
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London - just about - without being unnecessarily anarchic or corrupt. There 
was, however, httle chance of being understood in any shop. (Gabriel's Gift 8) 
London has not only become an international city in terms of its demography but 
also in terms of the goods and services these new population have brought with 
them. New restaurants have come up with exotic dishes difficult to pronounce. The 
street comers and road sides are lull of ethnic goods and memorabilia. One can also 
find an acupuncturist there. 
The most prominent and recurring aspect of multicultural!sm is the inter-racial 
marriages and the. racially hybrid children bom out of these marriages. Whatever 
may be the political relations between the races at the social or national level the 
inter-racial marriages bring individuals from different races and cultural 
backgrounds closer to each other. The children bom out of these marriages are 
racially hybrid. They are the ambassadors of multiculturalism, the 'everyman' of the 
postcolonial globalised world as Karim Amir of The Buddha of Suburbia is called. 
Like Karim's mother Margaret, Haroon's second wife Eva is also an English woman. 
In Intimacy (1998) Jay's marriage with Susan is also inter-racial and they have two 
children. In Something to Tell You Jamal and Miriam are the children of Pakistani 
father and English mother. Jamal is married to Josephine, an English woman and 
they have a son. Miriam has five children with different men and she is having a 
ravishing affair with Jamal's middle-aged English friend Henry. Hanif Kureishi has 
made the inter-racial marriage a commonplace phenomenon in his fictional world. 
Another aspect of contemporary British society is the prominent presence of the 
immigrants in the cultural life. People fi-om the cx-colonies are no more only factory 
workers, shopkeepers and labourers. They are now actors, writers, film makers. 
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musicians, fashion designers and also psychoanalyst. Some of them are also 
members of the House of Lords and the House of Commons of the British 
Parliament. Hanif Kureishi does not lose sight of this reality. Karim Amir is an actor. 
Shahid of The Black Album is a writer. Jay of Intimacy is a screenplay writer. In 
Something to Tell You Jamal Khan and Tahir Husain both are psychoanalyst. Mustaq 
is a musician. Ajita is a fashion designer. Kureishi has depicted them in all walks of 
life which help to break the stereotype of the ex-colonised as inferior race. 
As far as the sexual identity of the immigrant, Black or Muslim whatever they are 
called is not also monolithic. The Muslim immigrant can also be homosexual. 
Kureishi has shown this in his novels. Karim is a bisexual. Jamila becomes lesbian. 
Mustaq is gay. The gay character, Omar Ali from Kureishi's screenplay My Beautiful 
Laundrette reappears in Something to Tell You as Lord Ali. He has sold away his 
business of laundry and dry-cleaning and has entered into the media business. He is 
described as: 
...a stalwart of the ant-racist industry, Omar Ali made television for, by and 
about minorities. The 'Pakis' had always been considered socially awkward, 
badly dressed, weirdly religious and repressed. But being gay, Omar Ali was 
smart enough to know how hip and fashionable minorities - or any outsiders -
could become, with the right marketing, as they made their way up the social 
hierarchy. {Something to Tell You 243) 
To conclude it can be said that as a creative writer Hanif Kureishi is a 
multiculturalist. He is out to break all sort of stereotyping about the Asian 
immigrants in Britain, especially the Pakistani Muslims. But he does not idealise the 
community either. He is able to bring out the follies and the eccentricities of the 
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community for genial laughter. Kureishi is also not silent on racism. He criticises 
racism severely and is against any aggressive, xenophobic and race-oriented national 
identity. Kureishi seems to be against the idea of any fixed identity. He rather 
advocates the idea that identity is an evolving process. This way he advocates his 
case for multiculturalism which only can appreciate this notion of identity and create 
a tolerant and peacefully coexistent society. 
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Multiculturalism in Crisis 
In the previous chapter I have explored the development of multicultural perspective or in-
between culturally hybrid consciousness in the protagonist of the novel The Buddha of 
Suburbia, Karim Amir. Perhaps for Karim embracing the cultural in-between position is a 
bit easier by virtue of his being racially hybrid. Though, Karim has been a victim of racism 
he does not take part in active political resistance. He resists racism in his own private 
ways. Jamila on the other hand takes part in leftist political activism and joins 
demonstration against racism. Many Asians like Jamila were drawn towards leftist politics 
to fight racism. Kenan Malik recounts his own experience of joining leftist politics in his 
book From Fatwa to Jihad (2009). Leftist politics could assemble all racially and 
otherwise marginalized people irrespective of religion and culture to fight against racism. 
Culture and religion was not in the category of polifics. As Malik puts it, "I came to learn 
that there was more to social jusdce than the injustices done to me (a non-white), and that 
a person's skin colour, ethnicity or culture was no guide to the validity of his or her 
political behef (xix). 
However, with the advent of multiculturalism as a state policy culture and religion was 
polificized. Even the left lost faith in universal liberal values and started talking about 
multiculturalism and group rights. According to Kenan Malik: 
They became disenchanted with Enlightenment ideas of rafionalism and humanism, 
and many began to decry the Enlightenment as a 'Eurocentric' project. Where once 
the left had argued that everyone should be treated equally, despite their racial. 
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ethnic, religious or cultural differences, now it pushed the idea that different people 
should be treated differently because of such differences, (xix) 
Now, the dilemma of a liberal democracy adopting the policy of multiculturalism is that it 
fosters the existence of two cultural or institutional domains. One is the public sphere or 
the domain of public/national political culture centered on the idea of welfare state and the 
other is the private communal sphere or the domain of separate cultures of the different 
ethnic communities. The private communal sphere involves the members of ethnic 
communities speaking their own language among themselves, practicing their own religion 
and family practices. The separate private communal cultures are allowed to exist in a 
multicultural society for three reasons. First, it is believed that the communal cultures may 
have value in themselves and allowing them to exist is a gesture of mutual tolerance. 
Second, the private communal culture provides moral and emotional security to the 
members of the community. And the third reason of allowing these communal groups with 
their private cultures is that they may protect the political interest of the groups by 
collective actions. (Rex and Singh 7) 
However, the question is how to ensure political integration and social cohesion in such a 
society where two domains, that of pubhc and private exist simultaneously. The advocates 
of multiculturalism believe that simultaneous existence of public and private domain in a 
liberal democracy is possible and also desirable in the present globalised world in which 
migration is a very common phenomenon. 
British Indian political philosopher Bhikhu Parekh, for example, believes that the sense of 
belonging among the citizens of a multicultural society cannot be based on ethnicity or 
shared culture because a multicultural society is too diverse for that but it can be based on 
a shared commitment to the political community. Commitment to a political community 
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does not mean sharing a common view of history or a particular economic or social system 
but commitment to its continuing existence and wellbeing. The members may differ in 
many regards and "might criticize the prevailing forms of govermnent, institutions, 
policies, values, ethos and dominant self understanding in the strongest possible terms, but 
these should not arouse or provoke charges of disloyalty so long as their basic commitment 
to dialogue is not in doubt"(Parekh 342). 
Commitment to a political community is reciprocal in nature. Citizens cannot belong to a 
political community unless it accepts them as belonging to it. To develop a sense of 
belonging among the diverse cultural groups the political community has to value and 
cherish their diversity which should reflect in its structure, policies, conduct of public 
affairs, self-understanding and self-definition. Parekh says, "Citizenship is about status and 
rights, belonging is about being accepted and feeling welcome" (342). Some individuals 
and groups might enjoy the same rights as the rest but feel that they do not quite belong to 
the community. This may cause serious damage to their citizenship and their commitment 
to political community. According to Parekh: 
It is caused by, among other things, the narrow and exclusive manner in which 
wider society defines the common good, the demeaning way in which it talks about 
some of its members, and the dismissive or patronizing ways in which it behaves 
towards them. Although such individuals are free in principle to participate in its 
collecfive life, they often stay away or ghettoize themselves for fear of rejecfion and 
ridicule or out of deep sense of alienation. (342) 
The provision of group rights can be contested in the dialectic between the ideas of 
'cultural liberty' and that of'valuing cultural conservation'. "Cultural liberty" according to 
Amartya Sen, "focuses on our freedom either to preserve or to change our priorities (on the 
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basis of greater knowledge or further reflection, or, for that matter, on the basis of our 
assessment of changing customs and fashions)" and "valuing cultural conservation" for 
Sen is "providing support for the continuation of traditional lifestyles by new immigrants 
in the West" which is a big issue in the rhetoric of multiculturalism (113). Theoretically, 
then, multiculturalism in the sense of 'valuing cultural conservation' is associated with 
identity politics based on essentialism and authenticity, i.e. 'cultures' are fixed static 
realities and the ethnic groups are the proprietors of their 'culture'. Critics of this form of 
multiculturalism find fault in it because it allegedly depoliticises or aestheticises 
differences by emphasising the cosmetic celebration of cultural diversity, rather than the 
socially transformative struggle against racism or white supremacy. They consider it to be 
a strategy of containment of resistance and revolt rather than for a true desire for the 
elimination of racial /ethnic oppression. 
The policy of multiculturalism and the provision of two parallel domains of public and 
private affairs in Britain came under severe criticism after a section of the Muslim 
population of Britain vehemently protested against Salman Rushdie's alleged blasphemous 
postmodernist novel The Satanic Verses in 1989 and burnt copies of the book in Bradford. 
Later, after the terrorist attack in America on September 11, 2001 and the London 
bombings of July 07, 2005 politicians and policy makers again have started questioning 
and scrutinizing the policy of multiculturalism. Kenan Malik in his book From Fatwa to 
Jihad (2009) comments on multiculturalism: 
The celebration of difference, respect for pluralism, avowal of identity politics -
these have come to be regarded as the hallmarks of a progressive, anti-racist outlook 
and as the foundation stones of modem liberal democracies. Yet there is a much 
darker side to multiculturalism, as the Rushdie affair demonstrated. Multiculturalism 
has helped foster a more tribal nation and, within Muslim communities, has 
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undermined progressive, trends while strengthening the hand of conservative 
religious leaders. While it did not create militant Islam, it helped ... create for it a 
space within British Muslim communities that had not existed before, (xx) 
The critics of multiculturalism seem to be more concerned about the emergence of political 
Islam as they find it a threat to the existence of mulficultural societies. American polifical 
scientist Samuel P. Huntington (1996) made this probable threat famous in his "clash of 
civilizations" theory, in which he foresaw a clash primarily between the Christian West 
and the Islamic East. According to Huntington, as Kenan Malik puts it: 
On one side of the fault line stood the West, with its liberal democratic traditions, a 
scientific worldview and a secular, rationalist culture drawn fi-om the Enlightenment; 
on the other was Islam, rooted in a pre-medieval theology, with its seeming 
disrespect for democracy, disdain for scientific rationalism and deeply illiberal 
attitudes on everything fiom crime to women's rights, (x) 
It is imperative here to probe the growth of political Islam in Britain. The Muslim 
Diaspora of Britain is largely the result of an influx of immigrants which began after 1947 
when India and Pakistan got Independence after partition. This was largely economic 
migration and these immigrants initially intended to be sojourners but eventually became 
settlers, creating a new life for them in a different socio-cultural context. Since their 
settlement, they have raised new generations whose perception of themselves and their 
lives have been conditioned by circumstances very different from those of their parents. 
The lives and self-images of the first generation of immigrants to Britain were shaped 
partly by imperialist domination and partly by resistance to it. The newly emergent 
immigrants occupied certain labour market positions, lived in particular areas and faced 
particular forms of racism. People fi-om Bangladesh, Pakistan and Caribbean were some of 
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the most oppressed and exploited sections of the working class. They had the worst 
working and housing conditions. In general terms, they remained there and been at the 
sharpest edge of racial tensions. 
The first generation of immigrants came to Britain to make a good life for them. They 
wanted to live their lives as best as they could like the Englishmen. It was a matter of pride 
for them to be like the Englishmen. They had largely accepted racism as a fact of life and 
kept their heads down to get on with the job of survival. But their children (second 
generation immigrants who were bom in Britain) refused to do so. They considered 
themselves Brifish citizens and challenged racism head-on (Malik 40). The British-bom 
descendants of the first generafion immigrants have participated in the process of evolution 
of creating a new self-image and idenfity. This new concepfion of self is shaped by the fact 
of being minority culturally, linguistically and racially which made them experience social, 
economical and racial oppression. 
Initially, these immigrants did not idenfify themselves with their religious identity. The 
first generation immigrants continued with their village traditions. They tended to recreate 
the village and kin networks or what they called biradari system. However, with higher 
literacy and education, intensified communication and media consumption and expanded 
interaction with Westem and other cultures the second and third generation immigrants 
refiised to follow the village traditions and biradari system. Practices such as arranged 
marriages to other members of the biradari still living in their country of origin, an 
unwritten honour code that makes the preservation of collective face more important than 
individual rights, and the frequently contemptuous treatment of women and reluctance to 
see them grasp opportunities in education, employment or public life all became major 
source of fiiction between the first generation and the second and third generation 
immigrants. This created a void between the first generation and the later generations 
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leading to the development of a sense of alienation and identity crisis. Islamic revival was 
there to fill in this vacuum as Huntington puts it: 
Islamic revival as a source of identity, meaning, stability, legitimacy, development, 
power, and hope epitomized in the slogan "Islam is the solution'" had a wide 
purchase among the Muslim youth. Islamist symbols, commitments, and beliefs meet 
these psychological neEd, and Islamist welfare organisations, the social, cultural, and 
economic neEd of Muslims caught in the process of modernization. (116) 
Contrary to the popular belief that Islamic revival is a reawakening of the medieval 
theological faith, it is rather a socio-cultural movement and very much a product of the 
Western society: 
... a reaction to new political and social changes: the loss of a sense of belonging in 
a fragmented society, the blurring of traditional moral lines, the increasing 
disenchantment with politics and politicians, the growing erosion of the distinction 
between our private lives and our public lives. Radical Islamists have responded to 
the political crisis created by these changes returning to the Qur'an and taking 
literally its strictures. (Malik 25) 
The growth of contemporary radical Islam is not a return to traditional religion but a break 
with it. Contemporary radical. Islam, according to Turkish academic Nilufer Gole, as 
Kenan Malik puts it, is a "religious experience of a new kind; it is not directly handed over 
by community, religious or state institutions". Rather, it presents "an affirmative 
reconstruction of identity" (27). 
Hanif Kureishi's novel The Black Album (1995) imaginatively engages with the rise of 
radical Islam with multiculturalism at its backdrop and the politically charged debates that 
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surround the Rushdie affair by situating the novel in 1989, the year the latter happened. 
The debates include the role of literature in society, freedom of expression, representation, 
censorship and the failure of dialogue between the liberals and the fundamentalists. 
Kureishi recreates the 'book burning incident' in a small scale in the college attended by 
the protagonist of the novel, Shahid Hasan. After joining the college Shahid Hasan finds 
himself torn between liberalism and fundamentalism. He is in love with his Cultural 
Studies teacher, Deedee Osgood for whom "all limitations are like prisons" and develops 
friendship with a fundamentalist group headed by Riaz Al-Hussain who teaches Shahid 
how to purify oneself. 
Shahid Hasan joined this "derelict college" in London when he was passing through a 
crisis in his personal life. After watching Salman Rushdie, the author of Midnight's 
Children on television "attacking racism" and "informing people how it all arose" Shahid 
became aware of racism and how he was a victim of it, as well as his own complicity in it. 
Shahid started feeling like becoming a racist himself and joining the racists "going around 
abusing Pakis, niggers. Chinks, Irish, any foreign scum'. Because of this feeling of 
desperation and uneasy situation at home Shahid joins the college for 'a new start with 
new people in a new place thinking that 'the city would feel like his; he wouldn't be 
excluded; there had to be ways in which he could belong" {Black Album 16). 
Shahid's choice of the course on 'colonialism and literature' in the college and his 
previous reading list, Malcolm X, Maya Angelou, Souls of Black Folk and accounts of 
Mutiny, Partition and Mountbatten followed by Salman Rushdie's Midnight's Children all 
show his commitment to some cause, the search for 'ways in which he could belong', i.e., 
the search for a postcolonial identity. Shahid holds a liberal view of art and literature, and 
through literature he wants to come to terms with himself But he is challenged by the 
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fundamentalist group whose one member, Chad considers Hterature to be a mere 
entertaimnent and he thinks by reading literature "intellectual people elevate themselves 
above ordinary ones". This is only the beginning of the clash between the binary of 
Western liberal discourse and the discourse of Islamic fundamentalism. Apparently the 
text seems to pander to the popular belief of the Westerners in the discourse of liberalism 
with its professed tolerance and fair play against the rigidity of the fundamentalist 
discourse. However, one can read the ambivalence of the text and find critiques of both the 
discourses by resisting the apparent oppositional mode present in the novel. 
Hanif Kureishi seems to build a defense of literature through his protagonist, Shahid and 
he differentiates his novel from Rushdie's Midnight's Children: "its rhythms aren't 
Western. It dashes all over the place". In contrast with Rushdie's postmodernist technique 
Kureishi's choice is linear social realism, 'picture of life'. As in his first novel, The 
Buddha of Suburbia Kureishi chooses the genre of bildungsroman for The Black Album 
too to record the process of the subject's coming to terms with the society as an integrated 
member. The subject of bildungsroman, according to M. H. Abrams, "is the development 
of the protagonist's mind and character in the passage from childhood through varied 
experiences - and often through a spiritual crisis - into maturity, which usually involves 
recognition of one's identity and role in the world" (Abrams 193). 
Thus, The Black Album is an account of Shahid's escape from his Thatcherite family 
members who's materialistic and consumerist values clashes with his own artistic 
sensibility. His artistic sensibility clubbed with his consciousness of racism urged him to 
study "colonialism and literature". Ultimately, he wants to become a writer and address the 
issues of racism and belongingness in his writings. On this pretext Kureishi brings together 
three sets of characters in the novel: the Thatcherite materialist and consumerist farhily 
members of Shahid, secular liberals such as Deedee Osgood and her estranged husband Dr. 
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Andrew Brownlow; and the Islamic fundamentalists, Riaz and his group. This provides 
Kureishi the opportunity to problematize the question of belonging and also to engage all 
these different point of views in dialogue. 
One such dialogue takes place between Riaz and Brownlow in the presence of Shahid 
when Shahid accompanied Riaz's group to give protection to a Bengali Muslim family 
irom racist attack and surprisingly Brownlow joined them. Brownlow starts the dialogue 
by saying that he often wished in his adult life that he could be religious until he read 
Bertrand Russell. He asks in a condescending way whether Riaz and Shahid knew Russell 
and quotes him: "The whole conception of God is a conception derived from the ancient 
Oriental despotisms". He continues: 
Since then [i.e., after reading Russell] often - me - felt abandoned in the universe. 
Atheism can be a terrible trouble, you should know. Having to invest the world with 
meaning. Would be marvelous to believe that soon after death by cancer one will slip 
- I mean, sip - grapes, melon and virgins in paradise. Paradise being like Venice. 
Without the smells or early closing. Heaven, surely, as someone said, was man's 
easiest invention. (Black Album 96-97) 
Brownlow goes on criticizing the idea of religious faith as becoming "the slave of 
superstition" and "existing in an imaginary realm ruled by imaginary beings" and living 
life according to rules, from "how to eaf to "how to wipe your bottom", delivered from 
high. Here, he obliquely refers to Rushdie's book The Satanic Verses and equates Islamic 
faith with "magic realist tales from distant centuries" which, according to Brownlow, is a 
"bondage". He refers to the believers as "weaklings" who prefer the bondage of faith to 
"free will" which is like "infantile dependence". He says, "the act of believing" is "as 
opposed to thinking". Brownlow feels that for an intelligent man like Riaz believing in 
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something that cannot be proven is to be "dishonest" and he says "people must decide 
good and evil for themselves". Riaz replies to this by saying, "man is the last person I 
would trust to such a task" {Black Album 98). 
The problem is that Brownlow is too arrogant in professing his liberal views and attaches 
the conception of God to "Oriental despotism". He creates a binary between the Western 
liberalism and Eastern spiritualism in which he places the Western liberalism on a 
privileged position. He fails to understand that many of the self-righteous values of 
liberalism are actually derived from Christianity. He also ignores the historical role of 
liberalism in colonialism, slavery and the Holocaust. His aggressive anti-religious stand 
and his inability to tolerate other's point of view is actually a danger to the health of a 
multicultural society. Kureishi seems to be conscious of this. And here the ambivalence of 
the text comes alive when the apparent victory of liberal values over religious 
fundamentalism at the end of the novel and Kureishi's apparent defense of the fonner 
comes under tension with Riaz's counterblast: 
But you are a little arrogant. ... Your liberal beliefs belong to a minority who live in 
northern Europe. Yet you think moral superiority over the rest of mankind is a fact. 
You want to dominate others with your particular morality, which has - as you also 
well know - gone hand-in- hand with fascist imperialism. ... This is why we have to 
guard against the hypocritical and smug intellectual atmosphere of Western 
civilization. (Black Album 98-99) 
Later, when Shahid shares their anti-racist activities with Deedee, she expresses her 
displeasure and denounces both Riaz and Chad for their past. Then she offers him a drink 
saying, 'Alcohol is one of the great pleasures'. Shahid rebuffs her by saying, 'Is life just 
for pleasure? ...What about making the worid better place?'. She expresses her disgust for 
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people like Riaz and Chad because 'they're devoid of doubt', 'people with anger and 
passionate belief. A staunch liberal like Deedee cannot tolerate people who are very sure 
of everything. She considers these people dangerous even for Shahid. However, she is not 
able to convince Shahid. He feels his friend Riaz is actually doing a noble job by 
protecting others even placing his own life at stake. He becomes angry with Deedee and 
accuses her of cynicism and inaction. The ambivalent position of Shahid becomes clear in 
his outburst though he is not able to resist the pleasures introduced to him by Deedee: 
The thing is, Deedee, clever white people like you are too cynical. You see through 
everything and rip everything to shrEd but you never take any action. Why would 
you want to change anything when you already have everything your way? (Black 
Album WO) 
Though, Shahid cannot resist the allures of pleasures introduced to him by Deedee and 
fantasizes on "the secrets of desire" and "sexual tension" present everywhere he does not 
continue to bathe very long in the memory of "love they'd made and the pleasure she'd 
introduced him to, which they could delectably repeat and extend into the future". He 
rather senses a bitter, disillusioned feeling: 
How he'd been drowning his senses in the past hours! What illusions he'd been 
subject to! What torrents of drug-inspired debris he had allowed to stream through 
his head! What banal fantasies he believed were visions! (Black Album 130) 
The pursuit of pleasure and self-absorption which is attached to Western way of life comes 
under attack once again from Chad. Chad effaces his ethnic identity of being a 'Paki' and 
asserts his identity of being a 'Muslim'. He says: 
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We are people who say one important thing - that pleasure and self-absorption isn't 
everything! ...One pleasure - unless there are strong limits - can only lead to 
another. And the greater the physical pleasure, the less respect for the other person 
and for oneself Until we become beasts. (Black Album 128) 
By rejecting the pursuit of pleasure and self-absorption Chad rejects extreme individuaUsm 
prevalent in Western culture, specially in pop culture'and postmodern culture. According 
to Maria Dagabriele, "Kureishi represents this Islamic rejection of pop culture and 
postmodemity as something that is founded on a rejection of Western imperialism" 
(Dagabriele 12). 
But, the problem with Shahid is that he cannot stick to one idea for a very long time. After 
his disillusioned feeling with sexual fantasy he goes to a mosque and decides to break up 
with Deedee and concentrate on his works with Riaz. He finds the atmosphere of the 
mosque "uncompetitive, peaceftil, meditative", a place of unity in diversity. Once he 
comes out of the mosque he is not able to reconcile the "bustling diversity of the city" with 
the unity of the mosque. He recalls the religious stories told by his friend "about how God 
wanted them to live, about \vhat would happen when they died, and why, while alive, they 
were persecuted". Shahid knows that these stories could be easily mocked and 
undermined, however they compelled him. But, when he had left them he knew that stories 
were made up by human being: 
.. .they could not be true or false, for they were exercises in that most magnificent 
but unreliable capacity, the imagination, which William Blake called "the divine 
body in every man". Yqt his fHends would admit no splinter of imagination into their 
body of belief, for that would poison all, rendering their conviction human, aesthetic, 
fallible. {Black Album 133) 
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Shahid knows that "all this believing wasn't so much a matter of truth or falsity, of what 
could be shown and what not, but of joining", joining the Muslims together to forge an 
affirmative identity. This kind of joining, he knows, is breaking the world up "into 
political and religious tribes" and such divisions would lead to different kind of civil war. 
Kureishi seems to comment on the impact of the policy of multiculturalism which matches 
with Kenan Malik's observation on the same. According to Kenan Malik: 
As a means of bridging racial divisions and differences, however, it was far less 
successful. Multiculturalism helped create new divisions and more intractable 
conflicts which made for a less openly racist but a more insidiously tribal Britain. 
(63) 
The setting of The Black Album also coincides with the collapse of the Berlin Wall and 
with it the collapse of the vision of global socialism. The novel comments on the role of 
communism in anti-racist politics. Dr. Brownlow seems to be a caricature of communism 
and its recent history of failure in Eastern Europe. Riaz and his group appreciate 
Brownlow's role in anti-racist politics. As Chad says, "he come[s] to this college to help 
us, the underprivileged niggers and wogs an' margin people. ... He [is] always strong on 
anti-racism. He hate[s] imperialist fascism and white domination ...". Riaz also says, 
"Andrew Brownlow has some personal integrity" (Black Album 32). But, later Brownlow 
got disillusioned with his ideology and the socio-political condition of England. He is also 
disturbed with the rise of religious fundamentalism. After the book burning incident his 
faith in rationalism is completely shattered and wants to leave England. He admits that 
religions and forms of worship and prayers "all have their purposes" but nobody in the 
Western world could imagine that they would "survive rationalism": "... when you 
thought God was dead and buried, you realize he was merely awaiting resurrection" (Black 
Album 243).The fundamentalists appreciate the egalitarian ideals of communism. 
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However, it is not compatible with them because of its being an atheistic and materialist 
ideology. They believe that without the faith in God to who all are answerable there cannot 
be any morality left which, in turn, breEd "extremity and ingratitude and hard-heartedness, 
like beneath this Thatcherism" {Black Album 33). 
Until the collapse of the communist regime of the Eastern Europe in 1989 communism 
was a guiding force to fight against racism and social justice, as noted earlier with 
reference to Kenan Malik's book. Religion and ethnicity was not a barrier to forge an 
alliance with communism to create a political identity in the fight against racism. My 
intension here is not to suggest that communism was the only ideal option but to suggest 
that an alliance of that kind is possible where religion, culture and ethnicity should not be 
allowed to overrule everything but to be mutually tolerated by the members of the alliance. 
Instead of digging out differences in everything one should look for similarities and 
common ground. Here, Amartya Sen's (2006) idea of "multiple identities" comes in mind. 
The fundamentalists fail to explore their multiple identities. Though, Brownlow joins them 
in their resistance to racism they are dismissive of him and make fun of his political 
identity. This failure on the part of the fundamentalists poses a threat to the social cohesion 
of a multicultural society. Kureishi hints at that danger by criticizing the idea of one 
absolute identity based on religion and ethnicity. Shahid is also critical of one dimensional 
identity of his friend Riaz: 
Shahid watched the man he had wanted as his friend and who like him but with less 
reason, seemed strangely out of place here. Riaz loved 'his people', but, unless 
offering assistance, he appeared uncomfortable with them. Riaz had little: no wife or 
children, career, hobby, house or possessions. The meaning of his life was his creed 
and the idea that he knew the truth about how people should live. It was this single-
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mindedness that made him powerfial and, to Shahid now rather pitiful. {Black Album 
173-74) 
However, the way Riaz's character has been presented in the novel with his intelligence 
(which Brownlow appreciates), the ability to engage people in religious talks correlating 
the topics of his talks with the contemporary socio-cultural atmosphere, e.g., "Rave to the 
Grave?" (against drug addiction), "Adam and EVQ • not Adam and Steve" (against 
homosexuality), the single-mindedness of his purpose, his resolution to fight against 
racism, the devotion to the cause he has chosen to serve, the purity of his character all 
show the sympathy the author has for him and we as readers also cannot but sympathize 
with him. Shahid feels Riaz "must have tasted the atmosphere of his time without drinking 
it in". Shahid knows that the whole of his generation is given to pop culture i.e. admiration 
for rebels, body piercing, hating respectability and excessive use of drugs. "But it cost little 
to rebel". The third person narrator of the novel reflects: 
Riaz, however, in an era of self-serving ambition and careers, had taken on a cause 
and maintained his unpopular individuality. In the end he was more of a 
nonconformist - and one without affectation - than anyone Shahid had met. Where 
everyone else had zigged, Riaz had zagged. {Black Album 109) 
As far as Shahid's own search for identity is concerned, he has the capability of forging 
multiple identities. He has sympathy for Riaz and his group because he shares his ethnicity 
with them. It is in their company that he learns his own religion. Shahid's love of literature 
and art brings him close to Deedee who introduces to him the world of pleasures. 
However, Shahid is able to engage all of them in dialogue and point out the shortcomings 
in their point of views. 
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Kureishi has used the aubergine episode as an incident to bring together different point of 
views on the status of rehgious miracle in a hberal multicultural society. The 
fundamentalists believe that the aubergine with God's name inscribed in it is a sign from 
God and they make special arrangements to display it in a private house so that the God 
fearing people may come and pay their homage to the sacred symbol. Mr. Brownlow joins 
them to show his solidarity with and respect to the minority people's right to assert their 
faith. Brownlow has also roped in the Labour Party leader and local councilor, Mr. 
Rugman Rudder who has helped to get permission to use the private house as a public one. 
When Riaz presses for a place in the Town Hall for the display of the aubergine Rudder 
assures him reluctantly that he would try and says, "... our party supports ethnic minorities 
...". Riaz hails him as "a true friend of Asia". Kureishi seems to comment on 'Britain's 
multicultural bargain' through this kind of political patronage in matters of faith which can 
be referred to as 'ethnic card' in politics. Politicians often concede to the demands made 
by the ethnic minorities in faith related matters to gain their support. But, this may prove 
dangerous if the minorities lose their sense of proportion and their demands cross the limit 
leading to strengthening the hands of the religious fanatics. Finally, even the national 
politicians are also clueless about how to deal with them. 
However, Deedee being a staunch liberal is very critical of the aubergine incident and 
Shahid's involvement in it. For her, it is superstition. She cannot accept that an educated 
person like him could believe in such a thing. She is also critical of the political support 
they have managed to gain from Mr. Rudder to place the 'holy aubergine' in the Town 
Hall. Shahid defends this by saying that Mr. Rudder wants "a closer association with our 
community" and he respects "our" culture. But, Deedee cannot accept that believing in an 
aubergine is "culture at all". At this Shahid becomes angry and shouts: 
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We're third-class citizens, even lower than the white working class. Racist violence 
is getting worse! Papa thought it would stop, that we'd be accepted here as English. 
We haven't been! We're not equal! It's gonna be like America. However far we go, 
we'll always be underneath! {Black Album 209) 
Shahid's outburst is understandable. For him the faith in the miracle is not so important, 
what is important is the assertion of their faith and getting acceptance of the Whites. 
Deedee is not able to understand this. She is very arrogant about her self-righteous liberal 
belief and is not able to understand other alternative point of views. 
Now, we move to the central debate of the novel that takes place around Rushdie's novel 
The Satanic Verses, though never explicitly named. The uncanny presence of the book is 
in Kurishi's novel is perceptible from the very beginning. In the very first chapter in his 
first meeting with Riaz, Shahid tells him about his having read Midnight's Children and 
asked Riaz if he has read the book. In reply Riaz says, "I found it accurate about Bombay. 
But this time he has gone too far" {Black Album 9). Chad says, "that book been around too 
long without action. He insulted us all - the prophet, the prophet's wives, his whole 
family. It's sacrilege and blasphemy. Punishment is death". He rejoices after learning that 
the Iranian spiritual leader, AyatoUah Khomeini has issued a fatwa against the writer 
demanding death punishment for him. But, Shahid cannot support this. He says, "if he's 
insulted us, can't we just forget about it? If some fool calls you a bastard in the pub,, it's 
best to not think about it" {Black Album 169). Shahid felt sick about the violent idea of 
killing a person. He asks Riaz, "would you kill a man for writing a book?" Riaz justifies 
violence by saying that when evil has been done, there must be order in society. He rather 
accuses Shahid of anarchy for not supporting him and says: 
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Are you not with your people? Look at them, they are from villages, half-literate and 
not wanted here. All day they suffer poverty and abuse. Don't we, in this land of so-
called free expression, have to give them a voice? ... We cannot just forsake our 
people and live for ourselves. ... If we did, wouldn't that mean we had totally 
absorbed Western morals, which are totally individualistic? {Black Album 173) 
The debate continues in the meeting convened to decide on the proper action against 'the 
book' and discuss what cannot be and what must not be said, what is taboo and forbidden 
and why, what is censored and how censorship benefits 'us' in exile. Riaz's point of view 
is that some people in the name of storytelling "expose a corrupt nature". They pretend to 
reveal the truth to the masses and represent their own people in the negative light to get 
acceptance of the white elite so that they can be considered "great authors". Riaz says, "... 
as one would deprecate a disrespectiul nature in another person, it is impossible to see how 
such a spectacle could be valued as literature. ... After all, for what higher purposes can 
such literature possibly exist?" Shahid holds a liberal view of literature. According to 
Shahid literature tells us about ourselves and reflects on our nature. A free imagination, 
according to Shahid, "ranges over many natures. A free imagination, looking into itself, 
illuminates others". Riaz at this point says, "we are discussing here the free and unbridled 
imagination of men who live apart from the people". For Riaz "the profound and satisfying 
comfort of religion is preferable to the indulgence of an unbridled imagination: 'to me 
these truths about the importance of faith and concern for others are deeper than the 
ravings of one individual imagination" (Black Album 184). When Shahid says that the 
individual voice is also important, Riaz rebuffs: "up to a point. And then no frirther. Is 
there one society in which any individual can be allocated unlimited freedom?" (Black 
Album 184) 
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What comes out from the above dialogue is that the central issue of the Rushdie debate 
was not that the radical Islamists are incompatible with art, literature, individual freedom, 
representation and imagination but whether there should be some limit to the individual 
freedom and imagination; and whether the artist should respect the sentiment of some 
people and should know what cannot and should not be represented. In almost every 
culture there are some of the things which are considered to be taboo and are forbidden. In 
every religion there are things considered to be sacred, be it the idea of god, deity, prophet, 
scripture, or the rituals. Some religions, specially the polytheistic ones, permit 
anthropomorphic representation of gods and goddesses and accept localised retelling of 
narratives and new figures of deities. Christianity and Islam both are monotheistic 
religions and both have reservations on the representations of the sacred. Majority of the 
Christian societies in the European countries, however, have undergone the process of 
secularisation of the civil society since the middle of the eighteenth century. This process 
often has been commented upon by social scientists and theologians as 'disenchantment' 
(Max Weber) and 'demythologising' (Bultamann). This historical trend is also caHed the 
Enlightenment project the goal of which has been to restrict the role of religion in public 
life as much as possible. The Enlightenment project also encouraged a movement in art 
and literature to problematize the issues of morality in religion and demystify religious 
symbols and personalities. Iconoclasm became the cult of rational thinking. Ridiculing 
Christian figures and mocking saints and priests became accepted phenomena of the 
contemporary European cultural heritage. All Christians may not like it but they have 
learnt to live with it (Watson 58-59). As far as the Muslim societies are concerned the 
representation of the Prophet and God in any physical forni is prohibited and considered 
sacrilege. Ridiculing the Prophet and the Scripture is considered blasphemy. Even today 
many Muslims the world over are ready to be martyr to protect the sanctity and sacredness 
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of the Prophet and the Scripture. This is something on which the whole Mushm world is 
united. The Rushdie affair was one such event that united the Muslims. Once they felt 
themselves united they wanted to assert their right to protest against all injustice done to 
them locally as well as globally. This was what happened at Bradford in 1989. 
Kureishi has recreated the Bradford episode in a miniature way in The Black Album. Riaz, 
Chad, and other members of their group make arrangement for a demonstration against the 
book and to bum it in public in the college premise. Shahid reluctantly assists them. Mr. 
Brownlow also joins the demonstration. Before burning the book Riaz was about to make a 
speech when Deedee comes to interrupts. Riaz says, "... is the free speech of an Asian to 
be muzzled by the authorities?" She tries to pacify them by saying that they should read 
the book first. Riaz says that this was democracy and they should be left to protest: "Are 
the white supremacists going to lecture us on democracy this afternoon? Or will they 
permit us, for once, to practice it?" {Black Album 224) 
It seems clear from the above debate that, though Riaz and Chad are in favour of violent 
action against the author for blasphemy they have another motive i.e. to give voice to their 
people. It is an occasion for them to unite their people, assert their identity and express 
their resistance against individualistic Western morals and white supremacy. According to 
Kenan Malik, "In the West, it was not theological distress about blasphemy but polifical 
despair about belongingness and identity that stoked up anti-Rushdie sentiment" (Malik 
95). 
Shahid's involvement in the demonstration and his reactions at different points of it 
demand discussion. His behaviour is ambivalent. When the book was put to flames by 
Chad and all their group members were rejoicing triumphantly Shahid could not share their 
fervour: 
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Shahid looked away immediately, with a guilty expression, as if he weren't enjoying 
it as much as he should. He wanted to appear neutral but knew that wasn't possible. 
It wasn't as if he felt nothing, like many of the people looking on. If anything, he felt 
ashamed. He was someone who couldn't join in, couldn't let himself go. ... The 
stupidity of the demonstration appalled him. How narrow they were, how 
unintelligent, how ... embarrassing it all was! {Black Album 225) 
However, when the college guards approached them to stop the demonstration in college 
premise Shahid did not "want the event to be interrupted. He rather 'wanted to witness 
every page in flames". Later, he is confused to understand his own position. He considers 
himself better than others because he lacked their fervour. Again he considers himself 
worse because of being tepid. Finally he thinks, "he was not simple enough": 
He wanted to crawl back to his room, slam the door and sit down with a pen; that 
was how he would reclaim himself This destruction of a book - a book which was a 
question - had embodied an attitude to life which he had to consider. {Black Album 
227) 
Shahid thinks that his alliance with his friends terminated the moment Hat soaked the book 
in petrol: "He had been taught much about what he didn't like; now he would embrace 
uncertainty. May be wisdom would come from what one didn't know, rather than from 
confidence. That's what he hoped" {Black Album 227). 
Shahid's rejection of the discourse of absolute certainty of a fundamentalist and embracing 
the discourse of uncertainty of liberal humanist which is provisional is a crucial point in 
the novel. Shahid finally aligns himself with Deedee and flees from his iriends. 
Progressive liberal individualism triumphs over one's ethnic and cultural commitments. 
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But, Shahid is aware of his vulnerability. Observing Deedee's husband, Brownlow leaving 
her place permanently Shahid becomes critical of the extreme individualism and lack of 
long term commitment in relationship prevalent in western society. He is reminded of what 
Riaz once told him about love. He said that love could not flourish "without a fixed 
morality" and framework "given by God and established in society" {Black Album 240). In 
the absence of a proper framework people would only rent one another for some time "to 
obtain pleasure and distraction" turning love into a commodity. In this kind of faithless 
transaction people "hoped to discover something which would complete them. And if they 
didn't soon receive it, they threw the person over and moved on. And on" {Black Album 
240). Shahid is convinced that such circumstances cannot lead to any permanence or 
mutual understanding in love relationship. His relationship with Deedee is only limited to 
passionate physicality without mutual knowledge of each other. He becomes apprehensive 
that Deedee may leave him any time and he may have to follow the footstep of Brownlow 
leaving her, separating their possessions. 
Kureishi's novel, The Black Album is critical of the arrogance of the White liberals as well 
as some values of western liberal culture. It is more critical of the fanaticism of the 
fundamentalists, though crediting racism for its rise. But Kureishi does not attempt to 
reconcile the two warring point of views, he rather disposes off the fundamentalists. The 
fundamentalists are disposed off in a semi-comic scene in the house of Deedee where they 
come to take revenge on Shahid and Deedee for calling in the police at the book burning 
site. They, however, are counter-attacked by Shahid's brother Chili in a filmy style. Riaz is 
humiliated. He is made to take off the shirt he was wearing which originally belonged to 
Chili. The aura Riaz had among his mates as their ideologue is broken. He is assaulted and 
humiliated in front of all by a drunken person like Chili. It seems that Kureishi fails to 
engage the two groups in dialogue and arrive at some amicable resolution. 
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The book seems to suggest attainment of self knowledge at the individual level only. One 
member of Riaz's group, Hat dissociates himself from the group and condemns the 
violence meted out to Shahid. He abjures violence: 
Because Allah is forgiving and merciful, I will only show love and consideration for 
others ... it not my place to condemn another person. Only God can do that. I was 
wrong to put myself in that position, as if I never done wrong things. {Black Album 
271) 
Though he turns away from the "brothers", he does not turn away from God. He advises 
Shahid also not to turn away from God. As for Shahid, he is "sick of being bossed around, 
whether by Riaz or Chad or God himself I can't be limited when there is everything to 
learn and read and discover". Shahid, decides to come to tenns with himself by writing: 
...he found a fountain pen with a decent nib, and began to write with concentrated 
excitement. He had to find some sense in his recent experiences; he wanted to know 
and understand. How could anyone confine themselves to one system or creed? Why 
should they feel they had to? There was no fixed self; surely our several selves 
melted and mutated daily? There had to be innumerable ways of being in the world. 
He would spread himself out, in his work and in love, following his curiosity. (Black 
Album 21 A) 
The examples of individual immigrants leading the lives of peace loving citizens may be 
classified in two types. One type of immigrants may be called integrated and the other 
type may be called assimilated. Hat decides to dissociate himself from the 'brothers' and 
continue his study to be an accountant, though he does not turn away from God. His 
movement is towards integration. Shahid, on the other hand, rejects his ethnic and 
religious commitments in favour of progressive liberal humanism. Shahid's movement is 
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towards assimilation. Majority of the immigrant population come under these two 
categories of the mainstream citizens. The rest are the delinquents and drug addicts like 
Chili or the religious fanatics like Riaz and Chad. Both of these categories are on the 
fringes of society. Kureishi does not say anything explicitly about the future of these 
people but he suggests the potential of the latter at two different places in the novel. One is 
the book burning scene and the other, aftermath of a terrorist attack at Victoria Station 
where Shahid finds himself incidentally on his way to meet Deedee. Thousands of 
commuters were stranded. The narrator reflects on what did they feel: 
Confiision and anger, because somewhere outside lurked armies of resentment. But 
which faction was it? Which underground group? Which war, cause or grievance 
was being demonstrated? The world was full of seething causes which required 
vengeance - that at least was known. While inside the city, gorging on plenty 
without looking up, were the complacent. And today 'the lucky ones', those with 
mortgages and jobs, wondering the streets in search of a working phone, were meant 
to know they could be stalked, picked off, besieged. For they were guilty. They 
would have to pay and pay. (Black Album 103) 
This incident obviously show that the possibility of a terrorist attack at public places looms 
large at any time but common people have no idea of what cause or grievance was being 
demonstrated through it. 
The grievance, it seems Kureishi suggests, is the lack of belongingness of some citizens 
who feel not being accepted and welcome as equal citizens. I have already referred to what 
Bhikhu Parekh has to say in this regard. "Citizenship is about status and rights, belonging 
is about being accepted and feeling welcome" (342). Some individuals and groups might 
enjoy the same rights as the rest but feel that they do not quite belong to the larger political 
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community. Same is the case with Riaz. Riaz considers Shahid his "fellow countryman" 
i.e. Pakistani, on the basis of his racial and ethnic features, although Shahid protests at this. 
Shahid does not say that Britain is his home but he says, "It suits me. There's nowhere else 
I will feel more comfortable" (Black Album 175). He accepts a provisional state. On the 
other hand Riaz says Britain will never be his home. For Riaz ethnicity is nationality. He is 
not able to consider himself and others like him to be a member of a political community 
i.e. British. His nationality will always be Pakistani. Britain as a multicultural signifier has 
no meaning for him. 
Chad is another example who tries in vain to negotiate his belongingness. He is also of 
Pakistani origin adopted by an English couple and given the name Trevor Buss. He 
becomes a huge fan of Prince and fond of stylish clothes and drugs. But he could not 
belong to England: 
Chad would hear church bells. He'd see English country cottages and ordinary 
English people who were secure, who effortlessly belonged. ... When he got to be a 
teenager he saw he had no roots, no connections with Pakistan, couldn't even speak 
the language. ... In England white people looked at him as if he were going to steal 
their car or their handbag, particularly as he dressed like a ragamuffin. But in 
Pakistan they looked at him even more strangely. (Black Album 106-07) 
Chad has been "saved" by his "people" and he becomes the action man of Riaz's 
fundamentalist group. Chad rejects national or political belongingness and forges one 
identity of being Muslim: "No more Paki. Me a Muslim" (Black Album 128). Finally he 
bums himself while throwing petrol bombs to destroy a bookshop in protest against the 
unnamed blasphemous book. 
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If we analyse the cultural orientation of some of the major characters in the novel such as 
Shahid, Chili and Chad we find that all of them are assimilated. All three of them are fond 
of pop music, stylish clothes and drugs. Chad turns to Islam out of desperation and a sense 
of rootlessness. Shahid and Chili, however, are in opposition to Islam and the 
fundamentalists. Strapper considers that both the brothers are too westernized and they 
want to become like the whites which is a wrong turning. But the irony is that they are also 
considered "Muhammadans" and "terrorisf by Zulma's friend Charles Jump. Jump is one 
minor character in the novel who epitomises the deep rooted Islamophobia in western 
society. He accuses Shahid of having joined "militant Mohammadans" and observes: 
... we know they are entering France through Marseilles and Italy through the south. 
Soon they will be seeping through the weakened Communist regions, into the heart 
of civilized Europe, often posing as jewellery salesmen while accusing us of 
prejudice and bigotry. ... You can't walk ten steps without coming across a mosque. 
That is where the disorder is fomented. ... You will slit the throats of us infidels as 
we sleep. Or convert us. Soon books and ...and ... bacon will be banned. Isn't that 
you people want? (Black Album 190-1) 
Chili, the person who was ready to take "the brown man's burden" (Black Album 6) and do 
everything in England has finally become disillusioned. He doesn't want to work any 
longer. He observes that the new generation will not accept the treatment meted out to 
their parents and working in dirty shops will not be enough for them: 
You see them, our people, the Pakis, in their dirty shops, surly, humouriess, their fat 
sons and ugly daughters watching you, taking the money. The prices are 
extortionate, because they open all hours. The new Jews, everyone hates them. In a 
few years the kids will kick their parents in the teeth. (Black Album 201) 
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The father of Shahid is another example who could not carry on with his initial crush with 
England. In Karachi he lived like an English Lord attended by unifonned sei-vants. 
Autographed photographs of Cowdrey and May, and a print of George V broadcasting to 
the empire hung on the walls and The Times was open on an oak stand. But he was fed up 
with the everyday problems in Pakistan: 
... the religion shoved down everyone's throat; the bandits, corruption, censorship, 
laziness, fatuity of the press; the holes in the roads, the absence of roads, the roads 
on fire. Nothing was ever right for Papa there. He liked to say, when he was at his 
most depressed, that the British shouldn't have left. '1945 - a new country, a fi-esh 
start!' he'd cry. 'How many people have such an opportunity! Why can't we run 
things without torturing and murdering one another, without the corruption and 
exploitation? What's wrong with us {Black Album 107)?' 
However, the same papa despite having achieved huge material success seems to be 
disillusioned with England. He observes that 'pubs were the only glory of England now 
and the single reason for existing in such a God-forsaken country'. Instead of English 
cricketers he would celebrate the exploits of Pakistani, Indian, West Indian or even the 
Australian cricketers against England - "they were colonials, after all" {Black Album 156). 
The predicament of all these apparently westernised people discussed above reveals that, 
though they seem to have assimilated with the British culture the question of their cultural 
identity and national affiliation remains indeterminate, complex and vulnerable. This is so 
because of the inhospitable nature of the White majority community who are 
unsympathetic to the goals of multicultural living. 
It seems that Hanif Kureishi is more concerned with the apparently westernised and 
assimilated immigrant population. In presenting the ambivalence of their cultural identity 
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and national affiliation he makes them caricatures to laugh at. This is true about Haroon 
and Anwar of The Buddha of Suburbia as well as the father of Shahid Hasan of The Black 
Album. All these characters bear Muslim names but, they are not practising Muslims. 
Anwar turns out to be a fanatic of tradition and an irrational person. Haroon, a lapsed 
Muslim masquerading as an eastern religious (Buddhist) guru makes himself funny. 
Shahid's father hates religion. Karim Amir, the protagonist of The Buddha of Suburbia 
integrates himself with the place of his birth i.e., England by acknowledging his mixed 
race identity with Indian connection through his father. Neither does he have nor does he 
develop a religious identity. Shahid Hasan of The Black Album opts for progressive 
liberalism along with the pursuit of pleasure and individualism that it offers. He also 
neither does choose nor develop a religious identity. The only people who assert their 
religious identity are the radical Islamists, Riaz and his friends, Chad, Hat, Sadiq and 
Tahira. These people are shown to be religious fanatic and devoid of reason. They are also 
shown to be aggressive and violent in nature. This kind of characterisation in Kureishi's 
novels gives an impression that only violent and irrational people can become Muslim. 
This way the novel, The Black Album gives a monolithic, circumscribed and narrow view 
of Islam and its believers. In this context Ruvani Ranasinha (2007) comments that, 
"Kureishi rehearses stereotypes of Muslims as intrinsically violenf (241). In The Black 
Album Chad is characterized as "crazy", all "bulk and suppressed violence" with "the 
ferocity of a wild pig" {Black Album 78, 237). Though Kureishi seems to be sympathetic to 
Riaz and hints at the origin of such Radical people to be racism, he doesn't give Riaz a 
chance to negotiate his identity in such a way so as to retain his Islamic faith and be a 
mainstream citizen. It seems that other than liberal individualism there is no other way to 
be in the mainstream and be a responsible citizen. Kureishi creates a binary between 
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radical Islam and liberal individualism placing the latter on a privileged position and 
leaving no way in between. Ranasina observes: 
In his characterisation, Kureishi invents a polarity between radical orthodox Islam 
and detached liberal individualism with no recognition of the spectrum of attitudes in 
between. His Muslim characters tend to either scorn religion like Shahid's 'secular' 
father, brother Chilli, and his patrician wife Zulma in Black Album, and Parvez in My 
Son the Fanatic, or they are represented as extreme 'fiindamentalists'—already a 
highly charged term in Britain. Kureishi's polarity ignores the wide range of 
different forais of Islam that are not extreme or aggressive. This implicitly positions 
Islamic beliefs as problematic in themselves and illustrates one of the ways in which 
practising Muslims are, as Tariq Modood argues, demonised and Islam perceived as 
a 'divisive' identity. (Ranasinha 241-42) 
This is truer of that migrant population whose religion does not approve many of the 
commonplace aspects of the British way of life. This actually thwarts the goals of a vibrant 
multiculturalism. Dominic Head (2000) sums up this point very appropriately: 
The migrant identities that are fictionalised in post-war writing are often 
embattled and vulnerable. This is sometimes due to the transitional nature of 
twentieth-century postcolonial expression, where postcolonial identity is 
conceived as process than arrival; but the evocation of vulnerability has just as 
frequently to do with the inhospitable nature of the British, and especially English 
society, often portrayed as unsympathetic to the goals of a living, interactive 
multiculturalism.(156) 
Kureishi addresses one more dilemma faced by the policy of multiculturalism that is posed 
by feminism. Multiculturalism allows certain autonomy to the different traditional cultural 
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groups in matters deemed to be private. However, for feminism private is public. It is 
argued by the feminists that most of the traditional cultures are by nature patriarchal which 
places the women in disadvantaged or oppressed position and the defence of group rights 
of such traditional cultural group will only perpetuate the disadvantaged position of 
women. The elders of a cultural group or religious community generally defend some of 
the cultural practices related to marriage, divorce, inheritance etc. as 'personal law'. In this 
context, Susan Moller Okin (1998) observes that a mere suggestion by a First World 
feminist that "women and girls in cultures other than our own are disadvantaged or 
oppressed by elements of their own cultures is regarded as offensive cultural imperialism" 
(665). Kureishi knows this fact and he incorporates this in his novels. In The Black Album 
Deedee is accused of cultural imperialism for providing shelter to a girl who ran away 
from home. Sadiq, one member of Riaz's group says that Deedee forced her to say that, 
her "religion treats women as second-class citizens" (Black Album 229). In The Buddha of 
Suburbia Jamila does not run away from home when her father forces her to marry 
Changez because she knows that if she does so her White friends would brand her 
community as oppressive for women. Jamila herself is a feminist but she does not want her 
community to earn a bad name for her own action, otherwise she does not care for her 
religion or culture of origin. 
Kureishi's latest novel Something to Tell You primarily engages with the mysterious and 
unsatisfying urge of sexual pleasure and the middle age crisis of the protagonist Jamal 
Khan and his friend Henry. However, the novel obliquely comments on the politics of 
multiculturalism by connecting it with the 7/7 terrorist attack in London's underground 
train and also in city bus. The girlfriend of Henry's son Sam who is called 'Mule Woman' 
in the novel is killed with many others. Henry gets upset about the deaths, but he gets more 
upset with the attitude of Lisa towards the attack. "She is almost triumphalist over the 
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bombing. Not only does she claim to have predicted it, not only does she see it as just 
retribution, but she seems to think Bush-Blair will learn his lesson at last" {Something to 
Tell You 472). She asks a rhetorical question: "Why would a young articulate kid, from a 
decent family, well-educated and intelligent, with everything in front of him, become a 
zealot destroying thousands of lives?" (Something to Tell You 472) 
Henry is "disillusioned and confused" he recalls how he and his generation grew up with 
the 'radical' movements in the Third World, from Africa and South America. Twenty 
years ago the word "radical", according to Kenan Malik, meant "someone who was 
militantly secular, self-consciously Western and avowedly left-wing" and resisted racism. 
But, today the word "radical" is used in an Islamic context and it refers to "religious 
fundamentalist" (Malik XII). That is why Henry feels betrayed that those same 
"oppressed" rebels "are killing us from the far religious right!" Henry is shocked by this 
kind of violence perpetrated by the religious right. However, this violence reminds him 
"the diabolical killing of civilians in Baghdad - severed head, blood underfoot, children 
eviscerated, limbs blown into trees". Henry seems to hate both of the acts of violence. 
Henry feels that London attack is a revenge on Blair's indiscriminate act of violence in 
Iraq and that is why he is angered when Blair refuses to accept that his own "massive acts 
of violence" was responsible for the attack. Henry called it "moral childishness". 
It seems that Kureishi in a way suggests that the problem of Islamic terrorism is more 
political than religious. The home-grown radicals seem to seek public attention to convey 
the message that the armed interference and the mindless violence perpetrated by the 
Bush-Blair combine in the foreign lands was not justified. The problem does not lie on the 
question of integration. The people involved in the bombing were "from decent families, 
well educated and intelligent". It is not that they were not integrated. They were integrated 
but they felt connected by their common faith with the victims of state violence elsewhere 
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and they are out to take revenge. People such as Henry and his daughter Lisa try to find the 
reason of the 7/7 London attack in the pohcy of the Blair government. Out of desperation 
Henry resigns from the Labour Party. Henry says that, "there had been insufficient debate 
over Iraq" (Something to Tell You 439). Lisa is not satisfied with her father's gesture of 
only resigning from the Party. She says: "Why doesn't he actually support the insurgents 
in Iraq, and the bombers and resisters around the world? Why doesn't he accept the idea of 
the struggle moving to Britain?" (Something to Tell You 440-41) To justify her stand she 
refers to one politician, Robin Cook who said "we'd have been better advised bringing 
peace to Palestine than war to Iraq". 
The London attack of 7/7 was a blow to the policy of multiculturalism in Britain. 
Something to Tell You captures the gradual change in race relations in Britain which 
worsened after the 7/7 attack as Jamal summarises: 
Most whites considered Asians to be 'inferior', less intelligent, less everything good. 
Not that we were called Asian then. Officially, as it were, we were called 
immigrants, I think. Later, for political reasons, we were 'blacks'. But we always 
considered ourselves to be Indians. In Britain we are still called Asians, ... It was a 
long time before we became known as Muslims, a new imprimatur, and then for 
political reasons. (Something to Tell You 55) 
The religious identity of being Muslim has become the public and political identity and 
other identities such as those based on race and place of origin have become irrelevant. 
Miriam reports that after the 7/7 attack, the area in which she lived has become more racist 
and the victims are the Muslims. "Mussie", "ham-head" and "allahAllah-bomb" were the 
new insult words replacing the older ones, such as, "Paki", "wog", "curry-face"; "religion 
had not been part of it" (Something to Tell You 482). 
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The one person who undergoes a tremendous change after the incident of 7/7 is Ajita. In 
her desperation to forge an identity for herself she empathises with the MusHms, especially 
the Muslim women who have to face newer kind of persecution and insult. She starts 
wearing the veil and also starts learning the Koran. Ajita feels that she was not given a 
cultural upbringing by her family. Her father was a secular person, a non-practising 
Muslim. When in Africa he ignored the culture of Africa and in England he ignored 
Western culture. Apparently, Ajita and her brother seem to be cosmopolitan. Being a pop 
musician and a gay, Mustaq seems to have acquired a culture for him, but Ajita was 
without any culture of her own. She wants to acquire a culture for herself and she chooses 
Islamic culture, the culture of her origin. This is a new phenomenon in which apparently 
cosmopolitan people turn to their culture of origin. This happens because of the feeling of 
rootlessness aggravated by racial persecution when the sense of suspicion and hostility is 
at its height. 
Kureishi has captured the mood of a generation. Being persecuted at home they identify 
with the lot persecuted elsewhere. The same happens with Ajita. She learns the Koran 
from an Algerian woman. This woman tells her about the oppression of Muslims abroad; 
"She talks of her life, politics, the condition of our people, my brothers and sisters, the 
oppressed of Afghanistan, of Iraq, of Chechnya". Ajita confirms, "I wouldn't blow up 
anyone myself, but this is a war" {Something to Tell You 484). For Ajita wearing the veil is 
a form of resistance. She wants to assert her Islamic identity in public, but she 
categorically rejects any violence. 
In the conclusion one can say that Kureishi as a creative writer has observed and recorded 
the contemporary socio-political scenario and the changing race relations from a very close 
quarter. This is so because Kureishi himself is a product of mixed race marriage like many 
of the characters in his novels. It seems that Kureishi is very much concerned about the 
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future of race relation in Britain. As far as the policy of multiculturalism is concerned 
Kureishi seems to suggest that it is a two-way traffic. To make it work all members of the 
society have to contribute. Government policies may play a proactive role to maintain a 
cohesive society, but the common citizens of both the majority and the minority 
community (immigrants), have to be sympathetic to each other's concern for a peaceful 
coexistence in the multicultural context. 
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Chapter VI 
Conclusion: Destabilizing the Stable 
In the preceding Chapters of this work I have studied five novels of Hanif Kureishi 
exploring the three major themes of art and artists, gender and sexualities, and 
multiculturalism. Kureishi's views on art and artistic self have been explored in 
Chapter II of this thesis. The artists in the novels of Kureishi are from different 
domains of art. However, all of them share some similarities. All of them seem to 
undergo certain crisis in their lives before they embark upon the world of art and 
artistic creativity, be it acting, writing or painting. All the artists in Kureishi's novels 
are in the process of growing up and by becoming artists they try to come to terms 
with themselves and resolve the crisis in their personal and familial life. None of 
them is bom as artist with some essential artistic traits; they rather invent art to come 
out from crisis like situation in their personal and familial life. It can be said that 
Kureishi's artists are the products of circumstances. 
In The Buddha of Suburbia Karim Amir becomes a successful actor but this does 
not come easily. He has to undergo many trials and tribulations before achieving the 
perfect role and becoming a successful actor. Being a victim of racism in school and 
his subsequent engagement with the theatre people make him conscious of his 
ethnicity. He discovers his ethnically hybrid self and finally accept the role of a 
second generation immigrant that suits him. Karim finds that soap opera is the 
perfect medium for him to engage with the contemporary issues. That way Karim 
goes to portray authenfic experiences through his art. Karim's success as an actor 
depends on the currency of the discourse of race, immigration, multiculturalism and 
the demand of ethnic culture and products as commodity for the consumption of the 
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majority community (discussed in Chapter II). Karim's half-brother Charlie on the 
other hand assumes borrowed persona and keeps on changing it. 
In The Buddha of Suburbia Kureishi presents two growing artists of two distinct 
persuasions. One believes in social realism with the commitment that an artist should 
engage with socio-cultural issues and connect with the masses, while the other 
believes in exploiting the consumerist appeal of social movements by assuming a 
borrowed persona only to advance individualist interest. Kureishi subtly raises the 
question of responsibility of the artist towards society and also the question of 
authentic experience. This is also a pertinent question for Kureishi himself as a 
writer with the baggage of his racially hybrid identity like Karim. An artist like 
Karim plays the role of cultural translator as Kureishi himself has done as a screen 
play writer and novelist. 
In The Black Album Shahid's aspiration to become a writer and what he would write 
about is also decided by the circumstances of his life. The first piece written by 
Shahid was a vulgar verbal attack on racism (discussed in Chapter II). However, 
afterwards, he understands that mere statement of truth does not lead to art. He 
comes to know that art originates from the 'unsaid'. Some of the truths cannot be 
said and are never said because they are unpleasant. They may lead to social 
disruption. So, they are never said explicitly. Probably, Shahid thinks about self-
censorship of art by the artist. The question of self-censorship becomes all the more 
relevant in the context of Rushdie Affair and its aftermath which is at the backdrop 
of The Black Album. Shahid distances himself from writing anything that would lead 
to social disruption of the Rushdie Affair kind. He also does not enter into an 
alliance with his Islamist friends who bum Rushdie's book for alleged blasphemy; 
he, rather, rejects their position of absolutism and accepts the position of provisional 
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state of being offered to him by Deedee (discussed in Chapter II). Shahid commits to 
Hberal secularism because it guarantees the right of the individual to liberty of 
thought and expression. Kureishi seems to plead for the right of the individual to 
liberty of thought and expression through the character of Shahid. But, at the same 
time he advocates the self-censorship of artistic creation by its author. 
Kureishi's third novel Gabriel's Gift also relates to art and artists. This book is a 
critique of the idealism of the cultural revolution of the 1960s. In this novel 
Kureishi values imagination very highly. However, Kureishi reinforces that 
imagination alone cannot make one a successful artist. In this novel Kureishi 
reinforces the tenacity, commitment and hard work one has to put in one's vocation 
to be successful as an artist. 
Gabriel's father was talented but he failed because of his nonconformist rebellious 
ideals. Kureishi seems to critique the idealism and nonconformity associated with 
artistic creativity. He also hints at the risk of failure in any idealistic artistic 
endeavour. Very few people actually become successful artist. The fear of failure is 
always there. 
Kureishi addresses the price an artist has to pay for being famous and a celebrity 
figure. Once an artist becomes a celebrity figure he cannot afford to enjoy the 
freedom of being anonymous or go unnoticed in any public place without being 
mobbed. In The Buddha of Suburbia Charlie is followed by a journalist for an 
interview. In Gabriel's Gift when Rex goes to see Lester taking Gabriel with him 
they find the desperate mob waiting outside Lester's place to have a glimpse of him. 
In Something to Tell You Mustaq turned George experiences the same problem. 
Mustaq 'when young he'd wanted to be recognised and praised as a star, whereas 
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having become older he yearned for his original anonymity...' {Something to Tell 
You 475). 
One of the recurring themes of Kureishi's novels is the blurring distinction between 
high art and low art. Theatre is one of the art fonns generally considered to be high 
art. But, in The Buddha of Suburbia the difference between theatre and pop art has 
been blurred. The bohemian life style of theatre director like Matthew Pyke is far 
from the seriousness theatre generally evokes in one's mind. In The Black Album 
Deedee is of the opinion that teaching the students classic literature is like informing 
them about 'white elite culture' and telling them of 'their inferiority'. She would 
rather teach 'the music her students liked, how they danced, their clothes and 
language, it was theirs, a living way', 'extend it, ask questions' (Black Album 134). 
Jamal in Something to Tell You admits that he 'learned to make no distinction 
between high and low art' (Something to Tell You 271). Today in the world of 
literature also no distinction is made between what was once considered to be classic 
literature and pulp literature. As far as Kureishi's own writing is concerned he does 
not hesitate to use taboo words and his depiction of some sex scenes (specially in 
The Buddha of Suburbia and The Black Album) border on pornography. Some of the 
scenes of orgies actually turn out to be pornography. 
One more thing that Kureishi seems to foreground is the role of show business in the 
late-capitalist economy. In a city like London a large number of people are engaged 
in show business - making films, soap operas, music videos, documentaries, talk 
shows, not to mention live stage performance. Similarly, a large number of people 
make their living by writing. The world of these people is different from other 
ordinary citizens. These people are connected to each other in their own close knit 
world. Sometimes they claim to be representing the causes of the masses, but they 
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are actually cut off from them. This is also true of literary writers and more so of the 
immigrant writers who claim to represent the people and their culture that the writers 
themselves are not always familiar with. 
Gender and sexuality is one of the recurrent motifs in the novels of Kureishi. Some 
of the recurrent themes of Kureishi's novels are the development of sexual 
orientation, fluidity of sexuality, sexual relationship, relationship between ethnicity 
and sexuality, and pursuit of sexual pleasure. Kureishi probes deep into these aspects 
of sexuality and destabilises the hegemony of normative heterosexuality. 
Karim, the protagonist of the novel The Buddha of Suburbia is shown to be a 
bisexual. He considers his bisexuality a privilege. For Karim sex is a commonplace 
phenomenon of life and devoid of any taboo element. Karim does not take any 
political stand in the matter of his sexual identity. However, there is a racial politics 
involved in Karim's seducing the white girl Helen. Karim admits to have taken 
revenge against Helen's father's racial abuse on him by seducing his daughter 
(discussed in Chapter III). Otherwise, Karim is a person with fluid sexual identity. 
Hanif Kureishi seems to have broken the hegemony of normative heterosexuality 
through the character of Karim. Jamila, the strong female character in the same novel 
also destabilises normative heterosexuality. She enters into an arranged marriage 
under the pressure of her father but never allows her husband to consummate the 
marriage. She renders the institution of marriage irrelevant by not giving her 
husband access to her body. She also demolishes the institution of family that is 
perpetuated by the institution of marriage and goes to live in a commune. She gives 
birth to a mixed-race baby giri fathered by a white man. By subverting her marriage 
Jamila takes control of her sexuality and reproductive capacity; and ultimately giving 
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birth to a mixed-race baby destabilises the category of race. Later, she turns to 
lesbianism. 
The Black Album also engages with the theme of destabilisation of gender roles. 
Shahid's lover and teacher Deedee Osgood considers that 'all limitations are prison'. 
Defying the limitations of gender and sexuality seems to be Osgood's motto in life. 
Deedee and Shahid experiment in gender bending in their sexual relation. They 
reverse their roles. Deedee takes the lead in sexual act and Shahid becomes a passive 
receiver. She also applies make up on Shahid to give him a female face. This is an 
attempt by Kureishi to break the stereotypical sexual role assigned to male and 
female. 
Sexual relation between the races in Kureishi's novels is fraught with the historical 
baggage of colonialism and the desire for the mysterious Other. In The Buddha of 
Suburbia Eva's interest in Haroon, Karim's interest in Helen, Charlie and Eleanor, 
Matthew Fyke's and his wife Marlene's interest in Karim and also Deedee's desire 
for Shahid in The Black Album all can be construed as the desire for the mysterious 
and exotic Other. Some of the characters in The Black Album actually accuse 
Deedee of neo-colonialism. They say that Deedee regularly takes her lovers from the 
Afro-Caribbean and Asian students. Kureishi, however, seems to know the fact that 
even if some members of the white dominant culture genuinely sympathise with the 
cause of the people of the minority culture and promote their interest they could be 
construed to be patronising. In the similar way, even if the love of a white person for 
a black person is genuine it can be construed to be a desire for the Other. Kureishi 
seems to break this cynicism apart and promote racial intermingling which would 
lead to hybridity instead of separatism. 
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Kureishi has shown in his novels that more and more people are out to pursue 
pleasure and personal happiness rather than being tied up with marital or parental 
commitment and responsibility. This could be the result of extreme kind of 
individualism prevalent in modem Western societies. In The Buddha of Suburbia 
Haroon leaves his wife, Margaret and younger son, Allie to live a more sexually 
exciting life with Eva Kay. This is also the case with Jay in Intimacy leaving his 
partner Susan with two minor children. Some critics think Intimacy records how it 
feels when someone falls out of love. It is also a novel of masculine crisis when the 
man finds himself redundant in the family. Kureishi has juxtaposed two sets of 
values, that of humanism and Thatcherism. Susan calls the present trend "a 
Thatcherism of the soul that imagines that people are not dependent on one another" 
{Intimacy 68-69). She longs for other social values that embody, as Jay guesses, 
"duty, sacrifice, obligation to others, self-discipline" {Intimacy 69). These are the 
humanistic values. By highlighting this aspect of Western society Kureishi provides 
a critique of the present trend of permissiveness and sexual infidelity in the Western 
society in general and London in particular. 
Kureishi's latest novel Something to Tell You takes the theme of sexuality and 
masculine crisis further ahead. Kureishi has demystified the monogamous 
heterosexuality by enumerating an enormous variety of sexual orientations and its 
manifestations an individual may take fancy to. Sexuality has been dissociated from 
all religious morality and its reproductive aspect. It is treated as a pure form of 
pleasure. 
In the post-feminist era women have achieved significant positions in the economy 
and the advent of contraceptive pill has given women sexual fi-eedom which has 
made the institution of marriage irrelevant. The ideals of masculinity has come to a 
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crisis after losing the economic as well as sexual control over women which in turn 
has increased men's sexual anxiety. One of the outcomes of the masculine crisis is 
the broken families and absentee fathers which is a recurring theme in Kureishi's 
novels (Gabriel's Gift, Intimacy and Something to Tell You). The men seem to have 
withdrawn from family life. 
In an interview with Rachel Donadio published in the New York Times on August 8, 
2008 Kureishi described his novel Something to Tell You as "a critiques of the notion 
of limitless pleasure". It is re-examination of the sexual revolution. Kureishi laments 
the outcome of the sexual revolution: "Is this what we thought we would be in the 
60s when [we] were dancing around with flowers in our hair wanting a more erotic 
and more sexual life?" Kureishi seems to lament the outcome of the unrepressed and 
limitless pleasure. He observed, "if the society doesn't install the values anymore 
your happiness and your pleasure is entirely up to you; you have to work and earn it 
and install your own moral values". Taken this into consideration it seems that 
Kureishi's treatment of unrepressed sexual desire is ironical. In almost all his novels 
Kureishi treats sexuality very frankly and takes it to amoral and almost pornographic 
level. But, one recurring incident to be noted in some of his novels is that they either 
end with marriage or reinstatement of an annulled marriage. The Buddha of Suburbia 
ends with the marriage of Haroon and Eva. In Gabriel's Gift Gabriel's parents Rex 
and Christina get married at the end of the novel". In Something to Tell You Jamal 
Khan is reunited with his estranged wife Josephine. All these seem to give the call 
'return to the family'. 
Kureishi seems to be critical of the pursuit of excessive and limitless sexual pleasure 
without any morality. He is not in favour of the imposition of religious morality but 
the development of individual moral value which can redeem one from the quagmire 
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of bottomless desire. He also seeks to be critical of militant feminism. Kureishi does 
not preach any exclusive sexual morality. As far as the different unconventional 
sexual orientations are concerned he destigmatizes all and advocates a tolerant 
multicultural attitude. 
I have argued in this thesis that Hanif Kureishi is a multiculturalist writer. His 
fictional world testifies to the fact that the need of peaceful coexistence of culturally 
and ethnically diverse people in a country like Britain has become a historical reality. 
However, simply admitting this fact and adopting multiculturalism as state policy to 
celebrate ethno-cultural difference in public life is not the solution. This leads to 
essentialism of difference as argued in Chapter IV of this thesis. 
Hanif Kureishi seems to provide a critique of the 'difference multiculturalism' or 
'soft multiculturalism' in his novels, particularly in The Buddha of Suburbia. 
Commodification of Eastern spiritualism and its wide acceptance in the Western 
society is a case in point. Haroon poses as a Buddhist guru, though he is a lapsed 
Muslim. His act of imposture is very successfully marketed by his new found love 
Eva. Karim is also introduced to the world of theatre by Eva for the authenticity of 
his ethnicity. Kureishi seems to be against any cultural straightjacket that inhibits the 
autonomy of the individual. Kureishi advocates the case of critical multiculturalism 
that allows the individual to engage in critical dialogue with both, the host culture 
and the culture of origin. It leads to provisional state of being rather than absolute 
one. As discussed in Chapter IV, Karim develops this kind of perspective which can 
be called multicultural perspective. The same is the case with Shahid Hasan in The 
Black Album. He consciously rejects the radical Islamists and joins Deedee as this 
allows him autonomy to exist in a provisional state of being. 
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As discussed in Chapter V Kureishi is apparently more interested in people who are 
seemingly assimilated to Western way of life. However, their attitude changes in the 
face of all pervasive racism and the inhospitable nature of the white majority 
community who are unsympathetic to the goals of multicultural living. By 
foregrounding this aspect in his novels Kureishi comments on race relations in 
contemporary Britain. He seems to suggest that the onus of multicultural living is 
more on the white majority community. In The Black Album Kureishi suggests that 
radical Islam thrived on racism. 
Majority of the Muslim characters in Kureishi's novels are westernised. Religion has 
no role in their lives. Only the radical Islamists assert their religion as sacrosanct to 
their identity. Riaz and his friends, Chad, Hat, Sadiq and Tahira are the case in point 
in The Black Album. These people are shown to be religious fanatic and devoid of 
reason. They are also shown to be aggressive and violent in nature. This kind of 
characterisation in Kureishi's novels gives an impression that only violent and 
irrational people can become Muslim. Kureishi does not say anything about the 
majority of the Muslim population who are peace loving, law abiding practising 
Muslim. In this context Ruvani Ranasinha comments: "Kureishi rehearses 
stereotypes of Muslims as intrinsically violent" (Ranasinha 241). 
Perhaps, it would be too simplistic to accuse Kureishi of rehearsing the "stereotypes 
of Muslims as intrinsically violenf. Kureishi actually seems to locate the cause of 
this violence. In his latest novel Something to Tell You he again comes back to this 
theme by relating it to the London attack of 7/7. Henry's daughter Lisa raises a 
pertinent question: "Why would a young articulate kid, from a decent family, well-
educated and intelligent, with everything in front of him, become a zealot destroying 
thousands of lives" {Something to Tell You 472)? Even Henry feels that London 
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attack is a revenge on Blair's indiscriminate act of violence in Iraq. It seems that 
Kureishi suggests that the problem of Islamic terrorism is more political than 
religious. 
Kureishi as a writer of mixed -race origin has played the role of cultural translator. 
But the nature of his work resist being tagged as 'ethnic' or 'minoritarian' because 
his works do not exclusively engage with the minority ethnic or religious groups but 
also with the majority community. In his treatment of the minority and the majority 
communities he idealizes neither of the two. He is critical of the idiosyncrasies and 
shortfalls of both the communities. His distrust of traditional kinds of oppositional 
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